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PREFACE
MNOWNWOMMUMUR

In Resolution No. 4 of their Seventh Conference, held in
Brussels in June 1971, the Ministers of Education of the 21 States
signatory to the European Cultural Convention instructed the
Committee of Senior Officials to study, in collaboration with the
Secretariat of the Council of europe, the practical arrangements
for holding an All= Conference, to which officials and experts
from Ministries or apartments other than those of education
might be invited, on problems relating to the education and
training of immigrants, both adults and adolescents, and to
the schooling of immigrants' children.

Following a decision by the Committee that all countries
should be invited to cooperate in preparing material for the
Conference, the Secretariat prepared, under the guidance of the
Committee and a Working Party specially set up for this purpose,
the 'Guidelines for Country Reports' of which the full text is
included as an Appendix to this document.

The twenty reports which are presented herewith to the
ad hoc Conference have beell prepared by Governments, in response
to the 'Guidelines', as a concerted effort to gather and exchange
information and Uo confront their respective assessments of
national situations with a view to further action.

Strasbourg Secretariat of the
July 1974 Standiug conference of

European Ministers of Education
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PART I

POLICY, LaISLAT/04 AND EXPERIMINT
arnammenatemaamounveawnemeammwoaa

A. POLICY

1. Traininaladjalartmlaina_91misrpnt workers

Foreign workers, partieularly those who have been working
In Austria for a lonfor Nviod of time, havo, for quite some
time, already been included in training and other tAucational
programmes promoted by the labour market.ndmintstrttion.
Promotion of initial and further vocational training of foreiGn
workers is steadily gaining in impo:tanee and, thLre:ore, in
the middle of 1972 was regulated by a decree of the
Federal Ministry of Socirl Administration. Howevevi, other
public and private bodies as wall have organised courses for
further occupational .livininG.on the one hand, and courses of
Berman on the other. Courses with other subjects as, eg in the
Tyrol a "traffic education course", or courses for illiterates
had to be discontinued after a comparatively short tine
because of lack of interest and participation. Nevertheless,
initial and further vocational training seems of great
importance for the simple reason that 90 per cent of the
Yugoslav and Turkish immigrants are unskilled workers. On the
part of the guest workers, however, so far only little
interest has been shown for my form of further training. Any
effort at caring for adult guest workers i3 handl.capped and
counteracted by the defective knowledge of German as well as by
the shortage of teachers and of assistants in further
occupational training vilth a command of the guest workers'
mother tongue. With the attendants of courses of Oerman, the
drop-out rate amounts to en average of almost 50 per cent at
the end of the course, although, in many cases, attempts are
being made, by the use of modern audiovisual media, to make
these courses simple and interesting. On the other hand, the
results of the vocational courses organised b:Ir the
institutes of economic promotion (Wirtschaftsfardcrungs-
institute) are absolutely satisfactory for those participants
who attend the courses till the end. As can be gleaned from
the reports of the organisers of such courses, the participants,
in most, cases, do not have the necessary primary school
basis (which applies not only to illiterates, :Jut also to those
people who only know the Cyrillic alphabet and therefore have
to learn The Latin alph(l.bet.

The paramount dif0.culty for integrptton, ')oth with tie
adults and with the children, can be found in ;:biz lack of

linguistic: communication. This is aggravated by serious social
factors such as the outward appearance of the flreign workers
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which usually does not correspond to standard ideas in this
respeot of the local population, the largely unattistactory
housing conditions etc. Particularly to large enterprises, in
which there is a predominating share of guest workers, strange
customs and habits of living load to difficulties with Austrian
workers.

Moorages against the difficulties described could be taken
at seveiranvelst

a. Extended socinl care! establishment, within thu framework
Orpt==genogrEnd authorities, of information and
advisory centres entrusted with t e task of giving advice,
in the mother tongues of the foremen workers, in labour,
family and housing mrttcrs, of providing nsnistance in the
procuring of documents, jobs and flats, fuvthermore in
bringing nbout fymily reunions, extJnsive information by the
publication of foreign lanaunge information sheets, newspapers,
foreign lingua ;e notices in Austrian newspnpors Ynd in the
Austrian radio (1), instruct ion sheets, wall newspapers .tn
firms, information brochures (concerning collective
agrbemunts, health insurance, compulsory schooling for the
children eto).

b. Lin uistic education. tusts already oarried out in
Doran berg,17170an guest workers were offered, on the
premises of the firm, courses of nermnn during the pnid
working hours have shown thnt, by the acquisition of
teohnical terms, thc training period for the specific skill
could be used to n grantur c.dynntage. However, in some areas
doubt is expressed ngaist this procedure sine°, as
experience hms shown, guest workers, after having acquired
n corny:Ad of tha language and a certain measure of skill in
the spacifia vocation, tended to lenve for the Federal
Republic of Gsrmany or for Switzerland on account of better
wages.

a. Information of the Austrian o ulation concerning the
econom c necessity of emp oy ng guest workers in Austria and
concerning the social situation in the countries of origin
which induces migrant workers to earn their living in foreign
countries.

d. Improvement and public supervision of the houslneonditions
-8T-the migrant workers. Fxperience has shown that-W.--
permanent flat, meeting minimum requirements concerning
living oonditions, and a rdilieu conducive to the well-being
of the family tend to decrease the high rates of fluctuation
(ag in Vorarlberg in 1971 71.5 per cents, in 1972 66.9 per
cent: on a federal tverage 30 to 40 per cent).

./.

(1) 'rom September 1973 in various regional pro7rammes
(Vienna, Innsbruck); new short bulletins in Serbo-Croatian.
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mjmultor of amibilittes for use of kilegg
OIT--Vofiffberg,-rarralanoe, can boast or as many as

ITTugoslav and one Turkish football teams which -
supported by the Federation of Trade Unions - arrange
regional football nompetitions. Youth organisations and
charity institutions in the federal provinces have for
some time already been organising sports and cultural
events of all kinds for migrant workers, as well as
entertainments, dances, joint trips. It could be imagined
that families of migrant workers might also be invited to
part io ipate in events which are traditionally reserved to
the local population.

2. achcollasEnLeduuation of mi rant workers' children

a. Pre- school education

Ito comprehensive study exists.. As far as is known, the
number of children involved is extremely low
Approximately one per cent of the children resistered
kindergartens and day nurseries in Vienna and Tyrol, on
a federal average certainly only about 0.5 per oent5.
Only in cases where several migrant workers' families live
in company-provided settlements, these factories also
provide for their own kindergartens, in whioh, however,
the children of the migrant workers and the Austrian
children are jointly cared for. This has the advantage
that, in most oases, these children enter primary school
with a suffieient command of German as it is colloquially
spoken. In the whole of Austria migrant workers'
children are accepted into the kindergartens and day
nurseries on the same terms as Austrian children.

b. Children of full-time oom ulsor school a e to 1 ears
0

According to Austrian legislation, migrant workers'
children who permanently live in Austria and complete
their sixth year of age before 1 September of a calendar
year have to attend compulsory schools. However, if the
child completes his or her sixth year of age between
1 Soptembor and 31 December of a calendar year, he or she
is not yet compelled to attend school. Such a child,
though, is accepted into a school if the child shows
sufficient physical and mental maturity and if there is a
vacant place in the school. General compulsory schooling
lasts 9 school years. For the attendance of a public
school no school fees have to be paid in Austria. The
assignment of a child to a certain grade is determined by
the latest school report and the age of the child. If the
respective child does not yet show a sufficient command of

.1
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German, it may, for the time being, 1 tem oraril be
assigned to a certain grade. The aaa re a de on
the basis of the child's age only would take little or no
regard of the school career passed in foreign countries.
For this reason efforts are being made that every child
procure some proof or past school attendance and the most
recent school report. This information has been made known
to all foreign workers in the form of a leaflet published
in 1972 by the Federal Ministry of Education and Arts in 5
languages, which has been handed out both by the labour
recruitment centres et Belgrade and Istanbul and by all
labour exohange offices, firms and revenue offices.

Frequent change of residence on the part of migrant workers'
families as well as the compulsion to give to their
children, though being oompelled to malce them attend schonl,
other, seemingly more useful tasks than those of aoquiring
an education - these factors not only lead to an irregular
school attendance but also to the fact that approximately
25 to 50 per cent of the children in Austria that have to
attend school do not attend a compulsory school at all.
Since neither the institutions of health insurance, nlr
the financial administration, nor the registration offices
separately register the children of migrant workers and,
thus, are unable to determine them statistically, the
educational authorities only partly succeed in spotting
children who ere under the compulsion to attend school but
are deliberately kept away from school. In individual
oases social workers, school heads, or policemen visited
the respective parents in their homes to acquaint them with
their legal duties.

Quite generally it can be said that the contacts between
school and guest workers are very small indeed. The
difficulties in adjustment which children have on account of
social reasons (wrong modesty because of bad clothing;
inadequate school success on acoount of sub-human living
conditions: insufficient school attendance because of
compulsion to look after other children in the family etc)
are aggravated by the main difficulty of the insuffioient
command of German, the child ct.nnot follow instruction, he
or she becomes restive and thus disturbs instruction. For
this reason voluntary langlaige courses for compulsory school
children have, for this time being'on a private basis
(Youth lied Cross), been carried out for several years. For
approximately 2 :rears promotional instruct:tAl in German has
largely been given within the scope of the instruction ipy
the class teacher. Only in cases where there is known to be
a sufficiently large number of migrant workers' children in
a limited area promotional courses in groups up to a maximum
of 12 children arc being carried out in the form of so-called
scholastic experiments. The greater the dispersion of the

.1
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migrant workers' lodgings in a federal province and the
greater the dirforentiation in ago of the children in a
curtain community, the more diffioult it becomes to carry
out a purposeful promotion. Just as is the case with the
adult migrant workers, the attendanon of the language
eourses organised on a voluntary basis decreases in the
eourse of' tune. Thus, linguistic promotion, in the first
place, depends on the engagement of the teachers and on
:ho interest of the children's parents. Additional
difficulties aria with children who either arrive as
illiterates (these have to be offered basic education in
a first form) or who only know the Cyrillic alphabet.

?or masons of principle no plans arc being made to
create separate classes for migrant workers' children,
though thaw; would -certainly oreate optimum possibilities
of promoting such children in their methlr tongue.

The integrnt ion of th..1 children into the normal class
units, ie together with the Austrian ohildren, results in
a positive educational and linguistic infli.!enoe. It on
be noticed that, Oartioularly up to the llth and lath
years of age, children quickly learn tau cman langutge
and adjust themselves to oustoms and forms of behaviour.
25, this a ghetto fomation is prevented. The question
roJseJ by various sides ns to further training in the
respective mother tongues hts, so far, not ; ;eon clarified.
3ut this will also be possible only in areas where there
are many migrant workers' children with the snmo mothor
tongue. Migrant workers who no loagur have the intention
of returning to their horn3 countries (en extremely small
percentage) show little interest in addittollal instruction
in their mother tongue.

It is the 13 to 14-year old illiterntae who constitute a
particular problem. One cannot raally assign them to, or
promote them, in a primary school or a general speoinl
school. In most cases, these ndolescente loiter tround
without any supervision, and there is the dnnger of their
ooming into ^ criminal milieu. For these pupils t
sepnrnte form of instruction would have to by organised
which, in addition to n course of German, provides
instruction at lent in reading end writing.

a. Young _p.eople over th(ilftLof_15.

In so fur ns migrvt wor117c:rst children want to enter n
vocntional school, they 6nn be nenept:Id on the some terms
s Austrian children provlded that they are able to follow
instruction in German also in the spec:U-11st and technier..1
subleets. As n rule., the child will hr.vo to try and
rittain the neeessar7 knowledge nnd 'Vanities in the
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general school attended before. The same principles applyto the postmeeoondary field. With young people the
interest in learning and in further training also depends
upon whether they intend to return, in the future, to theirhome countries, or whether they want to remain in Austria'
pupils who are trained an apprentices In Austria will beable to show a complete vocational training when, at a laterdate, they return to their home countries and will, by this,
certainly achieve a better social statue. If they remain
in Austria they will have to hold their in compared to the
Austrians in vocational competition.

B. WOISLAT/ON

Aetn and decries regulatl.w the initial and further training Of.MIELao woekers and noir cl 1 ren

Arbeitsmarktfdrderunumesetz (Labour Market Promotion Act),Fe mmil tegai Gazette No. 51/1969, as amended. FederalLegal Cazutte No. 173/1973 of 21 March 1973. (The
provisions of this Act are also applicable to foreignworkers.)

Schulpflioht gesetz (School Attendance Act;,, Federal LegalGai5-t-te ku. 4756'2 of 25 July 1962, as amended.

Decree h the Federal Ministry of Social Administration of

62P-fr"-
grATIL 2 o.74. -I I 5/72. faraaFirriYrdWitsthe genera conditions for the inclusion of foreign workersinto the promotional measures according to the provisionsof the Labodr Market Promotion Aot and puts promotion on a
basis Whioh is to be uniform for all kinds of subsidies and
allowannes (amongst other things training allowance for
apprentices and educational al;owanoes).

Decree by the Federal Minis r of Social Administration
ofTrAnril in, gr T5N. 3 . - 73..---T=s eoreeFiEUrgreTTRe granting of allowances and subsidies to
private enterprises to alleviate the costs arising for the
enterprise from the compensatory training of Yugoslav
workers who, according to an arrangement between the Federal
Chamber of Trade and Industry (Bundeskammer der gewerblich=Wirtschaft) and the vugoslav labour market authority, havebeen trained in certain skills in Yugoslav training centres,the cotts being borne by the Austrian companies.

concerning education at school all Austrian education actsand decrees also ap!)147376Faign children permanently
living' in Austria.

.1
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XI 6 Dcnombor 1972, at Dubrovnik, a skeleton agreement
umorniag the Spooialist training of Yugoslav workorr
as coneladed between the Federal Chamber of Trade and
ndustry (Lundoekammer der gewerbliohon Wirtechaft) and
;he "yuGoeltv Federal Bureau for Employment Matters".
:t contains UTD.proroquisites and modalities on the bneta

whinhj coctlifting to the individual Waning contracts
ith interestea Austrian companies, a specialist training

:If Yugoslav workula is organised in Yugoslav training
aentros. On the '14%sis of this skeleton agreement,
vrognamos have Wax drawn up, in co-operation with the
'W30111av authorities, for the training of workers in the
',,uilding and metal trIdes.

1

C. RESEARCH AND EXPERIMTATION

a, Studie. carried out cc/ncorning the proLUm of
71157firarag:

1. "Jugoslawische Gastrbeiter in Wion" (Yugoslav
Migrant Workers in Vienna), motivation study,
IVES 1971 (1)

2. "TUrkischo Gc.starbeiter in Wion" (Turkish Migr. it
Workers in Vienna), motivation study, IVES 1971

3. iortoilung der Gastarbo3ter in Wion"
Regional Distribution of Migraut Workeru in Vienna),
total survey, IFES 1972

4. "Einstellun8 der Wiener Bevblkerung zu den Gast-
arbeitere 'Attitude of the Viennese Population
towards the ncrart Workers), motivation Study,
:FES 1972

5. "Cost-Benefit analyse" , IFES 1973

6. "Gastarbeiter" 'Migrant Workers), Dr. Fessel
Institut fUr ar4tforschung, Vienna 1972

/
(1) IVES Tnstitut fUr empirisohe Sozialforsol,una Wien

(Inatitute.of Empirical Social Research, Vienna)
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t Current 11=0221111111419nain17...........22:

1. "Ihtecrationsbereitschaft und mbglichkeiten der
jugoslawischen und tUrkischen Oastarbeiter in
Wien" (Willingness and Possibilities for
Integration of the Yugoslav and Turkish Migrant
Workers in Vienna), sample survey, motivation
study

2. "Strukturdaten und regionale Verteilung der Oast
arbeiter in Wien" (Structural Date and Regional
Distribution of the Migrant Workers in Vienna),
total survey 1973,
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PART 2

VATISTICS
MUMBOONSIIIMM

0et P4040,4,

;ira t Workers in Austria

;Basel upon statistics of the Ministry
of Social Administration)

At mid - August 1973 already 244,411 migrant workers were
counted in Austria, This is by 40,027 persons or almost 20$
more than in the August of the previous year, These figures
only 3ontain persons legally employed. The share of migrant
workers in the total nulaber of workers (2,634,590) is almost 10%.

:47,859 foreigners (60.5%) are accounted for by the migrant
workers' quota, 51,815 foreigners (21.2%) were granted the
permission to work after the quota had been exhausted, and
44,737 (li.3%) on the basis of the "normal procedure" (ie in
branches cf industry for which no quotas were agreed upon).
The greatest part of the migrant workers can be found in the
netal industry, in the bui'..ding trade, and in the textile
Industry. giuguslays (192,405) constitute the largest quota,
ollowed by the Turks (29,0m).

Federal province August 1973 August 1972

, Vienna 91,981 76,44o

Lower Austria 28,532 24,763

Upper Austria 27,777 22,175

Vorarlberg 25,896 22,988

Salzburg 20,442 20,350

Styria 19,019 13,436

Tyrol 18,793 15,693

Carinthia 10,462 7,358
Burgenland 1,509 1,181



Foreigners employed, on the bat is of nationalities, at
mid-April 1973

......... ............

Nationality
.. ..........

1. Yugoslavia 159,257 77.7 per cent
2, Turkey 23,871 11.6 per cent
3. Federal Republic of 5,748 2.8 per cent

Germany

4. Italy 1,595 0.8 per cent
. 5. Greece 633 0.3 per cent
6. Spain 300 0.1 per cent
7. Other countries 13,647 6.7 per cent

Total 205,051 100.0 per cent
..... ........._._.___...._ ....................

Pre-school education

Since statistical. date: are lacking in this field, no
relevant statements can, at the moment, be made concerning the
entire federal area. In Vienna, in the year 1972, 431 children
of migrant workers .:ere counted in municipal kindergartens or
day nurseries, ie 1.7 per cent of the total number of children
registered in these institutions in Vienna. In Tyrol the
respective figures in 1971 were 106 children, as compared to a
total of 11,289 children registered in kindergartens and day
nurseries, ie approximately one per cent.

2521mILseducation_arst to athpredes)

The increase in the number of migrant workers' children as
a whole is very rapid In the whole federal area. The federal
provinces adjoining Yugoslavia show a negligible share of school
children of migrant workers, although, even in these provinces,
the number of migrant workers in employment is quite considerable.
These workers, however, spend only their working days in Austria
and hardly ever bring along their families. School statistics
of the year 1972 (15 Ma'T 1972) show the following figures.

.1
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Mid - May 192
coel

ran wor era
Fedoral province children in

00m22112E2.1012°1s
Migrant workers11 .i1

1. Vienna 1,600 75,778
2, Lower Austria 476 23,961
3. Vorarlberg 434 22,507
4. Upper Austria 253 21,633
5. Styria 248 12,639
6. Tyrol 151 14,418
7. Salzburg 139 18,326
8. Carinthia 38 6,679
9. Burgenland 9 lt130

3,348 197,671

A complete and comprehensive survey including the entire
federal area - classified according to the various mother
tongues - has so far not been carried out for the simple
reason that, on account of missing legislation in the various
federal provinces, migrant workers' children are not shown up
separately. Several provincial governments reported that the
determination of figures with such an acouracy would take a
longer period of time; since the distribution of migrant
workers over numerous smaller villages, the frequent changing of
jobs and, connected with this, of the residence of the family
extremely impede an accurate determination of and a continuous
care for these migrant workers, an amount of work would be
required which, at present, does not yet seem justified.

Vienna, with the largest share of foreign workers, also
shows the highest numoer of migrant workers' children. In
April 1972, the municipal authorities of Vienna published
(in "Mittcilungen aus Statistik and Verwaltung der Stadt Wien",
year 1972, No. 2) the following statistical survey, which is
to be quoted in this context as representative for a - still
lacking - all-Austrian survey.

/
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The nurvey shows that the families Of migrant workers with
Children perticularly live in districts with a large shazie of
old houses. A study mado in the spring of 1972, concerning the
migrant workrrs' children compelled to attend school, estimates
that tha migrant workers of Vienna make only 60 per cent of
their children attend school. It may be assumed that the
striotor observance of compulsory school attondanae is limi'God t9those families intending to stay in Austria for a longer period
of time.

Age classinnation and grades of the migrant workors cnildren
attending compulsory schools in Vienna (October 1971)

Year of ,

Pupils in grade
,

i

,I.......

Tot].
birth

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1955

1964

1963

1962

1961

1960

1959

1958

1957

1956

1955

190

194

67

28

10

2

.

-

..

-

-

-

97

141

99

36

8

7

1

-

.

-

-

3

82

123

124

49

20

5

-

...

..

-

-

2

60

109

102

40

21

7

.

-

-

-

-

-

23

84

93

63

20

...

1

-

ft.

-

-

-

28

73

82

40

5

1

-

-
-

..

-

-

17

63

74

17

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

15

68

23

1

19t.

294

292

310'

3q2
273

250

252

20'5

45

31.

Total '491, 389 406 341 284 229 171 107 2,418!
-"...---..--

Primary school
pupils

Special school
pupils

Upper primary
school pupils

477

14

-

374

15

-

381

25

-

321

20

-

-

32

252

.

12

217

-

9

162

-

6

101

i

1,553

133,

i

732

.1
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On the basis of this survey, at the beginning of Ahe school
year 1971/72 384 6-and 7 -year old migrant workers' chi4drontite00
accepted into the first grade of basin schooling, 95 "first*
graders" were 8 and 9 yer.rs old, 12 already 10 and 11 yearsA)14.
According to their school ago or a back-grading 238 children were
classified as belonging to the second grade, 135 were moor 2
years older, 16 even elder than that. The respective figures for
the third gradit were 208, 173 and 25, and in the last primary
school grade 171, 142 and 28 migrant workers' children. This
means tht:.t 1,001 foreign general primary and spooled primary
school children, ie 62 per cent, ware graded according to their
school age.

On the upper primary school level this grading result has
definitely deteriorated on account of the Mot that educrbility
decrencee with increasing age. In the first upper primary school
form (including specir.1 upper primary school) 107 children were
graXed tpproximntely on the basis of their school nge, 156 were
one or 2 years older, 21 were 3 years older. The respective
figures for the second form wore 101, 122 and 6, for the third
form 80 and 91, and for the fourth and last upper primary school
form 83 and 24 migrant workerst pupils. This means that, in the
upper primary school, only 47 per cent of the migrant workers'
children have been graded approximately according to their school
age. In addition to this, they show the extremely unfavourable
ratio of 132 to 600 pupils between the first and the second
stream. As compared to this, 15,264 of the Austrian pupils were
in first stream and 16,751 in the second stream. The figures
show that more than half (57 per cent) of the foreign workers'
children, observing their compulsory school attendance, could bu
graded approximately according to their school age.

./
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PART III

DOCUMENTATION
MUMMIOIVIMMUMMICIS

BIBLIOGRAPHY
OW. wawa/wawa.

(relevant publiottions of the last yeekrs)

"Gastnrbeiter und ihre schulpfliohtigen Kinder in Wien"
(Foreign workers and their compulsory-school children in Vienna),
Mitteilungen Plus Statistik und Verwnitung dor Stadt Wien,
1972/No. 2, pp. 4 ff.

"Mnn hnt Arbeitskrtifte gerufen, und es kommen Menschen
(Labourers were called nnd human beings have come), Osterr.
Kolpingblatt, Vol. 31, No. 5/1971.

"Merkblntt fUr nuslendische Arbeitnehmer mit schulpflichtigen
Kindern" (Notice sheet for foreign workers with compulsory-
school children), Federal Ministry of Education and Arts, 1972.

"Offentliche und privato Aktionen fUr auslendische Arbeitnehmer
im Bundasland Wien" (Public and private campaigns for foreign
workers in the federal province of Vienna), Int. Sozinldienst,
not dated.

"Hilfe ffir kleinen Kolari6"(Help for the small Kolnri6),
IBF weekly magazine, 11 Mhy 1973, Vienna.

"Schulpflicht fUr Gnstnrbeiter" (Compulsory school nttendance
for foreign workers) in "Schulreform" (School reform),
May 1972, 9th special supplement to the Wiener Zeitung, p. 3.

"Report": Jugend,
Osterroich (Youth,
Vienna, Vol. 1972,

Jugendarbeit und Jugendforschung in
youth work uld youth reseexch in Austria. ),
No. 11.

"Gast-xb.Jitar in Osterrcich" (Guest workers in Austria)
(Report on the 3rd Austrian Conference for Social Work,
16 to 18 November 1971) Vienna, Verlag Jugend und Volk, 1972.

"Die jugoslawischen Gestarbeiter in Westeuropa", BAUER Ernest,
in "Der Donauraum", No. 15/1970, pp. 140-151 (The Yugoslav
guest workers in Western Europe).

"Das Fremdarbeiterproblem in Innsbrucker Textil- und
ilekleidungsbetrieben" (The problem of foreign workers in
the Innsbruck textile and clothing industry), RAUTHER Franz,
Innsbruck, Wagner'sche Univ. Buchh., 1972.

. / .
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In addition to these publications, the following journals
occasionally also contain contributions to the subject "migrant
workers".

"Der gemde Weg" Organ of the "Moslem Social Service in Austria",

"Die Ausspraohe" Wiener and Niederdst, Volkswirtschaftliche
Gesellschaft, Vienna,

"Die Zukunft", socialist political, economic and cultural
journal, Vienna,

"Die Wochenpresse", Wien,

"Fro le Lehrerstimme", Association of Austrlan Socialist
Teachers,

"Tt:2oler schule" technical journal of the Association of
Tyrolean Catholic teachers, Innsbruck,

"Wiener Lehrerzeitung" Organ of the Association of Catholic
Teachers of Vienna,

"ZV-Mitteilungen" of the Central Association of Socialist
Teachers in Vienna,

Poreign-language newspapers and journals for migrant

workers.

"Nag list" newspaper of the Austrian Industrialists' Association,
Vienna,

"DANAS" independent newspaper for Yugoslays in Austria,
published by ITEMA G.m.b.H., Vienna,

"VECER" newspaper for Yugoslav guest workers in Austria,
published by the VECER publishing house at Maribor,

"Schnellbahnspiegel" journal for the passengers in the
Vienna suburban railway traffic with information in
Serbo- Croatian,

Thy list does not claim to be complete.
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This preamble summarises measures taken since January 1973
to implement 2 recommendations, which the Chairman of the
Committee of Senior Offieialni Working Party, Mr Jules Delot,
Secretary General of the Department of National Education and
French Culture - formulated at its mooting on
30 and 31 Jalivary 1973 and which he considers basic, namely:

effective co-operation, within each ministry and
particularly within the Ministry of National Education
and French Culture, of all activities relating to
immigrants, whatever their nature;

a permanent, coherent programme of research, the
conclusions of which would be widely publicised
throughout the countries of Europe.

Was anything done to implement these projects in Leleaum
in 1973?

There follows a brief account of the current situation
in the Ministry of National Education:

The French-language Minister of National Fdlicat!.on has
authorised tho creation of a Departmental Co-ordinating
Committee, which is composed of

officials from each of the general directorates of
education or embodying an educational sector;

general inspectors of education at all levels;

representatives of regional (in many cases provincial)
service.: set up for the reception of immigrants;

an observer from the Dutch language department;

and, in the near future, an official from the
Ministry of Employment and Labour.

This committee is chaired by the Secretary General
(secretarial services for the committee and the relevant
documentation are provided by the General Secretariat).

The composition of this committee makes it possible
to collate all the documentary material on relevant initiatives,
the reports of experts appointed to carry out given tasks,
other ministrieslprojects in the field of housing, health,
etc. The Chairman, assisted by an alternate member, also
sits on the National Advisory Council on Immigration, under
the Ministry of Employment and Labour, which brings together
representatives of all the ministerial departments and bodies
concerned with immigration.

./
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This departmental committee provides a forum for reports
on initiatives taken by provincial groups, which are extremely
active in Belgium.

It prepares proposals for submission to the Minister and
keeps in constant touch with the other ministries.

Two meetings have already been held and these will load on
to the holding of meetings every 3 months in 1974. What questions
were discussed?

a. a report on the work of the ad hoc Working Party of
the Committee of Senior Officials (Strasbourg,
30 - 31 January 1973);

b. a report on the conclusions of the International
Childrents Centre, Paris (Belgian an777ffirarigion
immlgration parey);

c. the initiatives which had led Mr Olinna, Minister
for Employment and Labour, to include the 2 delegates
for national education (ruch and French) in the
Advisory Council on Immigration;

d. participetion in the establishment of an ASBL, a
reception centre for Brabant, so that every province
(at least the French-speaking ones) may have its
own organisation;

e. reports on
- the question of study fellowships

- vocational training

- a comparative study of legislation in
various countries

f. preparatory work on answers to the questionnaire
prepared by the Committee of Senior Officials;

g. a report on the Liege Colloquy of 10 and 11 October 1973,chaired by the Secretary General, organised by the
Libge provincial reception service and devoted to the
teaching of French to migrant workers and their
children.

The Departmental Co-ordinating Committee is to study the
following points, which came to light at the LiOge Colloquy(see conclusions, in the Appendix):

making teachers aware of the need for information on the
socio-cultural backgrounds of immigrant children

revision of schooling standards in mixed classes

creation of a permanent research committee

the need to ensure that children continue to use their
mother tongues.

./.
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In a very short time, a climate has emerged which aeema
likely to lead to improvement in methods, to promote a valid
policy on behalf of immicrants and to counter any prejudicial
discrimination by trying, wherever possible, to bring
individuals and families closer together.

./.
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POLICY. LEGISLATION, RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENT

INTRODUCTION

GOVERNMENT IMMIGRATION POLICY IN BELGIUM

A. BACKGROUND

:n Belgium immigration is by no means of recent date.
Among those immigrants who, in the course of history, have
settled in Belgium were the French master-printer, Plantin,
glass-make: s from Italy and Lorraine, a Gorman tin
manufacturer, an Englishman, John Coekerill, who founded
the metal industry in Liege, and various Frenchmen to

whom we owe the glassworks of the Saint-Lambert Valley.

Wv1comed with open arms, these "immigrants" helped to
promote the development of our economy and wore rapidly
lassimilated because they came from surroundings of a

high socio-cultural level.

When the first census was taken in 1890 there were
171,000 foreigners in Belgium, most of them from adjacent
:dntrics.

?rom the end of the Second World War up to 1964, immigration
:rends were largely governed by the need to supply the coal
Industry with the tens of thousands of workers which it
required; this led to an influx of Italians, Greeks,
Spaniards, Turks and Moroccans.

Under the Benelux agreements, workers from the 3
-Intries in question no longer required work permits

after 1 November 1)60.

Distinctive trends emerged between 1962 and 1967':

a. first of all, our country underwent a period cf
economic expansion and manpower was needed in every
sector - throughout the country and not solely in
Wallonia;

b. an important factor was the adoption loy the ESC,
on 16 August 1961, of the first mcasuIes to ensure
free movement of manpower within the ..ommunity.
In April 1964, Regulation 38/C4 enabled nationals of
member states to be granted work pemits virtually
automatically and facilitated entry into the country;

c. a growth in national awareness, both in human and
social terms, accompanied this economic development
and led in turn to improvement of reception and

settlement cervices.

./
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On 1
A

9 M$y 1971, folloWing student unrest in 1970, the
Ministr' of Justice set up a committee to study the status
of foreigners in Belgium and review the Act on Police
Supervision of Foreigners (relating to the entry, residence
and settlemert of foreigners in Belgium). The aim is to
provide a clearer picture of the rights and duties involved
and make it possible for foreigners to obtain redress against
unfavourable decisions.

B. DEFINITION OF INTEGRATION

Integration is "co- operation!! between the receiving community
and immigrant communities so that each of them may develop
its own values, promoting closer relations for the pursuit
of common objectives.

C. EXISTING BODIES

a. An AdvisoryAdvisory Counoil on Immigration was established by
Royal Decree on 12 July 1965 and attached to the
Ministry of Employment and Labour. It includes
representatives of all the relevant ministries and
other bodies.

Municipal Advisory Councils (26 for the time being,
some at an embryonic stage; one has just been established
at Liege).

c. Regional Reception Services, whose prime concern is the
reception, integration and welfare of migrant workers
and their families, take a hand in the framing of
general reception policy in all spheres, since they
are represented on the Advisory Council on Immigration.
They constitute a strong, unified group and one of their
main initiatives has been. as part of the annual immigrant
week which they organise together, to prepare a joint
manifesto on the socio-vocational and civic aspects of
immigration. This manifesto was submitted to the Belgian
Government and now provides a basis for the work of the
Advisory Council on Immigration.

D. STATISTICS

micrati-.1] trerflq.and the national origins of migrants
ILIArid1_12(31:101

a. ;hc, number of Italian immigrants continues to be very
but their relative importance is decreasing:h...12% to 36.48% (200,0a6 - 261,224)

EAv.: the number of foreign immigrants from outside
rhTi. EEC is growing.

b. the number of Spaniards has increased fivefold:
(Irom 16,009 to 78,169) (3.53% to 10.92%)

c. tne number of Greeks has more than doubled: (from
9,77 to 23,619) (2.16% to 3.29%)

d. the number of Turks and Moroccans has increased from
1,0(.: to 12,261 and 43,003 respectively.
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The following table su.marises the situation:

Nationalities

B t41ESI t64

Total foreign population resident in
I Belgium

on 31.12.1961
(census)

on 31.12.1970
(estimate)

VIM

ITALIANS

Other EEC

200,086

133,414

Total EEC 333,500

SPANIARDS 16,009

GREEKS 9,797

TURKS 32o

NORTH AFRICANS 667

OTHER NATI ONALITIES 92,993
.1110M1,..a..11011111Mnit

44.12% 261,224

29.43% ; 170,496

36.49%

23.79%

73.55% 4310720 60.27%

;

!

.53% 78,1( 175727--i

2.16% . 23,b19 3.29%

0.07% ; 16,261 2.28%

0.18% i 43,006 I 6.02%

20.15% ! 132,452 . 17.22%

klotal third countries: 119,966 1 26.45% . 284,517 39.73%

OMEN. 11110.101.10.0w

:Grand total 1 453.486 : 100% 716,237 : 100%

In 1971 the number of workers of fcreign nationality
was approximately 200,000.

./.
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In recent years Belgium has relied heavily on foreignmanpower. As a popular host country, Belgium has striven tofacnitate integration of immigrants, particularly througheducation.

The children of migrant workers receive the same treatmentas Belgian children (during the pre-school period and throughoutthe r.arioj of compulsory schooling). Such differences as mayarise, undoubtedly militate in favour of the migrants. Thesefeatures are brought out in the chapter on IlLEGISLATIOW.

Adult immigrants are given an opportunity to learn one ofthe 3 national languages cf Belgium. Courses are available topromote their social advancement, language programmes have beeninstituted for them on television and audio-visual and otherspecial methods have been introduced for them.

Their main difficulties are due to inadequate knowledge ofthe language cf the region where they have settled, the problemswhich arise when they change jobs and move from one language-regionto another and, in many cases, to their unfamiliarity with Belgianlaw and the functioning of the educational system.

Provincial and local services, trade unions, mutual aidsocieties and political parties are all trying to provideassistance.

When a migrant worker arrives in Belgium, it is not generallyknown whether he intends to take up permanent or temporaryresidence. He himself is not in a position to decide.

One must therefore decide whether to aim at total and intensiveintegration or, to keep the culture of the country of origin aliveand provide education in the mother tongue.

Schools are widely available to organisations or those whowish to provide, outside normal classroom hours, educational orcultural facilities consonant with the country of origin.

The content of such courses is left entirely to the discretionof the organisations concerned. The Ministry of NatJonal Educationexercises no supervision, merely encouraging the use of schoolpremises, with heating, lighting and upkeep provided free of charge

./.
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Owing to the many nationalities involved, it is hard to
devise a co-ordinated programme of action to satisfy all the
language groups (some municipalities have migrants of more than
90 different nationalities. The measures referred to above
consequently benefit only the larger national (or linguistic)
groups.

The chapter on "LEGISLATION" tries to throw as much light
as possible on the schooling of migrants in Belgium.

LEGISLATION
A. GENERAL REMARKS: Legal provisions and regulations applying

to all children, including the children
of migrant workers.

1. Pre-school level

Article 28 of the co-ordinated legislation on primary
education (Royal Decree of 20 August 1957) stipulates
that:

"The municipality may establish one or more nursery
schoorg-*and organise the appropriate educational
facilities to be provided therein.

Where there are 35 children between 3 and 6 years old,
the CROWN may, at the request of heads of family,
order the municipality to provide pre-school education
facilities .n

"In case of necessity, the. CROWN may authorise two or
more municipalities to co-operate in establishing
and running a nursery school.

Municipalities have made extensive use of the facility
granted them.

The state may also set up nursery schools under Article 3
of the Act of 29 May 1959 which stipulates:

"The state shall be responsible for nursery schools
and primary education (
and shall, where the need arises, set up the
TEMIutions and sections required for that purpose."

Article 17 of the Belgium Constitution guarantees FREEDOM
OF EDUCATION. This means that private persons may also
set up schools eligible for financial assistance from the
state:

"It (the state) shall subsidise (
educational institutions and sections of educational
institutions which satisfy the standards laid down by
law and are organised by the prpvinces, municipalities

) and other public bodI-6-s and priii55-15ersons.
Act of 29 may 1959, Article 3).

.1.
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This highly liberal approach to education means that Belgium
is abundantly provided with nursery schools. These are opan
to foreign children in the same way as to Belgian children.
It should be notad that state-organised or state-subsidised
educational facilities are invariably free of °harp.

There are at present 2,359 municipalities in Belgium, with
5,479 nursery schools comprising 17,239 classes and
including;

- 2,387 state establishments or 13.85%
- 23 provincial establishments or 0.13%
- 4,991 municipal establishments or 28.95%

in other words, 7,401 official establishments (42.93%)
9,838 independent subsidised establishments
(57.07%).

To these must be added independent unsubsidised schools(Which
may be fee paying).

Although kindergarten attendance is not compulsory, children
attend spontaneously. Comparison of the number of children in
the ats groups which correspond to each of the 3 kindergarten
years with the number of children enrolled in nursery schools,
shows the following proportion of enrolments (1) ;

87% in the first year;
96% in the second year;
99% in the third year.

Attendance at kindergarten has thus become a firmly established
tradition. This is an important factor in the light of the
fact that it is at this age that a child can most rapidly and
effectively adapt itself to a new language. Primary school
teachers all agree that in primary school the linguistic
difficulties of migrant workers children who have spent 3 whole
years in kindergarten are no greater than those of Belgian
children.

Regular attendance at kindergarten has been encouraged for
children under the age of three. This helps to establish a
link between the crèche (and the so-called "pre- nursery school"
classes) and the kindergarten proper. The ministerial
circular of 10 September 1969 concerning children who have
reached the age of 2 1/2 by 1 September shows how these
children can be taken into account in calculatIng grants to
cover salaries and running costs.

The number of children under 3 years of age is steadily
increasing in schools.

We may point out in passing that the pre-nursery cchool classes
are not subsiuised 1)y the Ministry of ational Education, but by
the National Child Welfare Office.

./.
(1) Which does not, however, mean that school attendance

has been regular.
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Migrant workers are personally encouraged to send their
:hildren to a nursery school.

'his recommendation is generally followed, although some
migrants prefer to keep small children at home, just as
they did in their countries of origin.

The fact that nursery school enables both parents to go to
.aork and that their children are eligible for social benefits,
.mid-day meals, day and evening nurseries, socio-cultural
activities on Wednesday afternoons, etc) encourages parents
1:o allow their children to attend school. It is not unusual
for children to spend 12 consecutive hours at school every
Jayt

It should be emphasised that foreign children are everywhere
treated in exactly the same way as Belgian children.

2. Compulsory schooling level

Compulsory schooling was introduced in Belgium by the Act
of 19 May 1914.

Article 1 of the Co-ordinated Legislation on Primary
Education (Royal Decree of 20 August 1957) stipulates that:

IlHeads of family are obliged to give their children, or to
see that their children receive, a suitable primary
education ( It

Article 3 states:

"Compulsory schooling extends over an 8-year period."

In effect; this means that all children between the ages of
6 and 14 years must attend school.

Primary education is organised in accordance with the same
principles as those mentioned in respect of kindergarten.
.It is similarly free of charge.

The enforcement of compulsory schooling presents difficulties:

1. Many of the numerous foreign parents emploYed in the
European Communities in Belgium or in embassies there
do not realise that they come under the law of compulsory
schooling. It is difficult to ascertain whether their
children have been duly registered for school attendance.
The special scho6_s set up for foreign children
(eg Deutsche Schule, English School, American School,
European Schools, trench Lycee etc) receive no government
aid.

some cases, the children of embassy staff, although
resident in Belgium, are educated in their countries
of origin. However, despite a certain amount of
inevitable administrative "red tape++ these questions
are invariably settled in a satisfactory way.

. / .



2. As a rule, migrant workers have very little knowledge
of Belgian school legislation and retain in Belgiumhabits they have acquired in their countries of origin.
Families from isola:;ed villages, where no schooling
facilities exist, are astonished to find themselvesfacing legal pressure to send their children to school.
Older girls, in particular, are kept at home to dothe housework and look after younger children. Theirattendance at school is a source of recrimination.

Furthermore, for all who wish to u:ork and earn a.' living, the14th birthday cannot come soon enough. Under Belgian law,a child mast have spent 8 years at school. This is notnecessarily the case witT=Fhildren of migrant workers andit is difficult to obtain pecise particulars of their, pastschooling (1). Grave penalties are incurred by employerswho take on adolescents who have not completed theircompulsory schooling.

Fortunately, the relevant legislation stipulates that parentswho contravene the school attendance law must be warnedbefore proceedings are taken against them or penanraimposed,Issued in French, Dutch or German, there warnings are,unfortunately, not always read or understood i As aresult, the proceedings taken by the Public Prosecutor'soffice are usually against foreigners, rarely against Belgiane.This should not be looked upon as discrimination, but simplyas a result of migrants being inadequately informed (2).
3. Senior Secondary level (general, technical or vocational)

secondary schooling is available to the children of migrantworkers in the same way as to Belgian children.

Obviously, higher education studies can be pursued toadvantage only by foreign adolescents whose previous schoolinghas enabled them to acquire a sound knowledge of French orDutch. This applies in particular to Belgian-born migrantworkers' children who have received all their schooling inthe same linguistic region.

The positiGn of children in the 12 to 15 age group (or over)who arrive in Belgium without knowing one of the national
languages is disquieting. No provision is made for them inthe full-time education system (full-time day courses).

./.
(1) Hence the usefulness of the school career record establishedby the Council of Europe.

(2) see Council of Europe - Committee of Ministers -
Resolution 70 (35) of 27 November 1970: V.B.1.
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At the very most, schools which provide remedial education
can - if they have sufficient staff - find places for
these children in an observation class (a reception class
for foreigners, a transition class for Belgians who findthe move from primary to secondary level difficult).
Even hereohowever, it is materially impossible to fill
both the language and general knowledge gaps in the case
of children who have received no schooling in their
countries of origin.

4. Legislation aulying from the crèche to the end of
secondary schooling

Under the Belgian constitutiono.the use of languages
is determined by law (particulary in Articles 1 to 8
of the Act of 2 August 1963). The linguistic legislation
of 30 July 1963 relates to the use of languages in schools.

The country (with a population of 9,695,379 inhabitants
on 31 December 1971) is divided into 4 language regions:

a. the Dutch language region (5,451,329 inhabitants,
or 56.23%)

b. the French language region (3,106,939 inhabitants,
or 32.05%)

c. the German language region (62,385 inhabitants, or
0.64%)

d. the Brussels metropolitan administrative area
(1,074,726 inhabitants, or 11.08%).

The law stipulates that teaching shall be provided in
the language of the region. Only in the Brussels
metropolitan area are heads of family free to decide
whether their children shall be taught in French or in
Dutch. The linguistic legislation applies both to
foreign and to Belgian children.

A more flexible system is used in German-speaking
municipalities and in a few bilingual municipalities on
the language frontier.

Foreigners whose language is radically different from
French or Dutch (as in the case of Yugoslays, Poles, Greeks,
Turks, Moroccans, Pakistanis), find it equally difficult
to learn either of the national languages.

Foreigners of Latin language origin (Italians, Spaniards,
Portuguese) adapt more easily to French than to Dutch.
North Africans and children born in the former French-
speaking colonies of Black Africa may well have been taught
in French before emigrating. The fact that they are
resident in the Dutch language area means that they are
obliged to learn Dutch only.

./.
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An additional difficulty arises in the Brussels metropolitan
area (Brussels city and its 18 suburbs): whatever the
language chosen by the head of family (French or Dutch),
the second language (Dutch or French as the case may be)
is a compulsory subject from the thir0 year of primary
school. This means, for example, that Spanish children in
a FrencL class speak Spanish at home and French in the
classroom (and street) and learn Dutch from their third year
on. Foreign pupils who have already reached a standard
equal to or beyond the third-year level at the time of their
arrival in Belgium find themselves obliged to learn both
national languages simultaneously.

The obligation may, however, be waived in respect of children
whose parents work for organisations concerned with
international law, embassies, legations, consulates, or
institutions recognised as being of an international
character. A head of family may ask that his child be
exempted from learning the second language, albeit little
recourse 11.; had to this possibility.

B. REGULATIONS applicable solely in respect of the children of
migrant workers

1. During the,period of compulsory schooling

A circular of 15 September 1969 authorising the institution
of special accelerated French language colaises for migrant
workers' children is worded as follows:

"Special teachers for ada tation to the teaching
language FoinTEWITE

Article 20 of the Royal Order of 27 October 1966 shall
be completed as follows:

a. a course of adaptation to the teaching language
not exceeding 3 hours a week, may be organised
in ordinary primary schools for stateless pupils
and pupils of foreign nationality

:

1. whose native or usual language differs from
the teaching language;

2. who have been attending a Belsianprimary.school
TaiingTE11-TwECTA yearsand are conseqUETTY
not sufficiently conversant with the teaching
language to follow the work of the class
successfully;

3. whose parents or guardian, though resident in
Belgium, are not cf Belgian nationality.
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b. This course shall be run by a special
certifioated teaoher.

The course may be held in any school with at
least 10 pupils complying with the conditions
stipulated in (a) above.

Two classes may be held in schools with at
least 21 pupils fulfilling the said conditions.

The number of courses per school may not exceed
two. This rule may be waived in special
circumstances, provided that the number of courses
instituted or subsidised does not exceed one-
fifteenth of the number of pupils fulfilling the
said conditions.

e. The course shall be held during normal school
hours.

The following directives must be observed:

The special courses are chiefly intended for stateless
and foreign pupils most recently registered wial the
Belgian primary education authorities and have only
a very limited knowledge (if any) of the teaching
language. Foreign pupils who have attended primary
school in Belgium for one school year or less will be
given preference over those who have been registered
for 2 years; the latter will, in turn, have preference
over foreign pupils beginning their 3rd year.

The institution, maintenance and duplication of a
course will be subject to approval by the appropriate
inspectorate of schools.

Requests for exemption submitted by schools must be
accompanied by a special report from the inspectorate.

Foreign pupils shall assemble in the room reserved for
the special teacher at the hour specified in the
timetable.

During the said periods of tuition teachers shall
adapt their methods to the group of pupils for which
they are responsible.

Steps must, of course be taken to ensure that the said
courses do not interfere with the teaching of the
other main subjects, which must still be taught
fully to both Belgian and foreign children.

The provisions set forth in the circular of 23 October 1969
apply equally to Dutch-language schools. It is to be
.ob-7yettel too little is made of th,:: facilities so offQred.

1



The organising authorities adduce, inter alias the following
reasons:

a. individual foreigners among a majority of Belgians adapt
quickly (their smal. number moreover precludes
introducing special courses, or to find teachers who
are prepared to give only a flew lessons a week);

b. where most of the pupils in a school are foreigners
(say, between 60% and 95%), the teacher is obliged
to adapt his teaching methods (general level and
language) accordingly, thereby making it easier to
learn the national language and questionable whether
additional benefit is to be derived from a special
course;

c. it is difficult for a special teacher to establish a
full weekly timetable (and thus to earn a full salary)
unless the courses are held in schools very close to
each other and In accordance with a carefully synchronised
timetable. Since these conditions are rarely satisfied,
there are very few candidates for posts of this kind (1).

2. After compulsory sohooling (and in secondary education)

There are special reduced-timetable classes (formerly
"eveninC classes ") to facilitate the social adaptation of
adolescents (and adults) who are already working. Some of
the courses are designed to improve the pupil's command of
the language (French or Dutch, as the case may be) and are
organised on several levels (2):

a. elementary: designed to enable pupils to carry on a
simple conversation and to understand ordinary texts;

b. practical: designed to improve the pupil's command of
the spOken language and to enable him both to write
simple letters and to understand more complicated texts;

c. advanced: involving mastery of the spoken and written
=FIEF.

Only the first level is suitable for foreigners who have no
knowledge of the languages spoken in Belgium. These classes
may be especially adapted for them under the the title
!Trench (3) for fcreiFmcrs',. In practice, any authority
organising courses to promote social advancement may provide
courses in French (3) for foreigners. ./.

(1) In some regions, the lack of teachors makes recruitment
even harder.

(2) Directive ET.Z/F.100 of 12 February 1970.
(3) Or Dutch, according to the region.
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Grants -in -aid are, however, awarded subject to observance
of the relevant regulations, of which the principal are:the course shall comprise 240 periods, spread over one or
two 40-week years, at the rate of 6 or 3 periods per week
respectively.

The intensive course shall comprise 12 periods per week,
spread over 20 weeks.

Foreign workers may thus choose between courses, depending
on the free time at their disposal. The aim of such courses
is in each case to enable the pupil to acquire an elementary
knowledge of French.

Since every pupil begins his study of French with the
mental structures peculiar to his nationality or original
environment (and particularly with an ear which has been
strongly conditioned by his mother tongue) and there are
frequently many nationalities in the same class - a
12.-pupil group may comprise pupils of 10 different
nationalities - it was necessary to find some common
denominator of approach to learning French (1).
The audio-visual method was found to moet this
requirement, providing, as it does, a simple and effective
aid to language learning for all pupils. The results
obtained in conventional classes are not so good as those
achieved by audio-visual means.

At lower secondary level, a course may be instituted when
there are at least eight pupils. more than one class may
be formed when the number of pupils reaches 31. When a
language laboratory is used, an additional class may be
formed whrn there are 16 pupils.

Admission to a course depends on age: applicants must be
at least 14 years old; they nerd have no prior educational
qualifications.

Courses of this kind have been instituted mainly in the
provinces of Libge, Brabant, Antwerp and Limbourg.

Of the approximately 650 French-speaking workers who have
enrolled, 255 have taken intensive courses. Pupils include
white-collar workers and foreign students, as well vs manual
workers.

Although the number of schools providing language courses
for foreigners is increasing, there are still not enough
of them.

In the Dutch-speaking part of the country, television
language courses were introduced. To provide closer,
more personal contact between teacher and pupils around
the television set, an additional teacher was present at
each session and could intervene to supplement the
televised lesson.

.1.

(1) Or Dutch, according to the region.
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C. CONCLUSIONS

The legal texts show clearly that all children receive the
same schooling; no distinction is made, whatever their
nationality or country of origin.

The law-makers have shown particular concern for welfare
of migrant workers! children. It is for the school
authorities to ensure that foreign children benefit to the
full under the relevant legislation.

100000,01.,

D. VOCATIONAL TRAINING OF ADULTS - ACTIVITIES IN 1972

Courses held at the Vocational Training Centre of the
NaEronai Emoioyment Bureau

These courses were designed to enable pupils to acquire
professional qualifications prior to taking up employment.

1. Courses for workers

These are mainly prac:f.cal; comrlemohtary
subjects such as mathematics, drawing, technology and
industrial safety, are taught in the context of specific
industrial projects. These courses are sometimes
designed to complete the vocational training of workers,
providing them with conversion courses, retraining or
further training in tho technical subjects which they
need for professional purposes.

Training provided in 1972:

executive draughtsman - general mechanics;
executive draughtsman - building
lorry driver
mender
knitter
ladder-mender
cutter
stitcher
head dressmaker
fitter - mechr
machine-tool operator
sewing-machine mechanic
motor mechanic
industrial panel-beater
coachwork panel-beater
plumber - zinc-worker
pipe-fitter - welder
central heating fitter
welder
tool grinder
household electrician
industrial electrician
motor electrician
carpenter
cabinet-maker
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painter-decorator
mason
tile lLyer
ceiling plasterer
boxmaker - metalworker
crane driver
building foreman
building machine operator
building site operator
restaurant staff
cable operator

Supplementary courses in:

metrology
pneumatic automation
notor electrics
plan-reading for metalwork, building and
electricity

ttei

NOBVi.

2. Courses rovided in on-the- ob training. centres

lnilingual or bilingual copy typist (French-
Dutch)
invoice- typist, idem
typist on automatic typewriter
Invoicing machine operator
.milingual, bilingual, trilingual shorthand-
i:ypist (French, Dutch, English, German)
assistant accountant
adding machine operator
female perforator and coder
programmer ( elementary and further training)
salesman (sales methods)
further training courses for staff in accounts
and personnel departments (social and tax
Legislation, calculation of salaries,
application of VAT)
Language courses for hotel staff
Language courses for industrial staff (French,
:dutch, English, German)
elementary level - spoken language
courses for unilingual, bilingual and
trilingual telephone operators.
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RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENT
1111101

In Belgium and the other EEC countries there have so far
been very few objective studies on the education of foreign
workers! children.

We do, however, have precise particulars of the results
achieved by these children in their mother tongue at primary
school level. Reports fox' 1964, 1965, 1967 and 1968 on primary
school. final examinations give comparative percentages in
respect of educational backwardness and of results, according
to the language spoken in the home, in spelling, silent
reading, conjugation and comprehension.

At secondary level, additional information was obtained,
from limited sampling, on the perforinances.of foreign workers !
children in the 13 to 14 year age group in their mother tongue
and in mathematics.

These data show that, even though the average results
obtained by these children are below those cf Belgian children
in technical schools, a veritable elite is beginning to emerge
in the second generation - an encouraging sign for the future.

These findings relate only to the children of manual
workers: in Gene ;a, where the foreign contingent is of
composite social structure, research by Roller and Haramein
has revealed that the school handicap is marked only in the
case of the children of manual workers, not in white-collar
circles.

During the past 3 years, the State University at Mons
has also been doing research, under contract with the Dutch
Van Leer Foundation, on the possibility of helping these
children to catch up at pre-school level in the Borinage
region. A fuller study of the problem would, of course, have
to cover other aspects, especially that of integration of
young people into the social surroundings and that of relations
between generations in immigrant families.

This is a particularly important subject of research and
one which was no doubt gone into at the symposium held at
Ghent (Belgium) on 24 to 28 September 1973 under Council of
Eta-Noe auspices. Tle 4 Belgian basic research projects on
Sc' )-cultural handicaps were summarised by Professor Os ;errieth
o. le Free .University of Brussels. The following passage may
b n -ed from this document:

"The Mons team has applied itself prinoipally to
clarifying and counteracting educational difficulties created
by the milieu cf socially deprived children between the ages
of 3 and 7, many of foreign extraction. Its investigations
and action are simultaneously focused on the family and school
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milieux and the interaotion of the two. The most needy
families have been identified thanks to an overall index of
relative deprivation. They can be distinguished by the very
modest level of their ambitions and expectations, the parents !
limited school attendance, lack of concern for children's
schooling and the absence of cultural stimulus, An extensive
campaign has been directed towards these families, first of
all with film programmes, then by means of parents! meetings,
class visits, home talks on educational matters, simple
brochures - all with the aim of involving parents more in
the educational process,"

One pay. alsqinote one of the conclusions of the Ligge
Colloquy, hel&on 10 and Al .October 1973, on the subject of
teaching French to migrants and the children of immigrants,
namely the recommendation that a research policy be introduced
under the aegis and with the active support of the Standing
Co-ordinating Committee set up within the Department of
National Education and resporsible to the Department's General
Secretariat.

"Its responsibilities would extend to all levels of
education. It would work in close co-operation with the
specialised research services in the universities, It would
have to take account of the work done by specialists, suoh
as the Council of Europe expsrts. Obviously, subjects for
research and study would be suggested chiefly at the lower
levels, ie by those who need them. Experiments suoh as
those which are currently being conducted on methods of teaching
French to children and adults could be studied aria the
specialists could make any changes which might prove necessary,
having regard to the socio-cultural groups for which such
initiatives are intended and the pupils! level of
recg4ptivity."

Two lurrent research projects:

1. The intearation of_r'rreekchildrsin in Brussels schools

Research workers: Th Poet and G Laine
Institute of Sociology, Free University of Brussels
3ompletion date: July 1973

2. The 2re-school education of socially underprivilftged
children: research on controlled innovation to benefit
Bwir4aw aa. Belgian end fw:eign children

Research vorkers: J Burion, J-P Pourtcis, J Menu,
J Auverdin and N Druart

Faculty of Pzychopedagogical Sciences, State University,
Mons
In progress: to be completed by September 1974.

./ .
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FART II

STATISTICS

PA, RT III
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The very detailed statistics and extensive bibliftsraphy
supplied in Parts TI and III, respectively, cf the Belgian
report are available on request from the

Secretariat G6n6ral
DOparteme::it de llEducation
et de la Culture francais.,
Cite Administrative de DEtato
Quartier Arcades - Bloc D,
254 rue Royale
1010 BRUXELLES Belglque.

./
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EXTRACT FROM THE CONCLUSIONS OF THE LIEGE COLLOQUY

01 COO
INP10,2,

The Chairman (Nr. Jules Delot, SecretairTe General du
Plastere de l'fdueatLon risitzonal. et de la Culture frangaise):

"At the close of this colloquy it is not my intention to
put before you the text of a resolution. Let us rather
reflect together on the reasons which led us to engage in
this colloquy and try to agree on principles and guidelines
which could be of use to the Ministry of National Education's
Standing Departmental Committee in framing its polioy.

At the outset we clearly defined the aim of this meeting,
devoted to the teaching of French, when we said that 'our
intention, in urging that steps be taken to facilitate
acquiring a knowledge of the receiving country's language, was
not to impose cultural conformity on the immigrant worker at
any price. No-one, however, can deny how important a knowledge
of the language can be in helping a foreign worker to comply
with formalities in the early days, of his stay in a new country.
At a later stage, knowledge of the language will become an
instrument of social progress for both the worker and the
members of his family, if they decide to settle down for good.
On arrival and in the event of permanent residence, knowledge
of the language is of the greatest help to foreign wcrkers in
establishing contact with the indigenous population and with
the new surroundings in which he has chosen to settle down,
either temporarily or on a permanent basis."

Without vainly attempting to impose oultural.imperialism,
the sole purpose of the colloquy was to consider the methods
used in Frendh-speaking Belgium and in other French-speaking
countries to help workers and their families acquire a rapid
knowledge of the everyday language of the country

I will, therefore, put forward only 5 proposals which
will, with your approval, take the place of a resolution:

1. In the first place I believe that teachers and, more
particularly, future teachers, graduates, form masters
and primary and nursery school teachers should' be encouraged
to acquire a deeper knowled e of the socio-cultural
milieux from which immigrant children come. A knowledge
of the economic and social situation of those families,
of their materlul living conditions, of their psychology
and mentality is essential if the principle of
receptivity to teaching is to be applied. This new
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awareness on the part of teachers can arise only as the
result of frequent contacts with specialists in social
action to benefit immigrants. To make this possible,
a series of leotur by specialists in this field might
be included in the final year of teacher training. For
serving teachers too, appropriate courses, even residential
oourses, could bAborgatOsedltio'provldeAlfor26 PO a'
fruitful exchange with specialists in social action,
social assistance, nurses and soolal service staff in
permanent personal touch with immigrants.

2. School standards would have to be revised in the case of
mixed classes. As a result of Belgian immigration policy,
some regions have absorbed workers of different nationalities,
and the resulting.milieu is therefore extremely hetero-
geneous. Care should be taken to see that the number of
immigrant pupils in any one class does not exceed a
given level, since there might then be risk of the

jW041lessons failing to benefit pupils as ole, whether
immigrant or indigenous. Revision f these standards
should not aim at the introduction of general, sacrosanct
rules, as has hitherto all too often been the case. Why
indeed should standards in regions with a large migrant
population be identical with those applied in classes
which almost wholly consist of Belgian children? Con-
sequently, with a lowering of standards, steps should be
taken to set up introductory classes and classes for late
beginners in areas with a high proportion of migrant
workers. The educational authorities should also take
fuller advantage of the regulations providing for the
introduction of special French courses iu areas with a
high immigrant population (ministerial memorandum of
15 September 1969). Lastly, the provision made for
introductory classes or special French courses should be
extended to post-compulsory education or to secondary
level.

3. There is much to be said in favour of a permanent research
committee. The committee, whose responsibilities would
extend to all levels of education, would work in close
co-operation with the specialised research services in
the universities. It would have to take account of the
work done by Council of Europe experts and other
specialists. Obviously, subjscts for research and study
would, as a matter of course, to a large extent, be
suggested at the lower levels, that is to say, by those
who need them. Experiments such as those which are being
conducted on methods of Jeaching French to children and
adults could be studied and the specialists could make
any changes which might prove necessarys-having regard to
the socio-cultural groups for which they are intended
and the pupils' level of receptivity.



4. In addition to the efforts made to promote knowledge of
the language of the receiving country, the need to foster,

tinued raotice of the mother to :ue must be borne in
mind. Not only does the mother tongue constitute a
medium of communication between parents and children,
which must be preserved if the emergence of a psychological
gap between generations is to be avoided; experience has
shown that a thorowt knowledge of the mother tongue
is a help in adjusting to the receiving country.

It is therefore important that experiments such as those
being carried out at Ratinne and Brussels under Council
of Europe auspices should be extended.

5. In coajunction with the adoption by the Ministry of
National Education of measures such as those advocated
above, the educational authorities should oo-operate in
providing a permanent information service in all the
educational sectors and in related sectors, such as
psycho-medico-educational centres, school and vocational
guidance centres, parents' associations etc.

To this end, steps should be taken by the public
(municipal, cantonal, provincial and national) autaorities
to set up an effective information network, including
'provision of linguistic services (translation of documents,
interpretation etc),

Whilst not claiming to be exhaustive, this series of
measures has at least the virtue of providing a basis for
an "emergency plan" which could be put into effect at short
notice at comparatively low cost, These proposals will be
presented, as they stand, to the Ministry of National
Education's Departmental Committee and, at the highest level,
to the Committee of Senior Officials of the Standing Conference
of European Ministers for Education responsible for preparing
the ad hoc Conference on the Education of Migrants."
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Preparatory measures on behalf of prospective emigrants

from Cyprus is almost wholly directed to the
United Kingdom, L.ustrilia, USA and Seuth Jlfrica. The bulk of
the emigrants left for the British isles before independence.

Before departure, emigrants arc helped by the Health Serv-
ices of Cyprus to comply with health requirements of the host
country concerned by their having all vaccinations and inocul-
ations needed and by obtaining the appropriate certificates.

With regard to orientation relevant tc the host countries,
very little is done at home before the prospective emigrants
lelve Cyrus. There are very few leaflets distributed by
travelling agents or consular services mostly for Australia
and Cenada.

The number of immigrants in Cyprus is very low. There are
no orientation programmes of any kind before their departure
for Cyprus from their native country.

Information and guidance on arrival in the host country

Before independence Cypriot emigrants arriving in the UK
received help offered by an officer of the colonial government
of Cyprus stationed in London and by religious institutions.
After independence the Cyprus government posted to its High
Commission in Londcn a welfare officer and a cultural attach;
whc act as liaison officers to the relative British authorities
for the welfare and the education of immigrants. A number of
Cyprus Government 4elfare and education officers are or were
working on secondment in London, with the British Local Author-
itics offering guidance to Cypriot immigrants.

THEZIE II

Integration into the school system of the hest country

The few immigrant children in Cyprus are accepted at all
levels in the state schools on the sane terns as the native
Cypriots. Since the majority of foreign citizens, :_ostly
English speaking, live in the main towns, their children can
receive instruction in English in privote institutir,ns fully
recognised and supervised by the State. Duc, to their very small
numbers there is nc need for special courses for immigrant
children. Help is offered whenever needed Ladividully in the
classroom.

./.
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The Cyprtivernment offers help through its officers in
London to several Local Education Authorities in the Greater
London area which run courses for their teachers of Cypriot
children living in England.

Teaching the lanquage and culture of the country of origin

As it was mentioned above the great majority of the small
immigrant community in Cyprus consists of English speaking persons.English is taught as a second language in all elementary and
secondary schools of the island. Consequently there is no problem
for any EUlaish speaking immigrant children attending state
schools. Books in English are available in all public libraries
of the island.

After repeated requests by religious and other organisationsof the Cypriot immigrant communi4 in England for support and
expert advice with regard to the organisation and functioning oftheir denominational schools (evening part time classes for theteaching of religious education, language and culture), the
Government of Cyprus posted in 1969 a team of educators to theCyprus High Commission. They helped the teaching staff (priests
and mostly untrained staff) to organise their lessons in a better
way. They published a series of specially prepared teaching
material. The team worked in close collaboration with the British
educational authorities. As a result of the contact between the
Cyprus High Commission and the headmasters and members of the
inspectorate in London, Cypriot children in a small number of
secondary schools attend lessons twice a week in their nativelanguage.

The Cyprus Government subsidizes the effort of the religiousand cultural organisations of Cypriot immigrants in the UnitedKingdom for the running of evening classes, for the establishment
of communal libraries with books in the immigrants' language andculture. Through the joint effort of the British local municipal-ities, the Cyprus High Commission and Cypriot immigrants' organ-isations, a Cyprus Week is organised every year in various parts
of London encouraging a better understanding and good relationsbetween hosts and immigrants.

THEME III

Ad'ustment to the eneral techn.jr-1 and vocational education andtrainkm_astas of t e host county

Not applicable for Cyprus.

General education and training opportunities for adults

Adult immigrants in Cyprus have the same opportunities foraccess to the institutions of general education and training asnative Cypriots.

************
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a. Measures taken to give the prospective immigrants information
aad'cuidance relevant.to the host country

According to an agre:?7-dent between the parties of the labour
market and the Ministry of Labour, the immigration of foreigL
vorkers takes place on a quota basis and in conformity with P
series of regulations, including a rule to the effect that,
previous to departing from his country, the foreign worker
must have made an arrangement for his job, established by a
contract between him and his prospective employer. This contrac
is written in the foreign worker's native language, and in-
cludes an information leaflet, also in his native language,
which among other things contains the wording of the agreement
made between the parties of the labour market relevant to the
field of work in question.

Also, this contract contains regulations which ensure the
foreign worker the same conditions of salary and work as those
valid for the Danish workers in the same field, and further-
more obliges the employer to pay the expenses of the foreign
worker's return trip. The foreign worker, on his part, is
obliged to bec=e a member of an unemployment fund.

The Danish Embassies have information material available to
the foreignAr in search of work, and will help him with
ridditional advice, and possibly be the intermediary of an
eventual employment.

b. Information_and_Guidance or arrival, in the host country

According to the contract mentioned under a. above the
employer is obliged to let the foreign worker have a 40 lessons
course of Danish language and social conditions in Denmark.
Said course will, whenever possible, have to be attended to
during working hours, or at least in immediate connexion with
these. Further to this, a 180 lessons course of Danish language
is offered the foreign worker. In both these courses the
instruction is free.

Language courses are aiming at providing the foreign worker,
with a vocabulary of 1000 Danish words, which ought to be
sufficient for him to be able to communicate in everyday life,
on his job, in the shops, etc.
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The instruction on the subject of social conditions makes
a special point of the social conditions relevant to the
foreign worker, as well as his rights and obligations,' and
is including the following subjects :

1. Conditions of the labour market

2. Labour Exchange and Unemployment Insurance

3. Subsistence allowance (illness/health service)

4. Housing conditions

5. Insurances

6. Income tax regulations

7. ,9isure time possibilities

8. Facts about Denmark and the Danish people.

The social conditions instruction is given, if possible,
immediately upon the arrival of the foreign worker. in the
host country, and use is being made of an interpreter as
well as audio-visual material.

In connexion with the recruiting of teachers for those
col.trses, special instruction courses are being held in order
to qualify them, among other things, to comprehend the
immigrant's particular conditions in the situation of immi-
gration, and also his home country culture and background.
The reason for this is the purpose of building up as great
a tolerance as possible towards people who have standards
deviant from our own.

.1.
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Inhcration th,:)..sc:hool system of the host country

Accordinc to thc.. Lir.istry of Education's circular of 1972
about tie education in the lower primary schools for children
of forein erif7;in who living in Denmark, these are subject
to the conral rules for compulsory education, which further
incluOe thc right to education in the lower primary school,
provied that a child stays in this country at least 6 months
out of one school year.

The schools have possibilities to offer the immigrant pupils
supplementary instrucuion in Danish. This instruction is being
offered either as a private instruction during four months
with up to 4-6 weekly lessons or in classes with several pupils
for as long as the pupils, in the opinion of the local school
autherities, are considered unable to absorb otherwise the
reGulur cuvriculum, The Copenhrgen Municipality has instituted
special :?eoeption forms for iLmaigrant pupils. The goal of this
is

to teach the pupils Danish as fast as possible
- to adapt the pupils to the Danish public school system.

The pupils attend this form 3 hours per day. As soon as they
have learned some Danish, they must, however, also attend
regular ::s::hool classes for some hours each day in their local
school, preferably in subjects such as woodwork, gymnastics,
needlewor, etc.

Whe:a in the or,ihion of the reception form's teacher, the pupil
is able to follow the instruction in regular school forms, he
will 1,:av c? the reception, form. After starting in the regular
fcrms the pupil may r.Dceive Special lalp with the material and
subject:: with which the class is working.

t). Education in the mothe2 ton-rue and culture

Foreign teacher:.,, who, teach fir, the mother tongue and act as
a contact Euide between school and the home, have been em-
ployed La so,.:o municipalities.

In the Copenhagen area, where many foreign speaking children
of the same language are congregated in certain neighbourhoods,
a teacher, preferably one coming from the same country as the
nupils, e-oloyed to Ely: a few lessons per week in the
native tongue, geography, history and culture of their home-
land, and at the sam3 time act as a contact to the individual
homes. Effcrts are r_ade to provide teaching material parallel
to that used in !:hc.ir homeland.

./.
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Teacher training

The Ministry of Education and the Copenhagen Municipality
school system have arranged seminars for teachers. These
seminars have included the following subjects :

1. Teaching

2. Social conditions

3. Cultural meetings.

In June and July 1974, the Danish Teacher Training College
will hold a 14-days seminar, in which the above-mentioned
subjects will be on the agenda.
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Neres taken_ln order to eAsure ste,"iciAptc_poA00.1tt.iek.for
adl t 44d yowig OC)",)1ea. r.. a......wpalsom 11=1101....111W. Ya..0 Mamer

tle techncal yocationAl ..q.iontion of the
hOzt. 'coi..zntl:

iiini21rx of bour Ins c.staolisher3 the followirc regultiong
o.Acernin f,-;Agr. o:Ker's attondnce at vocational

courscs for unsillcd workers, or courses of furth(!r
ediation of .:lij.11°

"Foreign worlzoii:i ray attend the courses in question, providec:
that thu employtr1 who employs the foreign worker more Dern.-
anol:tly, or is willing to do so immediately upon his finish-
ing the course, will confirm in writing to the relevant
unemployment fund that he wishes the worker in question to
attend said education. Furthermore, foreign workers may
attend the mentioned courses, provided that they have been
employed in this country for a minimum of 12 months, regard-
less of whether such wish is made by either his present or
futur:2 employer.

Eclgarding tht, foreign worker's right to be indennified for
the loss of inr.!ome or working possibilities during his attend-
ance to the course, it is a prerequisite that such attendance
is recommEndivd in the usual way v his uncTAployment fund.

Education of foreign workers should, normally, take place in
fra7le of the g7,nr.al courses within the mfmtioned field s

of educai;ioa, IA cacc the workers cannot attend instruction
1.i the ordin7,ry couro, on account of linguistic difficultien
or loding prol 1 -ms, ray, upon recommendation of the
3ecx.,,.Laiut of the Lduca:;ieL Cou:a:;i1, and with the consent
cf the.: of ..our, grourcrl and placod in a school
'rich N o 17he i:sstrucicin in question, in-
cluding tize ai6 intepreter, and using the
lodginr facilitis of 1;ne sr:hool."

b Goner ::.1 o2 vocr:tional education......

In Chic field, no cpeciA. tours E: ftY_ foroi,n workers have been
uduction,t1 sc..rst(!m is, in principle,

c;:(.1. F:1:33 to forein workr,rs. In practice, very little use is
o2 n!ainly fcr reasons of linguistic diffic-

ultics.
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The process of integration and the migration of labour
which this has brought with it seem to have made the existence
of a migrant labour force a permanent phenomenon in Europe.
This has created many new and serious problems for which the
governments of Europe have not been prepared, and only lately
have they started planning measures designed to solve these
problems. One of the more burdensome of these is the education
of migrant workers and their children.

A. POLICY

1. Aims

At the beginning of 1973 there were slightly more than
200,000 Finnish citizens residing abroad and about 7,500
foreign citizens living in Finland. Finland is thus a country
with a significant net outflow of migrants. The number of
people migrating to Finland - especially the number of school
age children - is so small, that special measures for these
children have not occupied a place of impertance in the
educational policy of Finland. Section 42 of the Law on
Compulsory Education grants every citizen of a foreign
country the same rights to attend school as Finnish citizens
have.

The great majority (over 9%) of the labour force emigra-
ting from Finland has moved to Sweden. At the beginning of
1973 there were about 90,000 Finnish children of school age
residing in Sweden. The breakdown according to age was as
follows :

- Pre-school age (4-6 years) 20,000
- Comprehensive school age (7-16 years) 45,000
- Upper secondary school age (17-19 years)14-1000

The number of Finnish children living in Sweden will
grow rapidly in the next few years. Prognoses which take into
account only the natural increase in population - and ignore
any increase due to migration - indicate that by 1982 the
number of Finnish children will have grown by 40 In 1982
there would thus be about 26,000 Finnish children of pre-
school age, 70,000 of comprehensive school age and 18,000
of upper secondary school age in Sweden.

The problems are of such magnitude that the Finnish
education authorities have formulated a policy on the educa-
tion of the children of emigrants. The main concern of this
policy is how to resolve the difficulties which these children
face at school in Sweden. The Finnish authorities have
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naturally co-operated closely with their Swedish counterparts.
The primarYStoal is to rovide equal educational opportunities
for the mi rant chi ren. is especi617-in higher-M-617On
that e provis on of equal opportunities has proved to be a
problem. Language difficulties have generally been the main
reason why such a small number of Finnish children have contin-
ued their education beyond comprehensive school in upper second-
ary schools or vocational schools. The second goal is expressed
in Clause (i) of Article 3 it the Treaty the Nordic
countries concerning cultural co-operation (15 March 1971),
which states that the contracting parties will endeavour to
meet the wishes of citizens in a Nordic country who live ET
anot'her Nord17-77Etry for tuition in their mother tonm.

A further oal is to reach "active bilin al abilit "which =77s e learning an main enance of e original
mother tongue together with the learning of the language of
the country of residence. This is also one way to ease the
possible return of migrants to their native country. The
concrete meaning of the goals presented above is the pro-
vision of sufficiently effective education through the neaium
of the Finnish language and the thorough learning of Swedish.

2. Main difficulties

No real difficulties have been encountered in arranging
the education of migrants who have settled in Finland.

The main difficulty in the education of Finnish childrenin families which have migrated to Sweden is making them
actively bilingual. There are a number of factors which ex-
acerbate the problems faced by Finnish children who attend
school in Sweden. One such factor is the difficulty of recruit-in bilin al teachers. This difgicul4 is, by its .very natu EFT
c quanta a ive an qualitative. In Sweden relatAvely few

teachers take their degree in the Finnish language and because
the pros:poets for employment are good in Finland at present,
not very many Finns are willing to move to Sweden to take
teaching jobs. Qualitative problems have been encountered
in the sense that some of the people who have taken their
degrees in the Finnish language in Sweden do not know Finnish
as if it were their mother tongue. These people have difficult-
ies in serving as teachers of Finnish as a mother tongue to
Finnish pupils. Arranging slimmer courses in the Finnish language
in Finland has been suggested as one solution.

The second main problem is lack of a sufficient number ofrimar classes conducted in Finnis
c it ren of iinnis -speaking migrant families, appropriations
made fop the remedial education of Finnish-speaking children
have been used for experimental primary classes in Finnish.

/.
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The third main difficulty is inadequacy in the teaching
of Finnish as the mother tongue. This difficulty, like the
preceding one, is partly caused by the problem of recruiting
sufficiently qualified teachers of Finnish. The problem is
of key importance. The necessity of learning one's mother
tongue as a condition for learning'other languages was
stressed at the symposium on the connection between the
teaching and learning of the mother tongue and the teaching
and learning of other modern languages, organised by the
Council for Cultural Co-operation of the Council of Europe
in Turku, 11.-22 December 1972.

The fourth main difficulty is lack of effective teaching
in the Swedish lan a e for Finnish children who begin school
in Sweden. n ensive study of the language at the time the
child begins his education would make it easier for him to
follow subsequent instruction. At present plans exist for
experiments with preparatory classes for immigrant children
in which instruction in Swedish would play a major role.
Immigrant children would attend lessons in non-academic
subjects together with Swedish children.

The fifth main difficulty is lack of teachin material
in Finnish. Material for teaching immigran chil rem eir
mother tongue is not available in Sweden. In addition to the
material required for language instruction, educational
material for teaching children about Finland's history, cult-
ure, geography and social conditions would also be needed.
Material of this sort would help preserve cultural links
with the former home land. The level of the material used
to teach children the grammar and vocabulary of their mother
tongue should not differ from that used in Finland. Other-
wise tae children might find themselves at a disadvantage
if they return to Finland to continue their education.

The sixth difficulty is lack of suitable tests. It would
be important to develop tests to measure knowledge of Swedish.
Finnish children have been placed at educational levels which
do not correspond to their overall knowledge simply because
they do not know Swedish adequately. It would be equally
important to develop tests to reveal any concealed ignorance
of the children's mother tongue.

The last significant difficulty for emigrant children
consists in the completely unresolved roblems encountered
in the education of handicappe immigran cni dren.

General problems of adjustment and difficulties encount-
ered in school by the children of families returning to Finlf:nd
hriv created a whole rid set of problumo. Bece:ose
is bilingual coun, an4 becal_lbo the -13.ole

system - from comprehensive school all the way up through
./.
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university - is bilingual, little attention has previously been
paid to these problems. But increased return migration has re-
vealed a significant disguised lack of bilingual ability, which
means that the returning children often do not know either
Finnish or Swedish properly.

3. The different needs of families which have settled
'Permanently and families s aying temporarily

Out of the 7,500 foreign citizens residing in Finland in
1973, 3,992 have work permits. Scandinavian citizens - of whom
about 1,500 reside in Finland - do not need work permits because
of the common Nordic labour market. Foreign citizens holding
work permits are divided according to the length of their
residence in Finland in the following way :

Over ten years of residence 1,257

Under ten years of residence 2,572

So-called unpaid fitters who
stay only temporarily 163

Total 3,992

About one-third of those having work permits have stayed
a rather long time. Variations in the stay of migrants coming
to Finland have not led to different solutions to the educau-
itmal problems facing these people.

Similarly the length of the stay abroad of migrants leaving
the country has not been considered when studying this problem.
However, attention is now being paid to the educational problems
of the children of returning migrants.

4. Measures adopted

i. Immigrant children

There are English, French, German and Russian preparatory
and secondary schools in Helsinki. Since over half of
the foreign citizans residing in Finland live in Helsinki
or in the immediate surroundings, the children of these
inmig.ants can receive instruction in these languages.
Similarly, the children of Finnish families returning
tc Finland from countries where these languages are
spoken can apply to the foreign language schools.



ii. The children of returninE migrant families

Most children returning to Finland come from the
Nordic countries, especially Sweden. Since Finland
Ls a bilingual country, where instruction is given
in both Finnish and Swedish on all levels from primary
end vocational school through university and univers-
ity-level institutions, it has generally been thought
;hat Finland provides school-age children returning
from Sweden with good and generally sufficient oppor-
:unities for readjusting and receiving an education.

7or this reason it has been believed that special
measures are not needed to provide the returning
migrants with a proper education. The latest evid-
nice, however, indicates that the children returning
from Sweden do in fact face problems in readjusting
;o school. The results of certain studies show that
these children encounter language difficulties, at
:east to some extent, no matter whether they receive
instruction in Finnish or Swedish when they return
o Finland. Truancy, disturbancesin the classroom etc.
are some of the symptoms of adjustment difficulties.
Feathers answering an inquiry conducted by Opottajain
Lehti (The Teachers' Journal) stated that pupils who
..aad returned from Sweden showed a greater tendency to
be difficult then did other pupils.

A more detailed study of this matter is currently
being carried out at the University of JyvAskyla. In
;he course of this study, the remedial teaching of
Yinnish - above and beyond the normal quota - has been
arranged for returning pupils having language diffi-
-m]ties. The instruction has been financed with a
special appropriation. This year a total of Fmk 59,000
:las been granted for instruction of this type in pri-
mary and compreheroive schools during the autumn term
of 1973.

Emigrant children

The governments of Sweden and Finland have co-operated
closely in trying to solve the educational problems
of Finns living in Sweden. .kt present, Finnish child-
ren attending comprehensive school in Sweden have the
opportunit, of receiving remedial education conducted
in Finnish. In addition, they may choos' to be taught
their mother tongue for two hours each wt,ok. Accord-
ing to the present regulations, Finns in upper second-
ary schools in Sweden do not have the opportunity of
receiving any remedial instruction worthy of mention.

.1.
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Those in paid employment in Sweden have the opportunityof receiving annually 240 hours ofinstruction in theSwedish language during working hours and with fullpay.

In accordance with Recommendation No. 27/19G7 of theNordic Council, the Finnish and Swedish governmontsset up a Finnish-Swedish Educational Council in the
summer of 1967. Finland and Sweden each have three
representatives of their school authorities on the
joint Educational Council. The purpose of this bodyis to propose measures for easing the educational
difficulties of Finnish children living in Sweden.Moreover, the Educational Council makes proposals forremedying problems of adjustment encountered by pupils
returning to Finland. The Council also makes reportson what would be needed to carry out the measures pro-posed for resolving these difficulties. Finally theCouncil makes proposals for research into these matters.

The Finnish-Swedish Educational Council has contributedto the resolution of the educational problems ofFinnish immigrant children in the most significant andconcrete way by taking care of the transfer of teachersfrom Finland to Sweden. Each year the Council hasarranged tne transfer of from 40 to 50 qualifiedpersons to serve as bilingual teachers in comprehensive-level schools.

At present there are around 230 Finnish teachers placedby she Council in teaching positions in Sweden. Thereare also about 100 teachers in Slf.eaen who have comethrough unofficial channels. In addition there areabout 130 Finnish teachers who are employed by thehour to teach Finnish children. The teachers in thislast group are often not qualified and have foundtheir jobs on their own. They generally teach fewerhours than the teachers in Sweden with permanent
appointments.

The members of the Educational Council make up theNational Committees of their own countries. In thelat,:st report of the Finnish National Committee,attention has been drawn to opportunities for furthereducation for young Finnish people in Sweden. TheNational Committee has suggested that it would beimrortant to study the opportunities these young peoplehay_ of continuing their education in Finland.

In 1:wember 1970 the Council of state set up a Comm-ission on Migration, which has thti task of clto.w/nIng

.1.
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all problems related to emigration, and of proposing
solutions. The Commission is a permanent advisory
body composed of seven sections with a total of 40
Dersons. A separate Education and Culture Section
has been set up to deal with educational matters.
The Commission published its first partial report
on 28 December 1972. In regard to the education of
emigrant children, the Commission proposed that
school ellthorities be urged to see that pupils in
compulsory education or in secondary school are
provided with certificates by their schools if they
emigrate with their families. The Commission also
suggests that the authorities should see to the
transfer of documents concerning the pupil's health
and development - such as the health card - from
one country to the other when the pupil moves. It
roes without raying that information on the health
:.,ard is confidential.

:n the same report the Commission suggests that
school children leaving Finland be urged to take the
text books they are using and, if possible, also the
ooks they would be using in the following class.

the various sections of the Commission on Emigration
have also published partial reports in their special
fields. The report of the Return Migration. Section,
published in January 1972, considered the language
difficulties discussed above. In its report of
August 1973, the Education and Culture Section treat-
-ed the problems of Finnish children attending com-
prehensive schools.

B. LEGISLATION

1. Information for emigrant families

The 1956 law (11/56) and statute (12/56) on emigration
contain the regulations governing the provision of information
to prospective omigants. The lo.w makes it illegal to canvass
for emigrants in Finland. The express purpose of this pro-
vision is to prevent emigrants from being attracted by mis-
leading and false information.

According to Section 4 of the above statute, the prospect-
ive emigrant must be given :

- availablc information on conditions in thc country to
which he intends to move ;

- information on conditions in his own ccu:]fry which
might influence his decision to emigrate ; /
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- the assistance needed for doing what must be done beforehe can emigrate.

The following treaties and protocols also bear upon thequestion of emigration to Nordic countries :

- the Common Labour Market Treaty between Denmark, Finland,Norway and Sweden of 22 May 1954, and the Treaty on thePrinciples of Operation of the Nordic Etployment Serviceof 30 May 1955

- the protocol on the channelling of labour migratingbetween Finland and Sweden through the EmploymentService (11 April 1973) ;

- Circular 1:o. 43 An/21.6.73 of the Ministry of Labourto its administrative district offices and to the LabourOffices concerning the channelling of labour movingbetween Sweden and Finland through the Employment Service.
In accordance with the Nordic Treaty on a Common LabourMarket, the Employment Service of the Ministry of Labour hastaken care of the provision of .formation to people migratingto the Nordic countries. The Ministry of Labour has served asthe centre dealing with general information about the Nordiccountries, while the Employment Service offices have handledthe information about jobs. In 1973 the manpower authoritiesbegan to handle information on emigration outside the Nordicarea. Formerly, the Suomi Seura, which is an organisationmaintaining contact with Finns living abroad, carried out thisfunction under the authority granted to it by thp ministryresponsible for manpower affairs.

For those intending to move to Sweden, the Labour Officeskeep stocks of brochures furnished by Swedish authorities,labour market organisations and employers. Information providedby the Swedish authorities on the school system is contained in :

- Information for Immigrants
: Education

- Information for Immigrants : Aid to Education.

Furtheriaore, a book published by the Swedish immigrationauthorities, SuomaLtinen Ruotsi ssa (A Finn in Sweden), givesan account of the Swedish k;chool system. The Employment Serviceofficials also have a folder, Tieto'a Ruotsin oloista (Inform-ation about Conditions in Sworn) prepared by t c SwedishNational Labour Market Board. This folder has the followinginformation on education :

- This is Comoruhensive School (SO/UtbildningsfOrlaget)
- This i3 'iJpper Secondary

School (SO/Utbildningsforlagot)

./.
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Swedish for Immigrants (Memorandum)

- Information for Families moving from Finland to Sweden
with SchoolAge Children

- Preparation of Immigrants for Choosing Education or a
Vocation (SO/UtbildningsfOrlaget)

- Labour Market Education (Arbetsmarknadsstyrolsen)

In the same way, the Employment Service offices in Sweden
have information on conditions in Finland (e.g. a folder pre-
pared by the Finnish manpower authorities).

2. Records of children's health and school careers

So far it has not been possible to arrange an administra-
tive procedure or a system of agreements for tranferring
emigrant children's school reports or other documents on a
child's school career and health (e.g. children's health
cards) from Finland to the appropriate authorities in the
countries of arrival. Steps are being taken to arrange pro-
cedures similar to the ones outlined in the first partial
report of the Commission on Emigration. For a more detailed
discussion, see the first partial report of the Commission
on Emigration (part I A,4 pp. 7-10).

3. Training of teachers

The Finnish-Swedish Educational Council arranges the
transfer of Finnigh teachers to Sweden. To be placed by the
Council, a teach0 must be qualified for the job and know both
Finnish and Swedish. The teachers do not receive any special
training or preparation for their new jobs while in Finland.
However, once they arrive in Sweden, they follow a two-week
preparatory course which provides them with information on the
school system in Sweden (especially the comprehensive school).

Finland does not have similar arrangements for the trans-
fez of teachers with any countries other than Sweden.

4. Educational and occu ational re-intc ration.

Migrants returning from countries other than Sweden do
not encounter any difficulties worthy of mention. Additional
remedial teaching of Finnish at comprehensive school level
can be arranged for pupils returning from Sweden to Finland.
Circular No. 5803/1717.73 of the National Board of Schools
contains the regulations governing the organisation of this
teaching.
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C. RESEARCI AND EKEERIMIETATION.

In April 1970 the Office of the Council of State sot up
a committee to arrange a research programme on questions of
migration. In its rep rt of early 1971, the committee made
proposals for an extensive, co-ordinated research programme
on migration. Research was started in 1972 with the grant of
an appropriation of Fmk.200,000. A total of Fmk. 400,000 has
been earmarked for this research in 1973. A co-ordinating group,
which works und.r the Planning Department of the Ministry of
Labour, is in charge of planning and co-ordination.

The resenrch programme is designed to reveal the amount,
development and structure of migration,and its regional particu-
larities. Furthermore, research is designed to analyse the
causes and consequences of both emitpetion and return migration,
in their economic, social and other aspects. As far as educa-
tional matters are concerned, the following studies have been
carried out or are in progress :

i. the education of imtierant children in Finland

Because there are so few immigrant children living in
Finland, no official studies of the educational problems
of these children have been carried out. Moreover, re-
search along these lines has not been included in the
plans for research on migration mentioned above. The
Foreign Labour Section of the Manpower Council is trying
to forecast the need for foreign labour during the coming
years. This work may lead to more extensive research
into the adjustment and educational problems of immi-
grants living in Finland.

ii. Finnish emierants

Emigration and migration research in Finland was rather
desultory until 1970 because these problems were not
considered to be very important. However, when substan-
tial emigration from Finland began to take place in the
late 1960s private researchers and decision-makers be-
came very interested in studying the phenomenon. One
indication of this interest is the Migration Research
Prog;ramme of the Ministry of Labour which was mentionedabov=fire following studies, which mainly deal with
the adjustment and education problems of Finns living
in Sweden, arc included in this programme :

- Prof. Elina Haavio-Mannila, (Institute of Sociology,
University of Helsinki), Perhetutkimus (Family Research)

Magdaleena Jaakkola, Pol. Lic., (Institute of Sociology,
University of Helsinki), Siirtolaiston sosiaalisten
suhteiden verkosto (The Network of Emigrants' SocialRelations)
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- institute of Social Policy of the University of
Turku, SilaalLE=ALL (Emigration Project).

Although these studios aro not yot complete, some
preliminary results are available (see Part III).

The problems of adjustmcnt and education facing rinns
in Sweden have also bcon studied outside the context
of the Migration Programme :

- Prof. Fertti Toukomaa (University of Oulu), Finska
invandrarfamiller i Olofstrbm (Finnish Immigi717--
k2amilies in 0.1.ofsEFUR7-------

- it lain account of Finnish families in a Swedish
In us rial community"

institute of Sociology of the University of Turku,
Uirtolaisuusprolekti (Emigration Project)

- ?calla Ahonen and Raija Parttimaa (University of.
Jyvaskylti), Saom'llaisnuoria_ Ruotsissa Goteborgin
suomalaienuo7T717777Mk:ntilanteen kartoitaminen
sekh talmisinmuuttoaikaidvn orusteella s Lt cidon

tarkastelu (toung 2inns in Swnaen ing
e harlog-Trine Lives of Young Finns in

3-cth3nuuxg =1 the Ctudy of Cli.1.1;s formed on the
Int:;:::tions to Re-b.= 71zauni).

:liErants returninE to Finland

:lost studies on the difficulties of returning rani-
::1;_s have focused on the problems of the children. On
The whole, returning school-age children face greater
difficulties in school than do other children. These
lifficulties may also cause problems for the children
ate in life - e.g. when goi'g on for further educe
ti:)n or entering the: labour market. In order to
t,xamine this problem, the Institute for Pedagogical
aesearch in Jyvask:r1a has started a research project
designed to identify the problems fa':ed by school-age
?thildren of various ages in families ?'eturning from
Sweden. The first report of the results of this study
will probably appear at the end of 1973 or the be-
sinning of 1974.

These problems are also heir.g studied, at the MA the-
sis level, in the following institutions :

- the Institutes of Psycholorg and Pedagogics of
';h- University of Jyvaskyiii ;

- tn.9 Finnish Lanouare Institute of the University
of 'ampere ; and

./.
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- the Institute of Social Policy of the University
of Helsinki.

In 1923, Eva Vadtajti of the latter institute completeda study of the P:4..tors influencing adjustment toschool of Finnish 'hildren returning from Sweden
Ruotsista siirtolel.luudesta alanneiden suomalaisla-7771771=soutummen ;a sil en val ava e-lTdt.

. /.
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PART II

STATISTICS

A. MIGRANT WORKER POPULATION

A.1. Total number of migrant workers 1.1.1972 (*) 6,829

A.2. Break-down of this number by nationality (**)

Federal Rpublic of Germany 621
Great Britain 463
Soviet Union 450
Poland 293
United States of America 261
Switzerland 169

Others (80 nationalities) 1,735

k.3. Total population 4,708,456

BE% COO liNta.giti

B. EDUCATIONAL SITUATION. OF MIGRANT WORKERS' CHILDREN

B.1. Pre-school education

1.1. Number of migrant workers' children
of pre-school age

1.2. Total population of pre-school age 214,425

1.3. Number of migrant workers' children
attending pre-school institutions -

B.2. Compulsory education

2.1. Number of migrant workers' children of
full-time compulsory school age

2.2. Total population of full-time compulsory
school age 694,584

/.

All data as of 1 January 1972. The data for the total
population Lre based on the forecasts of the authorities
who resister people for taxation and other purposes.

( * *i Distribution by rntienalitios cm be presented only for
the 3,922 persons having work permits.
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2.3. Number of migrant workers' children
attending full-time compulsory schools
(number attending the English, German
French and Russian schools in Helsinki) 149

B.3. Post-compulsory education

3.1. Number o2 migrant workers' children over
compulsory school age and below the age
of 21

3.2. Total population over compulsory school
age and below the age of 21 503,069

3.3. Number of migrant workers' children in
this age group attending institutions
providing education at the upper second-
ary school level (only the number in the
upper classes of the English, German,
French and Russian secondary schools) 58

C. EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MIGRANT WORKERS

Because of the small size of this population, no statistical
information is available.

/ .
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PART III C0?1
POSS.

aCUMENTATION

Some publications concerning Finnish migration and emigration
to Sweden published in 1970-1972 (*) :

I S... S..... .

AGIUS, Roland, Invandrarnas om assnin en fra a for stat och
kommun (Carin-'7rf5F=1igran - a question or a e
and the Local Authorities), Social nytt (Social News),
1970:10, pp. 46-49

AGIUS, Roland, Stockholms
4information tockho an

information), Social
3771nindrarebhdverm-e---m s immigrants need more
nytt (Social News), 1970

rundld ande
asic

1, pp.40-43

ALANEN, Ilkka and Valkonen, Tapani, Raportti kehitysalueiden
maaseutuvdestOn oloista 11a asenteista (Report on the con-
ditions and attitudes of the rural population in the
development areas), Helsinki, 1972

ALLEFRESDE, Maurice, Finnish Emigration to Sweden and Its
Consequences, mimeographed, 42 pages, December 1970,
OECD, Manpower and Social Affairs Committee

ARBETSGRUPPEN FOR FINSKA INVANDRARFRAGOR (Working Group on
Questions concerning Finnish Immigrants), Utlatande om de
finska invandrarna pa den svenska arbetsmarknaden (Report
on l'innish Immigrants in the Swedish Labour Market),
mimeographed, Stockholm, 1970

ARBETSGRUPPEN FOR FINSKA INVANDRARFRAGOR (Working Group on
Questions concerning Finnish Immigrants), De finska in-
yLnalLIELLa=um (Problems of Finnish ImETEMT707-Ermeo-
gHliphages, Stockholm, 1971

ALINE, Aila, De finldndska invandrarnas fackliga aktivitet inom
metallindusf=betsfbrbundet - En intensivstudie av nagra
lokalavdelningar i Vdstmanlands ldn (Union Activity of
Finnish Immigrants in the Metal Industry League - An In-
tensive Study of some Local Districts in the Province of
Vdstmanlar,d), licentiate thesis in politival science for
the University of Umea, 1970

. /.
*) The list includes also studies published in Sweden with the

co-operation of the Swedes
.
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AXELSON, Roger, Ka talftirlust till 1'61 d av snabb befolknin

minskning - es yg s ors 'won api a oss esu ing
from a rapid decline in Population - A study of sparacly
populated areas), Report 7, 37 pages, University of Urea,
1969)

BACKLUND, Georg, De nolitiska aterverknin area av emi rationen
(The politica consequences of emigration 1 pages in
Emigrationen och dess bakgrund (Emigration and its back-
ground), Svenska Kulturfondens skrifter V (Swedish Cultural
Foundation Publication V), Ekentis, 1971

BINGHAM, T.R.G., The Outflow of Labour from Agriculture and
Forestr :j in Finland, an 7.17 Ma:Innen arEELTanja
7The Finniih Economic Journal) 1972:4, pages 341-352

DAVIDSON, B., JOHANSSON, J., KIHLSTROM, A., et.al., InstAllnin
till don svenska grundskolan bland finska och jugos avis a
26raldrar i Gbteborg (Attitudes towards the twedish compre-
hensive school among Finnish and Yugoslav parents in Gothen-
burg), The Social School of Gothenburg, 1972

ETELA-SAVON SEUTUKAAVALIITTO (South-Savo Regional Planning Assoc-
iation), Eteld-Savon muuttoliike 1970 (Migration in South
Savo during 1970), 17 pages with an appendix of 18 pages,
Regional Planning Office, Publication 1, 1972

PINSK-SVENSKA ARBETSGRUPPEN FOR MIGRATIONSFORSKNING (Finnish-
Swedish Working Group for Research on Migration), Ra ort
fran finsk-svenska arbets en fbr r,tionsfors Inc;
eport of t e Finnish- wedish Working group for esearch

on Migration), mimeographed, 13 pages, '972

FORSBERG, Karl-Erik, Etigrationsforskninen frapstbalningar
(Posing questions for research on emigration), 8 pages in
Emigrationen och dess bakgrund (Emigra'Aon and its background)
Svenska Kulturfondens skrifter V (Swedish Cultural Found-
ations Publication V), Ekenas, 1971

GEDIN-ERIXON, L., Invandrare i Sveri e Rake:ter brev och samtal
- frKmst om finlandare mmigrants in weden, inquiries,
letters and conversations, mainly concerning Finns), Udde-
valla, 1970

GOTEBORGS STADTKONTCR, UTREDNINGSAVDELNINGEN City Office of
GothenburglInvestigations Department), Kcstnader for ut-
lbmdsk arbetskraft, en fbretagsstudie (T1776777777ign
labour - an enterprise study), 44 pages, Report No.Ur 1971:8

Utldnningarna i Goteborg (Foreigners in Gothenburg), 54 pages,
Report No. Ur 1971:4

- Utlanningars inkomster (The incomes of foreigners), 269 pages,
Report No. Ur 1971:9

- Utlandska medborgare i Goteborg v.0372 (Foreign citizens in
Gothenburg), mimeographed, 28 pages, 1972 /
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HALLGREN, Kerstin & WENNERQVIST, Helena, Kommunikationen mod och
om _.nvandrare i ett s;orre svenskt industriforetag (Commun-
=Ton with and concerning =migrants in a large Swedish
industrial enterprise), 45 pages, The INFO Group, 1971:3

HAUTAMAKI, Lauri, Interprovincial Migration Flows and the on-
ential Interaction Model, 14 pages in Vhest8tutkimuksen
vuosikir'a (Population Research Yearbook), 1971 (XII)

HULDEN, Lars & HAGGMAN, Ann-Marit, De kulturella aterverkningilrna
av emierationcn (The cultural consequences of emigration ),
n pages in Emigrationon och des bakgrund (Emigration and
its background), Svenska Kulurfondens skrifter V (Swedish
Cultural Foundation Publication V), Ekenas, 1971

HUSTICH, Ilmari, Finland forvandlas (Finland changes), 3 revised
edition, 125 pages, Helsinki, 1972

HAGGSTROM, Nils, Re ionala och demo rafiska as.ecter a fl tt-
ningarbrelserna ai Finland oc vcri:
(fegional and demographic aspec s o emigra ion e weep
Finland and Sweden in 1968-70), mimeographed, 92 p. 1972

UGGSTROM, Nils, FiniAndsk invandrin till Sveri e. En re:ional
och demoKrafisk cversikt ,innis. immigration o weien -
A regional and demographic survey - a preliminary report
presented to the meeting of the Swedish-Finnish Cultural
Foundation in Helsinki), mimeographed, 43 pages, 1971

IVARS, Ingegerd, Finsks raki a studenters motiv och an assnin
till studio vid Umca Universitet e mo ivation an a just-
ment of Firmish speaking students at the University of Umea)
mimeographed, Sociologisha Institutionen (The Sociological
Institute)

KANNIAINEN, Vesa, Ottomyys ja muuttoliike Lapin lninissd 1960 -
luvulla (Unemp oyment and migration in the pr617.ITETof
Lapland during the 1960s), A licentiate thesis, 149 pages,
Tyovoimaministerion monistettuja tutkimuksia n: o 3,
(Ministry of Labour Study No. 34, Helsinki, 1972

KOMITEAMIETINTO (Committee Report) 1970: B 112, Siirtolaisuustut-.
kimuston ohjclmointitoimikunnan mietinto (Report of the
Committee for the Planning of lesearch on Emigration),
Helsinki, 1970

KORVA, Timo & KURVIYEN, Anneli, Solvitvs Suomen a Rnotsin
kuluttajahintatasoerosta sek ocollisuuuen eras en yontoki-

hmi,:,r rervaiansioista vuonra 1921
An ox-,.minPtion of trio differences betoon Finland and Sweden
in the cost of and real earnings of certain classes of

industrial workers in 1971), Planning Division of the Ministry
of 1,-.bour, mimeographed, 17 pages with 13 pages of append -
ices, October 1972

II
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KULTALAHTI, 011i, Muuttaminen sosiaalisena ilmiona. Vertaileva
tutkimus muutan=a7737CF7ualnrnWearen soeioekono-
misesta taustasta, asenteista ja ryhmatoimintaan osalli-
stuwisesta (Migration as a social phenomenon - a study of
the background, attitudes and group activities of migrants
and non-migrants), Acta UniversitRsis Tamperensis A:16,
A doctoral thesis, 134 pages, with a summary in English
(11 pages), Tampere, 1972

LONNQVIST, Bo, Traditionsmaterialet Eallande er4Erationen
(Tvadition=37EigraTIOTETT7pages in Emigrationen och
dess bakgrund (Emigration and its background), Svenska
Kulturfondens skrifter V, (Swedish Cultural Foundation
Publication V), Ekends, 1971

MANNIL, Ragnar, Emigration - bibliografisk tiversikt (Emigration -
A bibliographical survey)? 26 pages in Emigrationen och dess
bakgrund (Etigration and its background), Svenska Kultur-
fondens skrifter V (Swedish Cultural Foundation Publication
V), Ekends, 1971

MEINANDER, Nils, De ekonomiska aterverkningarna av emiarationen
(The economic consequences of emigrati66.7757FiFs7=7:
grationen och dess bakgrund (Emigration and its background),
Svenska Kulturfondens skrifter V (Swedish Cultural Found-
ation Publication V), Ekenas, 1971

MONTELIUS, Ragnar, Dialektisk materialism och studiet av fbrdomar
mot invandrare DiaIecIical materialism and the stuffy of
prejudices towards immigrants), 19 pages, The IMFO Group,
1971

NYBERG, Peter, Emi rationen som nationalekonomiskt roblem
(Emigration as a macroeconomic pro icon is e thesis
in economics, mimeographed, 154 pages,

,

1970

VTBERG, Peter, Emigration och immigration i Europa - en tvarsnitt
anal-crs (A cross-secjtion analysis of emigration and irrimigr-
ation in Europe) 16 pages, Ekonomiska Samfundets tidskrift,

S(Journal of the Economic Society), 1971:3

NYBERG, Peter, Om den finska emigrationens offekter (On the
effects ofPlnnish emigration) , 8 pages,Tkonomiska Sam-
fundets tidskrift (Journal of the Economic Society, 1971:4

RANTANEN, Jalmaril Matti - en invandrare (Matti, an immigrant),
99 pages, StocE=77777----------

SCB, UTREDNINGSINSTITUTET (SOB, The Investigation Institute),
Teknisk rapport ayseende immirrantunders6kainLe.a,(A techn-
TEET-Feport on Immigration Researc577EIMeograp'led, 25 pages,
Stockholm, 1971

.1.
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SCHWARZ, David, Svensk invandrar och minoritetwoolitik 1 4-68
(Swedish Policy on Immigrarinaa Minor nin-77)4)-
Stockholm, 1971

SCHWARZ, David, Identitet och minoritet - Teori och olitik i
dagens Sverige dentity an minority heory a0-56117y
in today's Sweden), 230 pages, Uppsala, 1971

SKOLOVERSTYRELSEN (Board of Education), Undersokning rorande
inandrarbarnen i skon (A study of immigrant chi=
7v

la
E-EFEFET777-Ragnar israelsson & nargareta Ek, mimeo-
graphed, 22 pages with 14 page appendix, 1971

SOCIALARBETARFORENINGARNAS NORDISKA SAMARBETSKOMMITTEE (The
Joint Nordic Committee of Social Worker Associations),
Samhbilsr.irbete som metod - Teori och raktik i rel,ation_

invandrarfragor oocial work as a met o - . FOFTT
7125FEFTTEe concerning questions of immir-ation(1 Report
cn the Nordic Seminar held in Jonkoping, b-12 Nov. 1971

SOU 1 °72:83, Invandrarutredningen 2 (A study of immigration, 2)
Interpretation Service, Nordic Language Convention, 120
pages, Stockholm, 1972

SOU '972.;7, Invandrarbarn i fOrskolanammigrant children in
pre-school, 51 pages

SOU 1971:51, Iavandrarutrednin n 1 - Invandrarnas utbildnin s
situation. ors ag om gran i nirg i svens-a or vuxna in-
vandrare A study of immigration 1 - The immigrants' educ-
ational situation. A proposal on the teaching of basic

Swedish to adult immigrants) , 157 pages, Stockhol...n, 1971

SOU '970:44, S rakundersdknin bland finlandska barn och ungdomar
i Sverige A ln.nguage s u y of Finnish children and young
people in Swodon) Report of the Finnish-Swedish Educational
Council, 177 pages, Stockholt, 1969

ST TENS INVANDRARVERK (State Immigration Office), Invandrerver-
kets anslagsframstallning for budgetaret 1972/73 (Proposcl
for the 1972:7n Budget Year), 1971

SUONALAINEN RUOTSISS21, (A Finn in Sweden), J. Handbook of the
Rights and Duties of a Foreigner for the use of the author-
ities and private persons cdaptcd from Ny i S7erige (New
in Swedcn) published in 1969, 190 pages, State In migration
Office, Lund, 1971

SUOLITUA, Kirsti Enna, Maanviljeli'aveston
Suovacp ja Ruotoin Tornion-

nt&,, 17171ingness ',;() ligrate of
the rural population in the Pornie Valley of Finland and
Sweden), Institute of Sociol-iEy, Univereity of Helsinki,
Study No. 147, 1970

0/0
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SODEPLUND, Eliel, Att vary f#,Ilandare i metall. Problem - ulDp-fattningar - a:1711es (,L Finn in the metal industry -77157Es-=-77sights - Attitudes), mimeographed, 50pages,Stockbolm, 1970

TEDEBILIND, Lars-Goran, Re-immi ration in its connection withemigration, Nordic zligra ion, ppsa a, 70-

TEIR, Harald Nya atqrden for er4i5ran:torna och emig2ationsforsk-ningen Now procedures for emigraas and research on emigr-
ation T, 7 pages in Emigrationen och dess bakgrund (Emigrationand its background), Svenska Kulturfondens skrifter V(Swedish Cultural Foundation Publications V), Ekends, 1971

TRANKELL, Utlndska studenters behov av undervisning i
slillahausaketT-Tie foreign students( need of education inthe Swedish language, 27 pages, the IMFO Group, 1971:3

TOUKONAA, Pertti, Finska invandrarfamiljer in Olofstrom (Finnishimmigrant famine:3 in OlofstrOm), Olofstrom School Office 1972

UDDEVA1LLLARAPORTTI (The Uddovalla Report), Tutkielma suomalaistent oldiston aF.emasta Uddevallan telt4.kalla (A study7TThe
situation of inni3 workers on the Udaevalla docks),mimeographed, 29 pages, 1971

WADENSJO, Eskil, Imisration och sarrhallaelsoiraticmonsorsaker och effekter (Immigration and so cial economics, thecauses and effects of Inraigration), Lund, 1972

WESTER, Holger, Erni_ ationsforksninmens aktuella situation i Fin-land och i de Wget nor is a an crna lc presen s atusof research on emigration. in Vinland and other Nordic count-ries), 7 pages, in Emigrationen och dess bakgrund (Emigrationci_nd its background), Si.renska Kulturfondens skrifter V (Swed-ich Cultural Foundation Publication V), Ekends, 1971
WESTIN, Charles, Invandrares problem belysta av invandrare i svhr-isheter (The-77Elems of inmigrants as related by immigrantsin difficulties), 65 pages, the INFO Group, 1971:3
WENLUND, I.-L & AMELL, Katrin,

SveriR.e och Finland (The child allowance and migration be-tween l'inland and Sweden) Stoekholn Social School, Spring 1972
WIDEN, Bill, Do r(:110iOsa atel.verknin arna av eniraticnen (Theimpact of Tragration on religi-)n pages in ,igra ionenoch doss bakgrund (Emigration -lnd its background), SvenskaKulturfondc:ns skrifter V (Swedish Cultural Foundation Public-ation V), Ekenhs, 1971
:,}"-72E;di, Stine, Eri7rtionsforskninins infallsvinklar och metoder(Approaches -nd mothods in emigration7=77777Paces inEmigrationon .)ch dess bakgrund. (Emigration and its bacgl'ound)Svenska KulL4rfoLdens skrifter V (Swedish Cultural FoundationPublication V), Ekens, 1971.

** * * **.r 2. **
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PREAMBLE

This report was drawn up in accordance with the outline
provided by the Secretariat (doe. CME/HF-M (72) 6 rev. 2).
:t )vust be viewed as a national report rather than as relating
solely to the activities of the Ministry of Education in the area

\of the education of migrants and their children: since both
that and the Ministry of Labour, Employment and Population are
involved in work among adults, a joint meeting of experts was
held on 17 September last to establish the broad outlines
of the document, which was then drafted by a single hand in
the Ministry of Education.

./.
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PART I

POLICY, LEGISLATION AND EXPERIMENT

A, POLICY

stsi tort oimuou.

1. Some while before UNESCO, the Council of Europe
or the European Communities had made recommendations focusing
general attention on the problems of persons living outside
their countries of origin, France had been aware of the
obligations this entailed.

It must firstly be remembered that, as the 1882 Compulsory
Education Act makes no distinction between French and foreign
children, both groups come under the terms of the act.

Since then, the need to go further than this general
principle of non-discrimination and to undertake specific
action for immigrants, both adults and children, has.bcien
recognised.

Leaving acide the first steps taken, which date from
between the wars, in 1.960 there were already a number of
wivate institutions providing an essential service by teaching
both adults and children, with the financial support of the
Ministries of Education and Labour.

A circular of July 1939 instituted additional courses in
primary schools, outside the statutory timetable, to teach
French to the children of migrants.

Further steps have been taken since that time. As regards
the special teaching of French to young immigrants, the
Ministry of Education has, since 1970, been directly responsible
for this, through the organisation of "reception classes" at
primary level. The beginning of the lW2-73 school year saw
the extension of this scheme to the lower secondary course.

As a further part of this scheme, school grants are given
to foreign children. Whereas previously they were given
exclusively for the short technical education course and, in
some cases, for higher education courses, they have, since the
beginnirr, of the 1973 school year been extended to cover
all types of secondary education courses.

./.
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At the beginning of the 1972 school year, the Ministry
of Education took special measures to increase the chances ofsuccess of the so-called "additional" native language courses
for the children of migrant workers, in the belief that thisscheme would break down certain psychological barriers and
thus make it easier for the young immigrants to be integrated
into the French socio-cultural background.

It introduced a scheme to incorporate 3 courses in the
mother tongue in the 3-pert school day, in primary schools with
sufficient numbers of young immigrants of the seme nationality
to justify it.

Adult educational and vocational schemes come under 3
departments: the Secretariat General de la Formation Professionnelleet des Departements du Travail - the Direction de la
Population et de l' Immigration et Sous-Direction de la
Farnition Professionnelle - and the Department of State
Education (Direction chargee de la Formation Continue -
permanent Education Directorate) .

Although these schemes were initiated by companies and firms,and in some cases subsidised at national or regional level bythe ministerial departments concerned, they now come under
the general provisions for the organisation of permanent
vocational training in France, in accordance with the bilateral
agreement of 9 July 1970, law 71.575 of 16 July 1971 on
permanent education and their

A distinction needs to be drawn between the 3 types
of courses run by the Departments of Education and Labour:
introductory, pretraining and advancement courses.

The first consist of short courses to prepare workers
for their social and professional life when they first take up
industrial or other jobs in France and of introductory Coursesin French language and civilisation.

The second type of courses, usually combining the teachingof French with a general training to adapt the workers to sociallife in France, and sometimes including vocational pretrainingas well, generally take place in working hours and are subsidisedby the ministries concerned, under national or regional
conventions, from the Vocational Training Fund (Fonds de laformation Professionnelle) .
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Vocational training schemes are conducted by organisations
connected with the authorities, such as AFDET (Association
francaise pour le ddveloppement de 1'Enseignement technique)
and AFPA (Association pour is formation professionnelle aux
adultes), and by other private organisations.

There are also a number of experimental pretraining schemes
for young foreigners between 16 and 18 years of age.

The Ministry of Education further provides certain
organisations with a large number of teachers and gives
allowances to the departmental inspectors responsible for
Supervising these courses, which are frequently held on
their premises and with their facilities.

The Ministry of Education is part of the network of
interministerial co-operation and of the general movement to
provoke awareness at regional level with the help of the regional
supervisors of permanent education (d616gu4s academiques)

.

It ::lso provides a number of services to the various
bodies c:eerned:

- ..)akes assessment studies of the various schemes, and
at the beginning of the 1972-73 school year set up a
Scheme for training adult teachers, operated by
:REDIF in conjunction with the Centres integr6s de
formation de formateurs d' adultes (CIFFA);

- It gives technical assistance to both public and private
;,cherries through ADEP, (Agence pour le Developpement
de l'Education permanente) a public industrial and
lommercial institution;

- 1972 it set up a documentation centre i'or the
training of foreigners in order to improve the
distribution of information about the various current
schemes, both for adults and for children in the
framework of BELC (Bureau pour 1'Enseignement de la Langue
et de 111 1:%?_,Lisntion fraNceise l'Etranger), a
'lepartrilut of 11RDP (Institut National de la Recherche et
de Documentation Pedagogique) which is a public service
documentation centre on the training of foreigners, the
aim of which is to collect the extensive information
available on the subje't, and to circulate it amongst all
those involved in this area, so enabling them to draw
on experience gained.

.1.
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2. The difficulties implementing speoifio
schemes for migrants and their children have been:

- there is no armurate region-by-region statistical data
for the whole country, especially on the children of migrants

- funds are limited

- settlements of migrants move around according to the
situation of the labour market in different regions, so that
special schemes have to move with them

- settlementz of migrants are often either too small or too
large which means that either there is no urgent need for
special schemes or that these virtually exceed normal education

- it is difficult to este`-dish training programmes-for
(a) the teachers of reception classes or (b) adult training
schemes

- the starting of additional or integrated courses in the
migrants' native languages are hampered by the fact that te
emigration countries find difficulty in supplying the primary
schools concerned with the necessary teachers.

3. These difficulties as can be observed, are not
connected with the distinction between the needs of workers
Fa Their families who ex ect to settle in France and thcise of

France is aiming to provide for both these categories.
In our view the aims involved are sometimes interlinked in that
the additional native lenguage courses contribute, as explained
in I, both to the integration of foreign children into French
life and to their future reintegration into their countries
of origin.

4. The measures planned or alreadytakeri_to meet_the
difficulties outlined in (3)are:

- systematic collection and use of statistics drawn up on
the basis of a maximum precision "Survey grid"

./ .
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request for corresponding new measures to be included
in the d

- mobility of special schemes, and consequent decentralised
decision-making by regional education authorities so that the
schemes can be started or wound up rapidly according to the
sizes of settlements of migrant workers at am particular time

- the responsibility conferred on CREDIF, a research
organisation under the Ecole Nationale Superieure, St. Cloud,
for drawing up and trying out suitable programmes to train
teachers for reo: ion ,lasses

- the responsibility also conferred on CREMTP to train
adult teachtr, in conjunction with APE? and CIFFA at regional
level

- consultation with the emigration countries, or even
special agreements with them through the joint cultural committees.

5. II;does.not on the face of it stern of special
relevance To education and training co dictinp;uish be wean intra-
and extra-Eurorean mic:r.ation. The only factors needing to be
taken into consideration In this ccnnection seem more 11I:ely

to be:

- whether the migrant is a child or an adult

- whether or not he has already received schooling in his
3olintry of origin

- whether or not he comes from a partially French-speaking
ountry.

B. =E3ISLATION

As indicated in paragraph under "policy", the relevant
legislation is as follows:

i. at pre-school leyel

:here are large numbers of immigrant children in the ordinary
French nursery schools, and at that age, they do not seem to
have any great difficulty in learning French.

'5:Aring compulsory schoolina

a. for the teac:Anz of 7rench

. at primer;; Level 'irculrir No. 70-37 of
13 January 1970, instituting reeption
classes
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. at lower secondary level Circular of
25 ge/Waber T973 instituting reception
classes for the lower secondary course;
school grants (Circular No. 37-367 of
13 September 1973)

b. for lan ua es

. Circular of 12 July 1939

. circular on the teaching of Portuguese
in primary schools

and agreement, recorded in the minutes of
the joint Franco-Portuguese cultural
committee in January 1973, on the provision
by Portugal of the necessary teaching
staff

. circular on the teaching of Italian at
primary level

and agreement, recorded in the minutes
of the joint Franco-Italian cultural
committee in April 1973, on_ the provision
by Italy of the necessary teaching staff.

al%; u ,er-secondar level (general, technical or
vucational

The children of migrant workers and French children have
equal rights, including the award of grants.

iv. a. in lost secondary institutions migrantworkers' children have equal rights with French children, inparticular access to university and the absence of "numerusclausus" restrictions on entry, except for medical studies duringwhich, like their French counterparts, they are subject to
selection at the end of the first yecr, as instituted in 1971.

b. adult education systems previously set upby societies and firths assisted by the Ministries of Educationand Labour now form part of permanent vocational training, whichapplies to foreigners and French nationals alike.

This area is governed by the following, closely linkedin their application:

./.
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- the national interprofessional agreement of
9 July 1970 and its additional clause of 30 April 1971 an
vocational training, signed by the most representative
organisations of employers and wage-earners

- the Acts of 16 July 1971 and their implementing
legislation, relating to initial technical training,
apprenticeship and permanent vocational training.

It is obvious that any action must, if it is to be
backed up by a convention, conform with the general rules laid
down by statute with regard to the type of training, the kind
of course and the persons to receive training.

The most relevant texts (excluding circulars dealing
with the spiFIETFF3Blems of pay, lodging and "immigration
policy", which are only indirectly linked with the problem of
education) are as follows:

- National Interprofessional Agreement of 9 July 1970 on
vocational training.

- Clauses of 30 April 1971 supplementing the National Inter-
professional Agreement of 9 July 1970 on vocational training.

- Act No. 71-575 of 16 July 1971 (Prime Minister - Education -
Finance - Industrial Development - Agriculture - Labour)
organising further vocational training as part of permanent
education (JO of 17 July 1971 - BO of 26 August 1971)

- Act No. 71-576 of 16 July 1971 (same signatories) on
apprenticeship.

- Act No. 71-577 of 16 July 1971 on technical education.

- Circular No. 71-387 of 26 November 1971 (DDOFC): plan for
facilities to assist the development of permanent education
in public teaching institutions.

- Decree No. 71-977 of 10 December 1971 on iniplomentation of
Articles 7 and 8 of Act No. 71-575 of 16 July 1971 on
training leave.

- Decree No. 71-978 of 10 December 1971 on implementation of
Articles 14-2, 31-1, 34-36 and 47 of Act No. 71-575 of
16 July 1971 on training insurance funds.

.1
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- Decree No. 71-979 of 10 December 1971 on implementation of
Titre V of No.. 71-575 of 16 July 1971 on the financial
contribution of employers to permanent vocational training.

- Decree No.
Article VI
assistance

71-980 of 10 December 1971 on implementation of
of Act No. 71-575 of 16 July 1971 on financial
to those attending vocational training courses.

- Decree No. 71-981 of 10 December 1971 stipulating rates of pay
and allowances for those attending vocational training courses.

- Decree No. 72-276 of 12 April 1972 on the powers, membership
and operation of the depurtement committees on vocational
training, social advancement and employment.

Docree No. 72-277 of 12 Ap:il 1972 on the membership of the
departement committee on vocational training, social
advancement and employment in Paris.

- Decree No.
No. 70-627
voeational

72-278 of 12 April 1972 supplementing Decree
of 16 September 1971 on the regional committees on
training, social advancement and eiaployment.

- Decree No. 72-279 of 12 April 1972 on the recognition of
qualifications and diplomas in technical education.

- Circular No. 72-187 of 26 April 1972 (DDOFC) on implementation
by higher education establishments of Act No. 71-575 of
16 July 1971 organising continued vocational training as part
of permanent education.

- Decree No. 72-606 of 4 July 1972 amending Decree No. 67-55 of
18 January 1967 on the co-ordination of vocational training and
social advancement pol icy.

- Decree No. 72-607 of 4 July 1972 on advisory occupational
committees.

- Circular of 4 September 1972 on the employers' financial
contributions to continued vocational training.

- Circular No. 72-365 of 6 October 1972 (DDOFC), a supplementary
circular on plans for facilities to assist the development of
continucd training in public teaching institutions, in
particular the preparation of material for the budget year 1973.

-/
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- Circular 72-434 of 10 November 1972 (DDOFC) on continued
voL.ational trainins under the arrangements made for 1972-73
and prospects for such training.

- Instructions to rectors and otrculars of 2 February 1973 on
the development of continued vocationAl training in state
educat ion.

- Decree No. 73-137 of 13 February 1972 establishing ADEP.

- Circular No. 73-123 of 8 March 1973 on pay for continued
training staff.

"cular No. 73-157 of 23 March 1973 on the award of posts
operational appropriations for continued training.

. r of 9 July (BOEM No. 28 of 12.7.73) on the organisation
of Ministry of Education.
See page 2137: Permanent Education Advisor

page 2145: Permanent Education Directorate (DIFCO)

2.
1)

2) irrelevant, as France is not a

3) significant emlgratian country.

4)

C. RE3EARCH AND EXPERIKENTATION

Pure research and experimentation have been carried on
simultanecusly, as experiments are used as testing or
observation ground, in order to develop research hypotheses by
checking, nlifirminF or redirecting them.

The most sisnifi,:ant activities are as follows:

- For chiLdren

A number of Ministry of Education studies and scncimcs must
be mentioned here, leaving aside the numerous initiatives
taken by associations such as l'Amicale pour 11Ensei,r,nement

etrangers:

- Research, expernts and teacher training courses for
which responsibility ;teen placed on 2 orL7ani3 rs.tions

specialising in the y)ro'r1:,..m of teachin,L; lq)noll as a foreign

lansuace: :311'.)2idlar'y of INRDP, and CREDIF, attached to

the Ecole Nationale Jup6rj.oui.'a, Saint-loud.

.1
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These 2 organisations were chosen so that their research work
and activities might be directed towards the children of migrant
workers in the area of teaching French as a foreign language, and
more especially in the application of linguistics to methodology,
taking account of the effect of the mother tongue on the learn
of French.

The practical organisation of this work by CREDIF consists
of:

- a study on the psychological and sociological aspects of
primary schooling for the children of migranta;

- the preparation of teaching 'materials for learning reading
and writing in French, established on the basis of a large-scale
experiment in 100 reception classes;

- trying out various ways of organising timetables and
dividing activities in the reception classes which operate
yearly, testing ways of approach and programmes for short courses
for the teachers of reception classes;

- preparatory work for the socio-linguistic and psycho-
linguistic guidance of the children of migrants at lower
secondary level.

For BELC

- the organisation in 1971-72 and 1972-73 of short
information courses in the Val de Marne for teachers of reception
clazss including the use of methods developed by that
organisation for the teaching of French as a foreign language;

- research carried out by the Instut International de Rechercheet e Formation (IRFED) in tee Ecole Michelet at Fontenay-sous-Boie (Val de Marne) on the oblems and methods of inter-
culture education for Portuguese migrant workers in the Parisregion;

- surveys and research carried out by the Inst itut de
Psychologie of Paris University V in schools in Aubervilliers, inwhich teachers play an active part; thee° studies aim to
investigate the success factors amongst the children of migrant
workers who adapt easily to the teaching of French;

.1
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- schemes undertaken by the Portuguese UER in the
University of Paris III and Rennes to introduce teachers to the

emechanics of the Portuguese language and assist them in
foreseeing pupils' difficulties.

- For adults

The Ministries of Education and Labour have merle studies
of regional schemes which were clearly innovatory, and have
also tried to act as an "assistance lending" body, by suggest ink;
specific schemes (in conjunction with the teaching profession
or the regional promoteurs) or by means of subsidies with
follow-up of the experiments by some outside study organisation
such as,CREDIF, aFED or the Association du Centre Universitaire
de cooperation economique et sociale (ACUCES).

These study organisations have held meetings at regular
intervals, such as the co-ordination meeting on 5-6 June 1972
at Chgtenay-Malabry.

An overall report on the experiments made, with comments
on the various schemes, is currently being prepared, together
with guidelines for the rectors.

The following are amongst themes which have been the
subject for study:

- an inventorT of.current.practf.ces and'analYsis of
underlying educational assumptions,

- power and speech interactions Ift training groups - the
soc io- psychosoc iological approach,

- assistance projects in firms (bibliographical approach
and study of special action for immigrants).

2inally there are the special experimentS conducted, not
specifically for adults, but for young people beyond schoo]
age (16-18 years of age) by the Ministry of Labour with support
from the State and for Vocational Training (Fonds National
pour la formation professionnelle).

They include the pre-training scheme carried out in the
"Centre de Formation Professionnelle des adultes" at
St.-Etienne, consisting of retraining in French, and an
introductory vocational course.

Further pilot expkximmts of this Idnd are to be
launched in the near future.



PART II

STATISTICS

As pointed out in I.A (Policy), the lack of accurate
statistics on the aims and activities of the ministries concernedwith the education of migrants is at present one of the primary
obstacles to assessing needs and implementing specific schemes.

As arrangements have not yet been made for assembling suchdata, the information supplied in this section will of necessity
be incomplete.

A. MIGRANT WORKER POPULATION

1. 3,700,000

2. The largest numbers of immigrants at present come from
the following countries:

(statistics supplied by the Ministry of the Interior on
1 January 1973)

- ALGERIA 798,000
- PORTUGAL 742,000
- ITALY 573,000
- SPAIN 571,000
- MOROCCO 218,000
- TUNISIA 119,000
- African countries formerly French 70,000
- YUGOSLAVIA ***************** OfOSOO ***** 68,000
- TURKEY 24,000

It must be pointed out that this situation is constantlychangins.

3. Approximately 1,800,000.

/
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B. ED UCAT IONAL S ITUAT ION OF MIGRANT W CORKERS CHILDREN

1
1 2

3

1
2 2

13

1
3 2

3

There are at present no official statistics on the number
of migrant workers' children at pre-school, compulsory school
and post-compulsory level.

The overall number of migrant workers' children between
the ages of 2 and 16 is estimated at 800,000.

C. EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MIGRANT WORKERS

2.

There are no official statistics available under this
head ing .
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PART III,

DOCUMENTATION

1. List of the main publications on the education of
smigrant over the pas 3 yaars.

General works

- CATANI Maurice - Mediation dans/pour la liberte - Pierre Lays: -
Editions Sciences at Services - 1970 - 314 p. Tabl. graph.

- CATANI Maurice - l'alphabOcisation des travaillours etrangers
(unu relation dominant - doming) - Paris ed. Tema-Formation 1973

- COMITE MEDICAL ET MEDICO-SOCIAL D'AIDE AUX MIGRANTS -
La sante des migrants - Societe d'Edition Droit et Liberte -
Paris 1972

- GRANOTIER - Les travailleurs immlgres en France - Paris -
Masporo 1972

- ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR L'EDUjATION, LA SCIENCE ET
LA CULTURE - Alphabetisation et promotion des migrants etrangors
en France - Paris UNESCO - 1971 - 15 cm - 75 p.

- TREBOUS Madelaine - Migrations et developpoment - le cas do
l'Algerie - Les besoins en main-d'oeuvre specialisee de
l'AlgOrie et la Formation professionnelle on Europe - Paris
OCDE - 1970 - 24 cm - 241 p. Coll. Etudes du Centre du
devoloppament de l'organisation de cooperation et de
devoloppemant economiqua

- Union Generale des travaillours senegalais on France - Le
livre des travailleurs africains en France - Pref. A Mommi -
Paris - Masuoro 1970 - 22 cm - 195 p. - Coll. Cahiers libros
172 - 173

VALABREGUE Catherine l'Homme deracine - Le livre noir des
travailleurs strangers Marcure de France - 1973 - Coll.
"on direct" 201 p.

ADDET - Rapport relatif au developpemont do la formation
dos travailleurs migrants - AFDET May 1973 - 63 p. plus
annoxos multigr.

- Centre de Preformation do Marseille - Lus objectifs ut les
realis,tions du CPM - on faveur des travaillours immigres plus
annexes - Marseille 1972 - multigr. s.p.

.1
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- Centre Universitaire de Cooperation economique,et social -
Etude dtactions experimentales dlintroduction a la vie en
.rance de travailleurs strangers dans la region parisienne -
Premier bilan dletudes ACUCES Nancy - June 1972 - 29,5 cm -
148 p.

- C.R.E.D.I.F. - Les stages de travailleurs etrangors de la
Maison de la Promotion sociale de Grenoble - J. POILROUX -
SAINT -CLOUD - C.R.E.D.I.r. 1972 s.p. multigr.

- Institut dtEnseignement et de Formation pour les pays en vole
de developpement (I.R.F.E.D.)

Action d'alphabetisation de traytillourn 6trem4ors dans ln
region Lyon-Saint-Etienne:

1. Structure dtetude I.R.F.E.D. - Document no 1
Lyon I.R.F.E.D. 1571 - 29 cm - 48 p. multigr.

2. Etat des travaux et presentation des instruments
d'observation et d'analyse - Document n° 2 - 29 cm -
19 p. multigr.

3. Etude de la population - Document no 3 - 29 cm -
35 p. multigr.

4. Observation pedagogique et institutionnelle:
methodologie Document n° 4 - 29 cm. 32 p. - multigr.

5. L'.action dialphabetisation aux otablissements de
11-indaine (Creusot-Loire) - Document n° 5 - 29 cm -
156 p. - multigr.

6. L'action dtalphabetisation du C.I.P.L.

1. historique - objectifs - document n° 6 - 29.5 cm -
69 p. multigr.

7. Ltaction it alphabetisation du C.I.P.L.

2. la methode elabor6o - document n° 7 - 29,5 cm
170 p. multigr.

O NO

- Institut de Recherche et dtApplication pour la promotion -
Actions de formation pour travailleurs immi7rs en entreprise -
AnnOe 1971 - Paris.I.R.A.P. 1972 - 30 cm - s.p. - multigr.

REGIE REHATTLT ltinitiati(sn la langue francaise e la R.N.U.R.
Etude R.N.U.R. 1972 - 7) P. - Nultigr.

- Universit6 de Lille - Centre Universit6 - Economic dtEducation
permanent° - Formation des travailleurs strangers dans L
cadre Mime formation collective - zone Roubai:7 - T;q1rcoing -
z3nc CiallaulAnes - N:velles - Lille - C.U.E.E.P. 7.972 -
30 cm - s.p. multigr. /
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2. List of specialist reviews on the training of migrants:

- ACCUEILLIR -

Bulletin mensuel du S.S.A.E. (Service Social dfAide
aux Emf,grants) 391, rue de Vaucrirard 75015 PAZ IS

A.G.E,P, - INFORMATIONS -

Service dfinformation et de documentation de "Animation-
:lestion-Prometion" - 25, rue de la Villette -
7301) PARIS

"
ALrvio4

L ..14-. J....a "

Bulletin de lial son des moniteurs de cours CIMADE -

17S, rue de Grenelle - 75007 PARIS

- ALPHABETISATION ET PROMWION

Bulletin mensuel dfinformation du C.L.A.P. (Comite de
liaison pour lfalphabetisation et la promotion)
103, rue de Reaumur - 75002 PARIS

- CARREFOUR

Bimestriel
promotion -

- Lt ENSEIC-':TETEINIT

- Organe dfinformation dfaccueil et
25, rue de la Villette - 75019 PARIS

TECHNIQUE -

:'revue trimestrielle de lfA.B.D.E.T. (Association
francaise pour le developpement de lfenseignement
technique) - 42, rue de Pellechasse . PARIS 7e -

- ETRE INSTRUIT POUR ETRE LIBRE -

Bulletin de liaison du GERMAE (Groupe d'Etudcs et de
Recherches de Methodes Actives dlEducation)
42, rue du Faubourg Montmartre - 75009 PARIS

HOMNES ET MIGRATIONS -

Document - bimensuel

HO= ET MIGRATIONS -

Etudes - 6, rue Barye 75017 PARIS

- INTER-= -

Bulletin dfinformation mensuel de la FASTI (d..!:ration
des Associations de Solidarite avec les Travailleurs
immicr6s) - 12, rue (Illy de la Brosse - 75005 PARTS -
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- MICIRATIONS -

Mblioation semestrislle du Seoritarikt Migrations de
la Division dtEntr4ide 9t de Service,deS Ulises et
diassistanos olux refugles -
Conseil oeoumenique des Eglises
150, route de Forney - 1211 OENEVE 20 (Suisse)

MIGRANTS- FORMATION -

Bulletin -revue bimeetriol publi6 par le B,E.L.C.
(Centre de Doeumentation Travailleurs Migrants)

rueALhomond 75 005 PARIS
Epamitre.i.mrtir dlootobro 1973

- MIORATIONS INTERNATIONALES -

Revue du C.I.M.E. (ComitO Intergouvernomental pour los
Migrations EurWoenes)
9, rue du Valais - OENEVE (Suisse)

- NOUVELLES DE LA C.I.C.M. -

Publication trimestrielle tnternationalo sur lee
questions de migration, population, 6,1L'oli..;sow.Int
rural et r..atgUue -
Commission Internationale Catholique des Migrations
65, route de Lausanne - GENEVE (Suisse)

- PAR IS - BABEL -

Bulletin monsuel de liaison du S.I.T.I. (Service
IntordicoRmin des Travaillours Immiv6a)
34, rue do Vanot.0 - 75007 PARIS

- VIVRE EN FRANCE -

Revue trimestriolle do 11A.E.E. (Amicalc pour
ltEnseignumunt des Etrangurs)
32, ruu do Punthi6vre - 75008 PARIS
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INTRODUgION

Orientation data on the evolution of the probl.em
and on the Joint measures adopted by the education 1
authorities of the Laender

PART I - POLICY, LEGISLATION AND EXPERIMENT

A. 111192.

1. Basic outlines of the measures adopted
by the Conference of Education Ninisters
for the instruction of foreign children 3
and youth

1.1 The recommendations of 14-15 May 1964 3

1.2 The reoommendations of 3 December 1971 4

Be adaltliPn 7

2. Provisions adopted by the education
authorities of the Laender vrcarding 7
the instruction of fEFETEF children
and youth

2.1 List of relevant provisions

2.2 7ontents of the provisions

2,2.1 Pre-school education (three to
five-year-olds)

2.2.2 Legal status

2.2.3 Representation of parents

2.2.4 School admission

2.2.5 Supplementary German instruction

2.2.6 Help in doing homework

2.2.7 Primary and lower secondary levels

2.2.8 Upper secondary level

2.2.9 Term reports and transition

2.2A.0 Instructional materials and aids

1

3

3

7

11

11

11

12

12

13

13

13

14

15

16
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.19
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pending problems 23
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Orientation data on the evolution of the
pralem and on the joint measures adopted by
the education authorities of the Laender

1111111111.0111M
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The increased flow of foreign workers and their families
into the :Federal Republic of Germany prompted the education
ministers and senators of the Laender in 1964, fox' the first
time, to make a joint statemerirmaingtters relating to the
instrtotion of the children of foreign workers.

The Standing Conference of Education Ministers of the
Laender resolved on 14-15 May 1964 to address recommendations
on"r BEtruotion of Children of Foreigners" to the education
authorities, so as to ensure that foreign children of school
age would receive proper school instruction, in particular
in the Laender where education for foreign children had no
yot beetenrarcompulsory by law.

The recommendations were made on the assumption that
while the number of foreign workers bringing their families
to Germany was limited, a considerable percentage of these
would stay in the FRG for a relatively lung period. At the
time, the number of school-age foreign children and youth
enrolled in schools in the FRG totalled about 30,000.

In the years that followed, economic developments and
the labour-market policy of the FRO and its partner-countries
quickly brought increasing numbers of foreign workers and
their families to Germany. The number of foreign school
children rose from about 35,000 in the 1965-o6 school year
to about 159,000 in 1970-71. At the and of 1972, the total
of children and youth under twenty-one was estimated at about
a50,000.

As the number of foreign children soared - especially
in the densely populated areas - the problems of integrating
thorn in German schools grew. Public opinion began to focus
on the question of ensuring their education and vocational
training. Questions raised in the Bundestag and the
parliaments of the Laender called for information about
how to cope with the emerging social implications of the
mass employment of foreigners. In order to enable the
education authorities to take as effective and uniform
action as possible to integrate foreign children in German
schools, the Conference of Education Ministers adopted on
3 December 1971 a set of amplified and detailed
recommendations on the "Inetruction of Children of Foreign
Workers", At the same time, it instructed the c onference's
Committee on Schools to (1) implement a regular informational
exchange of experience by the responsible advisors employed
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by the education authorities and (2) examine the possibilities !of improving and supplementing the new recommendations. Withthese two actions, the conference established the proceduralbasis for further initiative in improving educational and
training opportunities for foreign caildren and youth in the
Federal Republic of Germany.

.1
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3.1 The recommendations of 14-15 May 196 4

With the 1964 recommendations, the Conference of
3ducation Ministers showed the education authorities the
way to systematise the education and vocational training
of foreign children and youth in the Federal Republic
of Germany. The main point of the recommendations is
the extension of compulsory education to cover all
foreign children and yoUth in the FRG, (including the
:sender where foreign children were not legally required
TrITECEnd school at the time). The education
authorities of the Laender .commit themselves in turn to
mske possible and --17767qh appropriate measures -

facilitate access to German schools by foreign children
and youth. Specifically it is reoommended thLt foreign
children be given supplementary instruction in German
in special classes ("pre-classes") set up for this
purpose. It is conoeded that it would be hard to
"amalgamate" these classes, even in the big cities,
since the children vary in age and come frum a number of
different count:nos. The pro-classes are to give the
children enough facility in the Oerman language to allow
them to take part in "normal" instruction.

Native-language instruction for foreign children is
assigned special importance by the conference. The
education authorities are urged to provide aid for such
courses. It is noted that as a rule, teachers for these
courses are secured vla the diplomatio missions of the
given countries.

This programme reflects recognition of the need for
foreign children to maintain living ties to their
homeland - its language, its culture, the way it
portrays itself. The recommendations do not go into the
details of organising of this instruction and relating
it to instruction in the German schools.

Two major guidelines of the 1964 recommendations should
be stressed:

- the full integration of foreign children in the
German schools in the framework of compulrovy
education;

- the provision of native-language instruction for
foreign children. 1
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In deciding to make attendance at German schools fully
compu3sory for foreign children, the Conference of
Educational Ministers acted in accordance not only with(al; the timo) most of the compulsory education stututes
of the Laender but also with its own r000mmendations of
18 JandEnr7;51 (in the version of 28-29 September 1961)
pertaining to "Compulsory Education for Foreigners ", and
providing that to avoid difficulties and legal imbalanoea,compulsory education should be extended to cover all
foreigners residing or regularly staying in the FRO. With
this principle, the education ministers and senators of
the mender have acted from the oL set to counteract
treriarTETV could have resulted in the social isolation
or worked to the educational detriment of the foreign
children in the Federal Republic of Germany.

1.2 The recommendations91.1121022=-1221

The recommendations by the Conference of Educational
Ministers dated 3 December 1971 further develop the basin
recommendations of 14-15 May 1964. They contain a list of
structural and organisational priority measures, thus
giving concrete form to the efforts of the administrative
organs of education to integrate foreign children in
German schools.

The point of departure is the statement that in all the
Ionder of the FRO, the laws on compulsory education nowaparTo all roreign children and youth. In this connection
it is expressly noted that the compulsory

German
education

requirements must be met in Gern schools. Re
legal status, the full equality of foreign school children
and German school children is emphasised. In accordance
with this principle, foreign children and youth are to be
included in all provisions and care sponsored by the state.
Foreign parents are entitled to avail themselves of the
same legally proscribed opportunities for participation
in the structuring of the school system as those enjoyed
by German parents. The particular responsibility devolving
upon the German supervisory authorities for the instruction
of foreigx. children and youth is expressly nuted. In the
organisation chart of the school supervisory authorities,
the category of instruction for foreign cilildrer. should be
outlined in such a way that all classification units of
the school system are covered and the work falling in this
category is co-ordinated.

The recommendations centre on practical suggestions for
organising the integration of foraisn children in German
schools. These include the following.

/
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Foreign children who are subject to the compasory
education requirements in the PRO and who can follow the
instruction in German schools without great difficulty
are !Jo be placed in a class that corresponds to their
age or their porformanoe level. Foreign children should
make up no more than a fifth of the total number of
children in any given class.

Foreign children who were not of school age when in their
own country and have become of school age in the FRO
attend, as a rule, instruction for German children from
the outset and are put in the first grade. This also
applies to school children who enter the first grade
'uring the course of the school year.

Foreign children who would ordinarily belong in the second
to the ninth grades but because of difficulty with the
language are unable to follow the instruction in a
German-language class are to be assigned to preparatory
%gasses.

The preparatory classes are a constituent part of the
German school. They are designed to facilitate and
speed up the process of acclimatisation. A preparatory
class can be organised for about fifteen children
speaking the same language or different languages. When
the number of children reaches twenty-four, the class
can be divided. If numbers permit the establishment of
several preparatory classes in a single school, a grouping
of the children according to age and knowledge of German
is recommended. The instruction is based on the generally
applicable curricular guidelines. In the subjects of music,
art, crafts, textiles, domestic science (home economics),
and sports, the children in the preparatory classes and
the German children can be instructed together. After
sufficient help in the German language, the children in
the preparatory classes are to be assigned to the grades
that correspond to their age or performance level. As a
rule, children attend the preparatory classes for one year.

Farther aid that is indicated and recommended f'r the
integration of foreign children includes intensive courses
in the German language for school children who are already
attending German classes but who need additional help,
and assistance In doing homework,

The extension of compulsory education to cover foreign
children and youth includes, for thg youth, compulsory
attendance at vocational schools, subject to which are
not only apprentices,'on-the-job trainees, and jobholders
but also unemployed youth. To make sure that foreign
youth subject to comptqsory vocational education
requirements are not exempted because of insufficient

.1
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knowledge of Corm and are consequently unable to enter a
vocation requiring such education, the Conference of
Educational Ministers recommends, as a further aid to
integration, intensive courses in the Gorman language for
these youth as preparation for the vocational school. This
instruction counts towards fulfilment of the compulsory
vocational education requirements.

For the provision of instructional materials - especially
for the teaching of German as a foreign language but also
for the preparatory classes conducted in the various native
languages and following the German curriculum - the
confewence has agreed on the development of a procedure of
co-operation and divlsion of labour between the education
authorities of the Dlender and appropriate academic
inst itut ions.

A special section in the recommendations of 3 December 1971
is devoted to the teachers of the preparatory classes,
German teachers of preparatory classes or of German classes
that include foreign school children are to be given
opportunity by the education authorities of further training
for this responsibility in study groups. The experienoe
of teachers who have taught abroad is to be utilised in
appropriate fashion. In future, teacher training is to
be so structured as to take into account the special
responsibilities of instruction for foreign children.

It is recommended that employment of foreign teachers be
limited to those who have completed teacher training in
their own country or the host country. Eaorts should be
made to retain proven teachers for an extended period in
Germany. Foreign teacher-candidates signing a contract
must be able to prove they have adequate knowledge of
German or must commit themselves to acquire this knowledge
within one year. To enable such teachers fulfil this
commitment, German courses should be established for them.
In addition, attendance at study groups covering didactic
method is to make all foreign teachers more familiar
with their special pedagogic responsibilities.

The education ministers of the Laendor agree that foreign
school children should also haiinTropportunity of
attending instruction held in their native language.
The aim of this instruction is to keep alive the pupils'
ties to the language and culture of their homeland; and
as a rule, it is given by teachers from the various
homelands. At the secondary schools, including tha
Gymnasien, and the elementary schools if applicable,
instruct lon in the pupils' native language an take the
place of the normal foreign language requirements. The
La_ ender decide whether this instruction does or does not
fall within the purview of the education authorities.

/.
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Keeping the foreign parents informed is assigned special
importance by tho Conference of Education Ministers.
Parents are to be thoroughly and regularly informed about
the compulsory education requirements and the importance
of regular school attondanoe, about thu German school
system, and about the vocation ]. opportunities it affords.
The education ministers of the Laender commit themselvea
to distribute appropriate publaTEMEI acquainting foreign
workers with schools in the FRO.

The recommendations of 3 December 1971 are designed to
spell out tne principles of instructing foreign children
and youth outlined in the recommendations of 14-15 May
1964.

Major points of the recommendations are the organising
of the integration of foreign children in German schools
and the assistance required for this purpose. At this
point, efforts of the education authorities in organising
instruction, teacher training, and securing instructional
materials converge.

B. Legislation

2. Provisions ado ted b the educati n authorities of the
en regar g the ns rue on of ore irsairdier

ant youil

2.1 List of the relevant provisions

Using the recommendations of the Conference of Education
Ministers of 14-15 May 1964 and 3 December 1971 as a basis,
the education authorities of the Laender have issued
regulations governing the instrualBraT foreign children
and youth. Allowances were made where necessary for
special regional situations and statutory provisions of
the Laender. The cleurees and regulations follow
(of annex-3) :

Baden-WirttembetE

Children of foreign nationality and stateless ipersons,
in particular children of foreign workers.
Order dated 5 July 1971 P 4816/164, Amtsblatt ,of
Baden-Wirttemberg (p. 1198/1971)

Bavaria

Announcement regarding the instruction of children
of foreign workers, 20 April 1972 No III A 2 -
4/12903, Amtsblatt of Bavaria (p. 547, 1972)

./.
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Implementing regulations on the instruction of childrenof foreign workers and of young foreign workers,MBA. II o B 1 - 111-51 - 15 April 1971, InenstblattidntWe Senate of terlin

Bremen

Guidelines being prepared

Maui

Hesse

Instruction of children of foreign workers; Orderdated 23 August 1971 - E 1 5 - 130/031, Amtsblatt
of Hesse (p. 809/1971)

Lower slam

Instruction of children of foreignvorkerst
spealeically, counsellors for native-language
instruction; order issued by the Ministry of
Education on 10 July 1972 - 3052-206/5/72 -GU= 174/54, SohulverwltungAblatt of Lower Saxonyp.201/1972)

Instruction of children of foreign workers:
MK order dated 20 March 1972 - 3052 - 206/5
10/72 - GUltL 174/52, Schulverwaltungsblatt
of Lower Saxony

Services for foreign workers: specifically,
registration of foreign children of school age pursuantto circular of MS and MK dated 3 March 1972 -
II /5 - 54.06 - GUM MS 109/3,
of Lower Saxony (p. 126/72)

North-Rhine-Westphalia

School instruction of children of foreign workers?circular of the Minister of EducatioLl, P. AprtamugmIII A 36 - 6/1 No. 2964/65, Ags123sq.t of
North-Rhine-Westphalia (p. OT/1905)

School instruct/on of 0111:Wren of foroisu wurkerS:
circular of the Minister of Education, 18 July 1968
III A 36 - 6/1 - 404/0d, Amtsblatt of
North-Rhine-weetphalia (p."1755711WD

School instruction of children of foreign workers:
circular of the riinieter of Education,
27 January 1969 - I B 1,30 - 12/4 - 2416/68,
Amtsblatt. of Nortn-Rhine-Westphalia (p. 96/1968)

1P65
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a School ilstruotion of children of foreign workers;
speoifioally, inclusion in th contracts of employment
of a provision for dismissal in the case of
inadequate knowledge of Germans circular of the
Minister of Education, 24 Febrary 1969 - III

7805/68,A 36-6/1 - Amtsblatt 4r North-RhinOWiMphalia,
p. 255 %

. Amendment of the Compulsory Educittion Act in the
Land of North-Rhine-Westphalia, 15 April 1969:
WIFEular of the Minister of Eduowtion, 7 May 1969
jAmteblatt, Minister of Education, ps 162)

School instruction of children of foreign workers,
specifically, crediting of instruction in the native
languages as foreign language instruction pursuant
to the guidelines for short-course secondary schools:
circular of the Minister of Education, 15 October
1969 - III A 36-6/1 - 5481/60, Amtsblatt of
3orth-Rhine-Westphalia, p. 414/T7537""m""

Advanced teacher training for foreign teachers
engaged in the instruction of children of foreign
workers; specifically, advanced instruction in the
German language: circular of the Minister of
Education, 23 July 1970 - III A 36 - 6/1 - 4140/70,
Amtsblatt of North-Rhine-Westphalia, p. 379/1970

School instruction of children of foreign workefs;
specifically, instruction in German in transitional,
classes: circular of the Minister of Education,
23 July 1970 - III A 36 - 6/1 - 4194/70, Amtsblatt
of North-Rhine-Westphalia, p. 412/1970

School instruction of children of foreign workers;
specifically, advanced teacher training for German
and foreign teachers assigned to transitional
olasses: circular of the Minister of Education of
24 July 1970 - III A 36 - 6/1 - 4170/70, Amtsblatt
of North-Rhine-Westphalia, p. 348/1970

School instruction of children of foreign workers
in the Land of North-Rhine-Westphalia; specifically,
registarnn of school-age children and supervision
of the fulfilment of compulsory education
requirements: circular of the Minister of Education,
16 Februar-4 1971 - II A 8.36 - 6/1 - 5137,'70,
Amtcblatt of North-Rhine-Westphalia, p. 112/1971

./.
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School instruction of children of foreign workers;
specifically, integration of the children from the
transitional aliases in Carman °lassos: circular of
the Minister of Education, 23 February 1971 -
II A 5.36-6/1 - 730/71, Amtoblatt of
North-Rhine-Westphslis, 67-7557971

Experimental school programme of supervised study
periods: circular of tho Minister of Education,
7 July 1971 - III C 4,70-7/72 - 1284/71, Amtsblatt
of North-Rhine-wastphalias p. 424/1971

Reoommendations of the Conference of Education
Ministers: circular of the Minister of Education of
21 December 1971 - II A 3.36-6/1-7199/T971

Translation into Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Greek,
Serbo-Croatian and Turkish of secondary school term
report cards of children of foreign workers: circular
of the Minister of Education of 3 May 1972 - II A
3.36-6/1 - 95/72, Amtsblatt of North-Rhine-Westphalia,
P. 229/1972

Rhincland-Palatinate

Instruction of children of foreign workers: orders
of 20 July 1970, 8 April 1971s 7 June 1971,
10 September 1971

Guidelines for the instruction of children of foreign
workers: circular of the Ministry of Education
15 June 1973 - IV B 5 Tagebuch No. 1877, printed in
the Aintsblatt of the Ministry of Education,
No. giarrruf.

Saarland

- Order re instruction of children of foreign 'workers:
v/III - 10 of 13 June 1966, Saarland Sohulblatt,
p. 165/1966

Schleswig-Holstein

Instruction of children of foreign workers :

circular of the Minister of Education, 3 July 1973 -
X 21 A - 19.01/11

.1



2.2 The contents of the provisions

2.2.1 Pre-soh ool.eduoati.on (three to filiteatokal

To the extent that the above-listed guideines of the
Laender are based on the recommendations of the
VarVinoe of Education Ministers, Choy contain no
specific provisions on the pre-school education of
the children of foreign workers. The reason is that
not all of the Laender education authorities are
responsible for pre-school education in their states.

The importance of pre-schoo/ education for the
integration of foreign children in. society and in the
German schools is recognised by all authorities with
appropriate jurisdiction. It is pointed out that
attendance at 1,:indergartons and pm-eohool
Institutions gives foreign children opportunity to
play together with German children, to establish social
contacts, and to learn German in a conducive
atmosphere and without the pressure of having, to reach
a certain performance level. Thus in the planned
expansion of pre-school facilities', the aim of the
responsible authorities. is to make sure that an
.appropriate proportion of.kindergarten enrollment
is regermqd for foreign children,

10001316.0.i.

2.2.2 Legal status

The school statutes of the Laender apply equally to
German and foreign school (Mari. The administrative
organs of education of the Laender agree that the right
to education must be guaranEUUMually for German and
foreign children and youth. The compulsdry education
requirements contained in the school statutes of the
Laender are in accord with the right to education. In
iIrrgEnder of thr! Federal Republic of Germany, compulsory
educatidin7asts twelve Ars, including nine years of
full-tAma,general-eduoation and three years of part-time
education .in vocational: schools.

Regarding free pUblic education and instructional materials
(textbooks, etc) the law makes no difference between
German and foreign school children.

Regulations governing the.assistanno of and care for
school children apply bot to foreign and German pupils.
These.include:

medical care, unrl.er which the school physician examines
the children on entering and leaving school and
periodical during attendance, devotes special
attention to sick children, hoY.s consultatf.on hours
for pupils, parents and teachers, and introduces
.on-going health-care measures; /
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statutory anoident inauranoot whioh covers
school-oonnented aoti!ities (going to and home fromschool, instruction, school- sponsored events,
activities serving instruci:ional purpcvms): the costsof mediaal care for rehool-connected accidents are
defrayed, pensions are paid, and other benefitu aregranted;

. training assistance provided under the Federal TrainingAssistance Act. One qqalification should be noted:
training assistance provided for the catoEory of
foreigners in which the foreign workers usually fallwill go into effect at the time stipulated by a special
law. The Garman Federal Government recently drafted tbill for such a law;

- vocational counselling by the Federal Labour Agency.

2.2.3 Itgresentation of parents

The Conference of Education. Ministers recominond:d that thelaws of the Laender pertaining to participation by parentsand guardians iirmo structuring of the school system
apply equally to German and foreign parents end guardians.
This recommendation is being followed in the lifendsr.

Hesse has an additicnnl prlvftiln. If the prints' advisory
board of a school attewde6 by foreign chi/aren hips no
elected member who is a fori:igner, tho board is to invite
a representative of the foreign parents to attend and vote
in an advisory capacity.

2.2.4 School admission

As recommended by the Conference of Education Ministers,
all Laender provide for the possibility of instituting
prepare cry classes in primary and secondary schools for
foreign children who are unable, because. of 14,14NAlla
difficulties, to follow instruction conducted ti German.
The preparatory classes emphasise Germsn-lunsuage
instruction. In order to bring the pupils up to the levelof the classes they would normally attend, Art of the
instruction can be conducted in the children's native
language,

Baden -Wirt Lemberg has provided that when possible, the
instruction of foreign children in the preparatory classesshall be independent of the given native language orlanguages.

.1.
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Bavaria has provided that private preparatory °lasses
can be established under certain circumstances. The
aims of such classes must essentially accord with the
aims of the preparatory olassen in the public schools.

2.2.5 Supplementary Germrtn in_truotion

If organisational reasons (eg an unfulfilled minimum
quota) preclude the possibility of establishing a
preparatory olasa in a school, the education authorities
have taken care that the foreign ohildron attending
Wrman schools will be given supplementary German
instruotion. When possible, such instruction is also
provl.ded for foreign children who have attended a
prey ratory class but who still do not have sufficient
ionowledge of Gorman to permit their successful
participation in a normal class.

2.2"s Help in 42112121nntlti

Homework assistance for foreign children - an idea that
vas publicised in the FRG during the International
Mucational Year (1970) with the support of the German
'31ederal Government and the co-operation of the
7.1onforence of Education Ministers - met with .a marked
response by the education authorities and the school
sponsors, especially including the private welfare
mganisations involved in social assistance. Since that
rime, volunteers rave helped foreign school children to
to their homework after school hours; many young
people have co-operated in this programme.

2.2.7 Rrtmary and lower secondary level;

:n addition to integrating foreign school children in
normal German classes in an elementary or secondary
school (including the G mnasium up to the tenth grade),
some Laender have prov e for the possibility of
instifuffnespecial classes for foreign school children
in German schools.

:n Berlin, this is made possible in the short - course
secondary school under certain circumstances and if
there are documented organisational reasons for doing so.
The instruction in these classes is to be oriented on
the regular curriculum. Mandatory English instruction
can be waived. Tho instruction in the special classes
can be given by teachers who come from the pupils' native
country.

a/
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North-Rhine-Westphalia, special classes for Spanishand Italian pupils attending elementary schools have beenestablished in some localities. Ralf of this instructionis conducted in German, half in the pupils' native language,by teachers from the FRO and the given native country whoare fluent in both languages, in accordance with theGerman curriculum. After completing the sixth year ofschool, the children are sent to a secondary school(short-oourse secondary or Aufbaugymnasium, in accordancewith their performance level and the w, of theirparents).

In several localities in Bavaria, beginning with the1973-74 school year, foreign workers children attendingpublic elementary schools who are unable to followinstruction oonduotcd in German or whose parents wantthem to be instructed in their native language will begrouped together in separate classes conducted for themost part in their native language. The minimum numberof pupils required for the establishment of such a classis twenty-five. As a rule, these classes will includeeight hours a week of German taught as a foreign language,German being a required subject for all pupils in theseclasses. As soon as the children reach the point wherethey can follow instruction conducted in German, theycan transfer to a regular class, if their parents wishthem to.

In Bavaria, native-language classes can also be establishedon a private
basietrecognition thus being accorded a" special pedagogic interest" as defined in Article 7,par.5 GG (Basic Law).

2.2.8 tamrstslevel.
Vocational schools

In all Laender, care is taken to see that foreign youthcomply Virerii7Tie requirement to attend a vocational school;German courses are provided for those who need it, andattendance at such courses counts towards the fulfilmentof the vocational school attendance requirements. Thereis a growing tendency to tailor these courses to thegiven vocation.

In the
Rhineland-Palatinate, the year of basic vocationaltraining attended by foreign youth subject to thecompulsory vocational training requirements is beingrestructured: a more intensive vocational preparationis being aimqd at in full-time classes. Other Laenderare planning similar programmes,
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In a few places in North-Rhine-Westphalia, beginning
in 1972-73, Turkish youth with the proper Turkish
education certificates (trade school diploma) and who
have passed supplementary Gorman-language examinations
have been given the opportunity to attend the twelfth
grade of a specialised upper secondarr.level school.
The final examinations include tests in Gorman as a
foreign language and Turkish ae native language, at
the school-leaving-examination level, and those who
successfully pass the finals are eligible to attend
a specialised institution of higher learning.

A new model programme that is financially assisted by
the Federal Ministry of Labour also aims at preparation
for regular vocational training. The programme is
based on a combination of a part -time job and off-the-job
instruction. The chief subject of this instruction,
which is held three days a week, is the German language.
Other subjects are general science, arithmetic,
introductory vocational studies, and general social
orientation. Supplementary workshop instruction is
designed as a practical vocational study programme and
as an aid in vocational choice.

.........aTheGnilliam(aper secondary, grades 11-13)

In North-Rhine-Westphalia, specific measures have boon
taken in special cases to enable foreign youth to
reach the loyal of eligibility for study at an
institution of higher learning. For example, in a
course of study instituted at an evening-study Gymnasium
in the Bishopric of Essen for young Spaniards, Spanish
is taught instead of English, which is ordinarily the
required foreign language,

2.2.9 Term reports and transition

Pursuant to the recommendations of the Conference of
Education Ministers, foreign pupils are given the same
kind of reports as German pupils. In Hesse and
North-Rhine-Westphalia, the reports are issued in
the pupils' native language, for the parents' benefit.

In Bavaria, grading in specific subjects can be suspended
for a year if the pupil's performance in German is not
:pit adequate. Performance in the subject of German can
be designated by remarks instead of a grade.

In all Laender, secondary school instruction in the
pupil's-WITFIVelanguage can be counted as foreign
language instruction in accordance with the guidelines
and is entered in its place on the term reports.
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Decisions whether a pupil gets his transition or not
are to ensure that his educational progress will reflect
his mental development and desire to learn. All Laender
provide that the pupil's special and individual canainanoos.
shall be taken into account here.

2.2.10 In, structional materials and aids

Almost all Laondor provide that the required textbooks
shall be suMIUTto the school children without charge,
and foreign children are 'xicluded in this provision. In
addition, the majority of the Laendor have budgeted
special funds for the procurengn7rinstructional
materials for foreign school children.

The Conference of Education Ministers has instructed its
permanent study group dealing with "Instruction for
Children of Foreign Workers" to come up with procedural
solutions to the problem of developing suitable materials
for instruction in German as a foreign language,
nathe-language instruction (to the extent that this falls
within the purview of the educational authorities), and
instruction in the preparatory classes that is conducted
in German or in the native language and that follows
German curricular guidelines.

A priority project of the educational authorities right
now is the provision of instructional material for
teaching German as a foreign language. The administrative,
didactic, and publishing efforts in this regard are taken
up in detail on page (t) of this report.

Among the Launder that have taken the initiative in
developinglInsffational materials for native-language
instruction, Baden-Wirttemberg deserves special mention.
The Ministry of Education in this Land has authorised
and financed the publication of a MITRish-language
textbook, which is also being used in other Leander.
It is employed in native-language instruction (Turkish
language, Turkish social studies) and is recommended
by the National .Education Council of the Ministry of.. .

Education in Turkey for use in the Federal Republic of
Germany and other German- speaking countries.

Similar materials are being prepared for Spanish-languAce
instruction.

Apart from such improvements at specific points, and from
various individual measures, teachers faced with the
wide range of instructional requirements, particularly
in the preparatory classes, are still dependent on their
own compilation of situation-oriented instructional
materials.
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2.2.11 Advanced toaoher training

("Airman teachers

Professors and future teachers studying at
institutions of higher learning in the Federal Republic
of Germany are becoming increasingly aware of the
problems involved in instructing foreign children
and youth. This is evidenced by the great number
of graduation theses devoted to this subject :each
year. The possibilities of specifically including
This subject matter in teacher training are currently
being examined in the appropriate commissions and in
informal study groups. There are groups at the various
institutions of higher learning that are taking up
didactic and socio-cultural research projects. Here
as well, priority is being given to the question of
introducing a course on "German as a foreign language".
For several years the Laender have regularly offered
a variety of advanced Tcagier- training courses.

In Hamburg, Hesse, Rhineland-Palatinate, Lower Saxony,
Saarland, and Berlin, such courses are part of the
advanced teacher-training programme.

Baden-WUrttemberg, efforts by the; educational
authorities, especially at the Calw State Academy,
aim at training the teachers in the "direct method"
of German instruct ion.

The same subject is being dealt with in the
"International Class" study group at the University
of Constance, which is made up of elementary and
secondary school teachers and staff members of
university language training institutes.

In Bavaria, advanced courses are held regularly at
the Academy for Advanced Teacher Training in Dillingen.
The subjects are: introduction to the overall problems
of instruction for children of foreign workers; focal
points of language instruction for foreign children;
the development of teaching models; curriculum
planning; work in the language laboratory and with
audio-visual aids.

In a teachers' training institute in Bremen, study
groups are featured for German teachers and for foreign
teachers who teach Gorman. At these study groups,
experiences are exchanged, ideas on didactics and method
are set forth, and information on currently available
instructional materials is provided,

./ .
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In North-Rhino-Wostphalia, the Education Ministry, in
co- operation with the Centre for the Education of
Foreigners, has sponsored orientation courses for the
teaching of the German language courses that have been
introduced in this state. This programme has resulted
in the organising of supra-regional and local study
groups that, in conjunction with the Land Institute for
Education, deal with the problem of language instruction
for foreign children.

In Schleswig-Holstein, teachers instructing foreign
children and youth are given special training in the
"German for foreigners" study programme at the University

.of Kiel and at th3 Institute of Scholastic Theory and. .

Practice.

Foreign teachers

According to the recommendations of the Conference of
Education Ministers, both graduation from a teacher-
training programme and adequate knowledge of German are
prerequisites for the engagement and relatively long-term
employment of foreign teachers in the schools of any
given Land. In a number of Laender, special language
coursarrOr foreign teachersTr/Men started, so that
the required knowledge of German can be attained and
certified.

In North-Rhine-Westphalia, foreign teachers learn for
a year and a half while they teach: they take a
concentrated and advanced home-study course that was
developed by the Goethe Institute in Munich in
co-operation with the German Home-Study Institute in
Tubingen. The language training is followed by training
in didactic method, coupled with detailed information
on German school laws and the provisions of the education
authorities.

In Lower Saxony, foreign teachers who instruct the children
of foreign workers in their native language and who are
fluent in German can be appointed special advisors.
They have the task of accompanying the superintendent
of schools on visits tc classes and of advising him in
their special field.

2.2.12 Native language instruction

According to the recommendations of the onference of
Education Ministers of 3 December 1971, foreign children
should bu given the opportunity to attend native-language
instruction. As a rule, this instruction is given by
teachers who come from the pupils' native countries; it
covers the language itself, home studies (geography and
history of the native country) and, in appropriate cases,
religion.

.1.
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In Hesse, Lower Saxony, North-Rhino-Westphalia, and
Rhineland-Palatinato, native-language instruction comes
under federal supervision.

In most T.aendor, secondary school instruction in the
native language counts as foreign language instruction,
as defined in the guidelines, and takes the place of
foreign language instruction in term reports.

2.2.13 Information

A publication entitled "Information on School Attendance
in the Federal Republic of Germany", the draft of which
was approved by the Conference of Education Ministers
together with the recommendations of 3 December 1971,
has been issued in German and in translation and is
being used in all Laender.

As an example of the special efforts made by the Laender
to provide appropriate information to foreign par
and school children on the GerMan school system in the
3iven Land, the informational pamphlets Published by
Bavaria 7Ed Hesse are appended.

3. 'S-cial activities of the education authorities

301 a9=11121a.Z2Eale-lanuae

A new task facing German schools in connection with
the integration of foreign children and youth is that
of teaching Gorman as a foreign language. In accordance
with the didactics of foreign language instruction, the
fulfilment of this task requires' specially trained
:eachers, suitable instructional materials, and teaching
programmes for German as a foreign language.

A description of the principles, didactic method, and
instructional materials for this kind of German
instruction follows:

Foreign workers' children who do not speak German should
acquire enough knowledge of the language to be able to
follow the instruction in German classes. This entails;

1. skills

a. ability to understand spoken German

b. ability to speak German

c. ability to read German

d. ability to write German.
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2. kftcvledgo of and insight into German life, private
and public sectors, Germ %n language structure.
This includes:

a. the readirg of linguistically suitable,
age graded texts, with stress both on sunse
and correct pronunciation

b. oral and written description of experiences and
situations in simple form

0. partinipation in conversation about situations
treated; the ccnstruotion of new situations,
using the vocabulary that has been learned

d. the grasp of a basic vocabulary, including
spelling, of an estimated 2,000 words

e. fawiliarity with the most important grammatical
terms in German

f. familiarity with a few short poems and songs

g. basic knowledge of Germany today from the
perspective of a foreigner

h. adeptness in the use of dictionaries

The children learn the unfamiliar language by means of
structures, both in terms of an ever-growing fund of
material, accompanied by a selected vocabulary, and in
terms of grafwaf. Both of these - putting situations into
words and describing grammar by structures - take place
with the aid of syntax patterns that are thoroughly
practiced (pattern drill) and further developed into
dialogues.

If one summarises the modern developments in linguistics
and the consequences involved for the didactics and method
applying to foreign language instruction, the following
principles emerge for teaching German to the children of
foreign workers:

1. Language is acquired by means of the repeated
combining of situations, contexts, and pictures with
the corresponding group of words. The starting point
is the zentence.

2. The learning approach to grammar is by means of
situations, from which the grammatical structures
are extracted.

.1
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3. New structures are learned by means of familiar
words; new words are learned irk the oontext of
familiar structures.

4.

5.

Audio-visual aids are used,

The description of realistic situations is to follow
a logical development, cover experiences that can be
acted out and shared, and make possible the inclusion
of dialogues, role-playing, and songs.

6. The scope of the material is to be limited in
accordance with what is required for the children of
foreign workers.

7. The vocabulary is to be selected in accordande with
frequency of use.

8. Phonetic drill is to be used in combination with
structures and real situations.

9. There is to be intensive etpractice by means of
pattern drill.

10. The proper methodological sequence is to be observed:

hearing - speaking

reading - speaking

writing

Instructional materials for
must be child-oriented with
special situation in German
materials must:

the children of foreign workers
regard to the children's
schools. This means the

1. be suitable in terms of content, scope, and the
children's abilities

2. be a didactic and methodological aid to the
teacher

3. reflect modern linguistic and didactic insights
in order to fulfil the first two requirements

Textbooks must bc dev3loped that meet the needs of.
beginning pupils advanced pupils, and pupils taking
vocational training. There should also be textbooks
aimed at the perfection of language skills.

./.
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3.2 gerimental sp19014proillIA

The officially approved, professionally supervised, and
financially aided experimental school projects currently
going on and aimed at further developing the education
system in the Federal Republic of Germany include a number
of projects in which new and improved ways and means of
instructing foreign children and youth are being tested.

In 1973 in Bavaria, for example, an experimental programme
was begun whereby foreign teachers were engaged as
kindergarten teachers for foreign children. This programme
is under the supervision of the Bavarian State Institute
for Beginning-Level Pedagogy.

The "special programme for the individual assistance and
integration of socially and culturally disadvantaged
pupils during the beginning stages of elementary instruction"
in Hamburg is aimed at improving and easing the process
of acclimatisation. The aim is to ascertain the extent
to which a preliminary "head- start" quarter-year and
additional learning 'activities (especially didactic games)
can facilitate the integration of foreign children in
normal German classes and can reduce oral deficiencies
at the beginning of elementary school.

Corresponding experimental programmes covering advanced
teacher-training, professional supervision, assistance
and integration of marginal social groups, and the
development and testing of instructional materials for
foreign pupils attending elementary, secondary, or
vocational schools have been started or are planned in
Bavaria, Baden-WUrttemberg, Berlin, Bremen, Hesse,
Lower Saxony, and North-Rhine-Westphalia,

In North.Rhine-Westphalia, foreign workers' children who
need special help as a means of assuring as nearly equal
educational opportunity ar3 possible rAre* aeriGned tc. special
supervised study periods. This experimental programme is
dsipnod to (1) tLet waNs and means to provide individual
loLrrling n.ssistunce and (2) supply an erpirical basis for
wic3rtaining hit would beinvolved in setting up a large
number such supervised study periods.

The German Federal Government provides assistance via the
Joint Federal and Laender Commission for Educational
Planning to experrismEWTprojects aimed at developing and
testing learning programmes for foreign children, and
covering both subject-matter and organisation. The Federal
Government's particular concern here is with facilitating
the integration of foreign children in the German school
system and the improvement of the opportunities for these
children.

/
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tO" 14°I)kliC. Reeearoh and Experimentation

Researoh dealing with educational opportunities for
foreign children and youth in the Federal Republic
of Germany le a recently initiated special field at
The institutions of higher learning with focal points
of research currently in Baden-WUrttemberg and
North-Rhine-Westphalia.

At the Institute for Social Studies in Mannheim
Baden-Warttembc:g), a research group is examining the
school problems of children of foreign workers.

At the Wuppertal Gesamthoohsohule (comprehensive
niversity) and the Neuss campus of the Rheinland
Teacher-Training College (both in North-Rhine-Westphalia),
several pilot studies have been concluded on "foreign
workers' children and teacher-training" and "the
Integration of foreign workers' ohildren in the social
structure of the German: pohool-class". The findings
:f these research studies are specially. noted in the
appended bibliography.

4. (.10-operation lax...the education authorities with state

Fria7;:ricTFET
2he education authorities of all Laender co-operate, in
the framework of commissions specrarr created for
the purpose, with all agencies responsible for and
engaged in the solution of the problems of foreign
Norkers and their families. Representative examples
)f this organised co-operation are the Commission for
;ratters Relating to the Employment of Foreign Workers
;Baden-WUrttemberg), the aenate Committee on the Affairs
of Foreign Workers (Berlin), and the Administrative
Committee of the Labour and Social Agencies (Hamburg).

5. 2..,L -12.t...91:111s.asentprommes.j.....en......asradirblems

The inclusion of foreign children and youth in the German
school system fulfils an essential requisite for the
.tevelopment of desirable conditions for the instruction
and education of these children. It means, in fact,
regular school attendance and the acquisition of knowledge
and capabilities in the framework of compulsory school
'attendance extending over nine years. For many of the
foreign children, especially those from underdeveloped
areas of Europe, this also means a genuine improvement
in their personal situation and their vocational
prospects. The efforts Jointly undertaken in the schools
by German and foreign teachers to help the foreign

./
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.13°11°°cluldren are characterised by remarkable pedagogicforkagement. The activities of the teaching corps aredisariterin a great num,)ar of publications on theinstruction of children of foreign workers (cf Aunex 3.1).These activities notwithstanding, the question remainswhether the results thus far may be termed satisfactory.
Ths Federal Ministry of Education and Science .estimatesthat only three-fourths of the foreign children of schoolaise living in the 2ederal Republic of Germany attendschool. (There are no exact figures here, because thestatistical surveys of foreign children under age 16 areincomplete.) Federally uniform statistics on children whocome from the major countries sending foreign workrms tothe FRG And who attend some school shop that during the1969 school year, 95.9% of this group attended elemenLaryand short-course secondary schc.:Nle (Germ= pupils: y.5.5%),1.7 the Realsohule ^I, non-classical secondary school(German ararrin15:24%), and 2.4% the Gymnasium (Germanpupils: 16.4%).

In North-Rh!ne-Westphalia in 1969, 60.3% of the foreignpupils (23.9% of the German pupils) leaving the short-coursesecondary school after fulfilling the compulsory schoolattendance requirements failed to meet the goal: le didnot fulfil the prerequisites for qualified vocationaltraining. Ancording to a slrvey of the ch:Lldren of Spanishworkers in the iadustrial towns of the Lower Ithine area,only 16% of the pupils polled were attending the ciasscommensurate with their age, 411d Va. others were up tofour years behind their age-groo.p.

These inordinately unfavourable findings cannot be tracedto any single cauce. The Eowden Report, a 1967 study ofthe Englisli primary school system, strikingly confirmod thatthe socio-oultural conditions in whi,:h the child livesis a major factor in his success cr failuie at school.The most important of thesz. .11Llit:',ons is parental rn.r1home influence daring the primary school phase. The plowdenReport showed that a state of being culturalydisadvantaged is not chiefly caused by polnrty, thatparental attitudes and maternal care are more Importantthan material circumitances. In this connection thequestion arises whether the foreign children in the FRGreceive the proper supportiven'ss at home - and especiallywhether the standards of the G3I=n school and thescholastic blueprint of the Conference of EducationMinisters are the appropriate standards of performance forthem.

As an aid in appreciating the role of the foreign parents,it should be pointed out that for a considerable numberof foreign children, compulsory school attendance laststwo to four years longer in the Federal Republic of Germanythan it does in their own countries. Without some kind of

/
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provision for aoqulring scholastic credit, recognised
by the educational system in the home country, for this
additional performanoe - is without some system of
equivalences - the parents who plan to return to their
home countries sooner or later lack an important
motivation for inducing their children to stay in school
until they have the diplomas that open up their future
prospects. Whereas, in the FRG and other countries,
increasing expectations are being placed in parents'
participation in the structuring of school life and
above all in the scholastic success of their children,
most foreign parents are unaware of or indifferent to
their responsibility. Contributing factors, of course,
are the parents' uncertainty as to how long they will
stay in the Federal Republic of Germany and the
general politico-legal status. In line with the basin
toncept adopted by the Conference of Eduoation Ministers
and oriented on social integration and communicating
ability, the emphasis is being put on measures to
eliminate the language barriers facing foreign children.
Actual instruction in the classroom shows that, beyond
this aspect, there are determinants of pedagogical
significance in the educational progress and
educational opportunities of the foreign pupil that
still remain to be considered by the educational
authorities of the Laender as they form their judgements
and make their deciinns. These include such as yet
insufficiently analysed factors as (1) the thought
patterns inherited by the foreign children from their
native language and (2) the judgements and norms which
are intrinsic to their stage of cultural development
and to which they are exposed in their new environment.
The feasibility of increased cultivation of the foreign
child's linguistic and cultural ties to his homeland
should be examined with an eye to its didactic use as
part of a distinctive approach to the further education
of foreign children in the German school system. There
are promising beginnings in the direction of bicultural
pedagogic theory of this kind. Their conversion into
practice in the classroom would require, first of all,
the appropriate kind of teacher-training and an increased
exchange oC experience by the r.lerman and foreign
teachers regarding socio-cultural environments and
educational systems.

The education ministers and senators of the Laender
have committed themselves to make possible the successful
participation of foreign, school-age children and youth
in German schools and to co-ordinate the arrangements for
their instruction in a way that will permit the educational
opportunities offered by the German school system to be
more fully utilised. The increased efforts being made
by the educational authorities and the schools themselves
are aimed at achieving these goals.
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PART II 801 CO" MP41/45t1.

STATISTICS

A, sMigrant Worker Population

1. Total number of migrant workers

1221: 2,240,793

liLD 9352,392

Source: Bundesanstalt ftir Arbeit, Nuremberg.
Position: September.

2. Breakdown of these numbers by nationality

1211 1222

Italy

Greece

Spain

Turkey

Portugal

Yugoslavia

Morocco 12,068 15,008
Tunisia 10,246 11,041

Other 365070 393,587

408,015 426,393

268,653 270,114

186,585 184,203

453,145 511,104

58,390 66,008

478,321 474, 934

Total 2, 240,793 2,352,392

Source: Bundesanstalt Dar Arbeit, Nuremberg.
Position; September.

3. Total active population

22.11 : 26,835 ,000

1272: 26, 709,000

Source; Statistisohes Bundesamt, Wiesbaden.
Annual average. 2.97. preliminary figure.

.1
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B. Educational situation of migrant workers atld their
WIRTTis

1. Total immigrant population under the age of 16, with
breakdown by nationality (under 21 not yet available )

1222;

Italy 118,507

Greece 76,326

Spain 45,715

Turkey 100,098

Portugal 9,943

Yugoslavia 44,842

Morocco 911

Tunisia 530

Other 139,352

Total 536,224

(not yet available).

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt, Wiesbaden.
Position: December. Not including Berlin /West
(Total 1973. = 27,751).

2. Total population under the age of 16 (under 21
not yet available)

1221: 19,034,345

ma: 18,881,600

Source: Statistisches Bizndesamt.
Position 1971: December. 1972 4th Co-ordinated
Population Forecast.

3. Breakdown of total immigrant population under the.
age of 16 by age level and school attendance (under 21
not yet available)

3.1 Pre-school education

3.1.1 Number of migrant workers' and other foreigners'
children of pre-school age

1511: )

) not yet available

: )

Source: Bundesverwaltungsamt, Cologne,
Auslanderzentralregister. Position:

.1
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3.1.2 Total population of pre-school age 0000°
1.2a.: 2,010,678

1940,900

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt, Wiesbaden.
Position 1971: December. 1972 4th Co-orlina0d
Population Forecast.

3.1.Y Number of migrant workers' and other foreigners'
children attending pre-school institutions

1.221:

A212: )

3.: Compulsory education

no data available

3.2.1 Number 6f migrant workers' and otner foreigners'
children of full-time compulsory school age
'6 to under 16)

not yet available

1.212:

Source: Bundesverwaltungsamt, Cologne,
AuslXnderzentralregister, Position:

3.2.2 Total population of full -time. compulsory
school age

kEl: 9,558,122

1972: 9,726,100

:nurce: Statistisches Bundesatt.
: osition 1971: December. 1972 4th Co-ordinated
Population Forecast.

3.2..; Number of migrant workers' and other foreigners'
Thildren attending institutions of full-time
ompulsory education

1971: 157,813

1272: 211,135

Source: Statistl.sches Bundasamt. including
?art-time vocational schools (Borufsschule), which
are part of full-time compulsory vocational education;
position 1971: school-year 1970/71 (22,128 stulents);
1972: school-year 1971/72 (29,708 students). Further
including full-time non-compulsory qlades 10 - 13 of
general education. Figures on the i-:.amber 0* students
by grades are not yet available. /.
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3.3 Post-compulsory education

3,3.1 Total immigrant population over compulsory schoolage and below the age of 21

3.3.2 Total population over compulsory sohool age and
below the ago of 21 (16 to under 21)

141: 4,065,300

2.13,22: 4,113,600

Source: Statistisehes Bundosamt.
Position 1971: December. 1972 4th Co-ordinated
Population Forecast.

3.3.3 Number of immigrants and other foreign students in
this age group attending institutions of upper
secondary education

a. General education

1971: )

) ) included in 3.2.3
J_ /2

: )

b. Technical /vocational education

1111: 8,773

1972: 9,810

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt.
Position 1971: school-year 1970/71;
1972: school-year 1971/72.

4. Number of migrant workers and other foreigners over
the age of 21 attending institutions or courses
of post-secondary or adult education

a. Post-secondary education

1411212 29,657

1212: 34,28u

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt.
Position 1971: winter-term 1970/71;
1972: aln ter -term 1971/72

.1
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h. Adult education

Jan: 39,354

alp 41,887

Source: Deutscher Volkshoohsohulverband. Only
foreigners attending German language courses.
Position:

Os\
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There is no emigration problem in Greece today except in
a few rare cases pri%arily ii v% people who leave join
their families living abroad. On the contrary, our country's
economic development makes it n,F,c('.ssary for Greek workers who
have only emigrated te7porarily to return and be integrated
in our production syster..

FART I

POLICY LEGISLATION A, TD EXPERIMENT

A. POLICY

Educational policy concerning migrant workers' children
is based on the principle of creating the requisite con-
ditions for them to be re-integrated more easily into our
cultural and economic system. The objective is firstly to
ensure that the children of migrant workers who have
settled abroad know their mother tongue, and secondly to
give them the opportunity of pursuing their education
in secondary and higher education establishments when they
return home. This is why our legislation is based on these
two points, namely organisation of education for the children
of migrant workers, and secondly assimilation of such
children into our schools.

B. LEGISLATION

1. No comment

2. The major piete oi l_rislation on the education of
migrants is :))elcree Nunber 6 VI 0 on the education of
Greek pu:;ilo abroad.

a. Article...1 estAblishes the nature of the organisation
77-15 schools abroad for the children of migrant
workers :

- These sr:hno]s operate either under the aegis of our
diplomatic or ecclestastical representatives or under
thet of the Greek community if there are a large

her of migrants. In some instanr3es these may be
ivate scools but in host countries where independent
ication is prohibited the teacning of Greek lang-

ut e, religion and history are included in the
cu ricula of local officially recognised schools.

- The aim of our schools abroad is to teach various
subjects included in the official curricula in
Greece.
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- Greek schools abroad are equal in all respects
to official schoole in Greece. There is special
legislative provision for the enrolment of pupils
in official Greek schools on their return.

b. Article 2 is concerned with teaching staff.

- Teachers in our schools abroad may be either Greek
primary and secondary school teachers whose salaries
are paid by the Greek government, or foreign teachers
appointed to teach the language of the host country
and certain other subjects taught in accordance with
that country's legislation.

. Greek teachers appointed to schools abroad follow
a special training course before leaving, to intro-
duce them to the special methods used in the schools
in which they will work.

c. The other articles deal with administrative organis-
ation and are not relevant to this question.

3. Decree Number 1197/1972 covers the entrance examination
to be taken by children of returning migrant workers
not enrolled in the type of school referred to above
but who were taught privately at home.

4. Ro al Decree Number 664 1 69 governs the enrolment in
ree sc ools of pupils returning from Greek schools
abroad.

No comment.

No comment

PART II

STATISTICS.

PART III

DOqUMENTATION

* * k # * * * *
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1. The Church, "which is deeply involved in mankind" (1) and
especially in that part of mankind which is most in need,
in so far as she "recognises in the poor the image of her
Founder" (2), experiences always a very special concern
for all those who, not finding work in their own country,
offer the benefit of their labour elsewhere.

2. She hopes therefore that the rights of the human being may
be everywhere respected (3), so that no individuals cr
their families may have to put up with precarious living
conditions (4) for reasons of social and cultural dis-
crimination (5), and so as to avoid the occurrence of
prejudice and intolerance (6).

3. The migrant must not, in fact, be considered as mere
"labour potential" - more or less skilled - nor for his
particular technical capacity, but should be regarded, and
therefore trained, in such a way as to be freely and
successfully integrated into the community in which he is
working. Otherwise, he either tries to recreate an art-
ificial milieu which is familiar to him, retreating into
a kind of ghetto and restricting himself to contacts
within the narrow sphere of his work, or else, what is
even worse, he gets lost in the crowd, and becolles anon-
ymous, with no reference coordinates or spiritual support.
In addition, being in contact with different languages and
cultures can in itself increase the risk of misunderstand-
ings, and give rise to those negative phenomena which are
linked with anonymity, and with living on the fringe of
society, all of which limits the possibility,of the
migrant's discovering and developing his own personality.

4. For its part, the receiving community has a duty to ensure
that the migrant has not ()sly decent housing, sufficient
to eat, social security, leisure and cultural centres,
equality of rights with its own citizens, the opportunity
to live with his family, schools and day nurseries for his
child/en, but also the major requirements of cult .ire and
human solidarity, with a view to achieving the "integrat-
ion" which we have discussed.

5. We feel it to be vital that the education of the migrant
be aimed, on the one hand, at reinstating his whole pers-
onality, instead of merely fostering his abilities and
his capacity to work and so increase production; on the
other hand, at making the individual a free and responsible
agent and not a mere tool or machine, by promoting living
conditions which do not stifle human values: "man cannot
live by bread alone" (7).
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6. Only on these terms can emigration, like other coltemporarysocill phenomena, pave the way to a fruitful mingling ofcultures, the widening of horizons and a bettor realisationof the brotherhood of man, while at the same time bringinga greater recognition of international obligations in thefield of justice.

7. Hence the need to encourage person'l contacts, communication,and dialorwe : which also requires some degree of solidaritybetween nationals and migrant workers. The latter can, infact, be properly educated only in so far as they become
successfully integrated into their new surroundings, notmerely through learning the language, but also by learninghow to assimilate the various cultural and spiritual bene-fits of the new environment.

8. It follows that such an education should receive a positiveand adeauate start in the country of origin, not only fortrue migrants in the strict sense of the term, but also forthose who go abroad to work temporarily.

9 In particular, as regards the education and training ofimmigrant children, it is essential that families beallowed to choose the types of school they prefer, andthat the children should receive their schooling free ofcharge, or possibly with the help of a grant, whether inState or denominational establishments. These, in theirturn, cannot remain indifferent to the needs, both culturaland social, created by the phenomenon of migration.
10, As regards the Church, however, the desired humanist andcivic training cannot be isolated from respect for anddevelopment of those spiritual and religious values, whichform part of her mission on earth. As experience shows,such values are often stifled or ignored by migrants, who,while offering "their contribution to the economic growthof a nation or region other than their own" (9), do notappear to receive sufficient help in the practice of theirfaith.

11. One often sees, in fart, hol: the migrant, feeling deprivedof the necessary spiritual fraternity - unlike that ofhis home surroundings, where social behavicelr, traditions,and customs encouraged him to practice his faith - isinclined to abandon his religion as something outworn orat least demoded.



12. The reason for this lies not only in insufficiently
deep-founded religious convictions, but also perhaps in
the absence of religion within the receiving community.
Moreover, deafness to the spiritual demands of the
migrant can only lead to an impoverishment and dis-
integration of his personality : negative factors which
could easily influence his work.

13. Since religion is one of the basic aspects of the pers-
onality and fulfils the most fundamental needs, a
:ommunion of the faithful can offer unique help, for
it provides a kind of meeting place, for dialogue,
exchange of views, instilling a sense of "belonging",
religious testimony and spiritual support.

14. It is to be hoped, therefore, that the measures taken by
the relevant religious authorities with the aim of further-
ing the religious' instruction and upbringing of migrants
will be given every assistance.

15. It is, finally, of considerable importance - not least
from the religious point of view - to allow and indeed
encourage the family to be reunited (a matter already
discussed above), and thus to ensure normal family life,
by means of appropriate action to confirm and protect
the dignity and legitimate autonomy of the family, while
allowing the parents to educate their children according
to their faith (10).

16. The Church, for its part, does elliin its power to ensure
the spiritual welfare of the migrant before his departure,
and to welcome and help him on his arrival. Vatican
Council II drew the attention of the Bishops to this
subject, while the Holy See has published detailed
instructions designed to ensure a pastoral response to
the requirements in question.

17. The Holy See appeals also to national governments to
realise the importance of religious instruction for
migrants, and to collaborate fully so as to ensure that
each migrant, whatever religion he may profess, shall
be enabled to find at his place of work not only the means
for his physical development, but also the requirements
of his spiritual life.
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(1) Vatican Council II, In the pastoral Constitution
"Grtudium ct Spas" No. 1.

(2) Vatican Council II, in the do vatic Constitution
"Lumcn Gentiurn ", Bo. 8.

(3) Cf. Gaudium at Spcs, No.s 3 and 63; cf. John XXIII,
Encyclical "Paccm in terms ", A.A.S. LV, 1963, p. 301.

(4) Cf. "(raudium et Spas", No. 66

(5) Cf. "Gaudium at Sipes", No. 29

(6) Cf. Paul VI, Encyclical "PoDulorum proFressio", A.A.S.
LIX, 1967, p. 249, No. 76; cf. Apostolic Letter
"Octo esima Adv.:miens", of 15 May 1971, No. 17

(7) Matt. 4,4

(8) Cf. Paul VI, Motu Proprio "LpLL2EILLsmlsmta-angara",
15 August 1969; cf. Vatican711711-,EVe±b"APOsto-,
licam actuositatem", No. 2

(9) "Caudium at Spas", No. 66

(10) Cf. "Apostolicam actunsitatem", No. 11.
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1. The number of immigrant workers in this country is
relatively small. As they enjoy similar educational
facilities as those available to Irish nationals, it
is not considered necessary to provide specica measures
for them.

2. Most Irish workers who emigrate go to the United Kingdom.
The majority tend to be adults and, in many cases, they
leave their families at home. Those who bring their
families with them usually take up permanent residence in
the United Kingdom. Generally speaking also, families
intending to emigrate to the United Kingdom are familiar,
from previous contacts, with the educational facilities
available and it has not been found necessary to provide
them with specific information.

3. The parents of children attending primary schools in Ire-
land receive from the school authorities, at the end of
each school year, reports on their children indicating
the standard reached in the various aspects of the
curriculum.

4. The question of training teachers to help with the educ-
ation of children of emigrants does not arise. There are
many similarities between the Irish and United Kingdom
systems of education and there is a substantial number
of teachers of Irish extraction employed there.

5. With regard to the educational and/or occupational re-
integration of migrant workers and their children on their
return suitable facilities exist within the educational
system generally to assist their re-integration. It may
also be of interest to know that the Deuartment of
Education operates a scheme whereby persons who have
satisfactorily completed a course cf training at a
recognised training college in the United Kingdom may
be granted recognition as a teacher in primary schools
in Ireland. The scheme also provides for the award of
full incremental credit for r11 previous recognised
trained teaching service in schools in the Uaited Kingdom.
And in addition, inceL.tives are offered to encourage
those teachers to acquire a competent knowledge of the
Irish language. A further point in relation to the occup-
ational reintegration of migrant workers is that emigrants
vho return to Ireland to take up jobs through the National
Manpower Service qualify for assistance uncle'? the Resettle-
ment Scheme operated by the Department of The
benefits payable under the Scheme are doscrixd in
Appendix A.
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On the general question of services fur emigrants, it maybe of interest to knew that, in 1969, the Minister f-rLabour appointed an Advisory Committee on Emigrants' Serv-ices to advise cn the facilities which should be providedfor emigrants wishing to return to Ireland to work and forIrish workers proposing to emigrate. The Committee's termsof reference arc to advise on the employment problems ofIrish persons who are working abroad or who may be contemp-
lating leaving the country to work by :

1. assisting the National Manpower Service in bringingto the attention of emigrants and intending emigr-ants, the job opportunities available in Ireland ;

2. studying ways in which voluntary and official
agencies could help Irish people abroad who wishto return home for work ;

3. making recommendaticris on the allocation of grantsto voluntary organisations within the State pro-iri.ding information and advice to persons contem-plating employment abroad ;

4. developing liaison between emigrant organisationsin Ireland and appropriate bodies abroad ;

5. advising generally on facilities.

Among the main activities of the Committee have been thedevelopment oi information and advisory services for personsgoing abroad, endeavours directed towards the removal ofimpediments to the return of Irish workers, the developmentof services for persons wishing to return to Ireland forwork and means of couhteracting the causes of emigration.The Committee has also studied possible future changes inthe role and structure of emigrant services in Irelandarising mainly but not exclusively from membership of theEEC. The Committoo maintains contact with such voluntaryorganisatior:s as the Cathe?ic Social Welfare Bureau which,while located in Dublin, cffers a nationwide service andis also affiliated to many international emigrant bodiesthrough which it operates services in the internationalfield, the Emigrant Chaplains' Association, which comprisesIrish priests who have wo,:ked in Britain and are now backin Ireland, the Episcopal Commission on Emigration and somethirty smaller local bureavx throughout the country. It haSalso been ir,ztrumcntal in having a h'indb-o-ok for the benefitof rcturnin: emigrants produced by the Department of Labour.The booklet Is entitled 'Working in Ireland' and is avail-able from tLe National Manpower Service, Department ofLabour, Dublin 4.
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APPENDIXA

NATIONALMANPOWER SERVICE, DEPARTEENT OF LABOUR
111 .M.O

RESETTLLMENT ASSISTANCE SCHEME
= - =

This scheme helps parsons who have 1

I

to move from their homes to new areas
to take up employment arranged through 1

the National Manpower Service.
i

1

L

WHO MAY BENEFIT FROM THE RESETTLEMENT ASSISTANCE SCHEME ?

Any worker who has to change his residence within the country
to take a new job offered to him through the National Manpower
Service. Etigrants returning to work in Ireland may also be
assisted under the sr;heme. ,r2he benefits are payable on the
conditions that

a. the job was notified to and filled through the National
Manpower Service or approved by the Service ;

b. there is a reasonable prospect that the job is perm-
anent ;

c. there are no suitable unemployed workers available
locally to fill the job.

BENEFITS

1. Inter-i. ,.ant :

A worker living ._11, Ireland (and his wife) who visits the new
area for interview with the employer(s) to whom he is referred
by the National Manpower Service is entitled to receive a grant
to cover the reasonable our -of- pocket expenses of the visit.

In the case of emigrants a grant is payable to the worker only
and may not normally exceed £20.
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2. Fares :

A free travel warrant may be issued to a worker living in Ire-land for the journey to take up employment in the new area.Free travel warrants may also be issued to enable the dependantsto join the worker in the new area.

A limit of 50% of the cost of fares of £20 per person, whicheveris the lessor, will normally apply in the case of returningemigrants.

3. Household removal c=onses :

A grant may be pai.1 towards the cost of removal to the new areaof the ordinary ho,',sehold furniture of the resettled worker.The grant payable is 80% of the coat of removal (subject to amaximum of 1,80). The remove must be completea within one yearof taking up the new employment.

4. Settling-in grant :

A grant of up to £35 may be paid to a resettled worker with adepondant(s) on completion of the removal of the household tounfurnished accommodation.

5. Lodging Allowance :

On moving to the now employment a worker may have to leave hiswife and/or other dependants in the old home for a time. Tomeet the additional cost of living awry from home an allowancetowards the cost of lodgings may be paid. The amount and durationof allowance depend on the circumstances in each case(number of dependants and the availability of suitable accommod-ation in the resettlement area) but is subjet to a maximum ofE4 a week for a period not exceeding 6 months from the date oftaking up the employment. The lodging allowance may :be reducedto take account of any special away-from-home allowances paidby the new employer.

6. Assisted faros home :

A r,Jscttled worker who is in receipt of a lodging allowance may,during the first six months following the taking up of the newemployment, receive a grant once a month towards the cost oftravel to visit his home provided he pays the first 50p of thefare on cach occasion. The maximum grant for any one returnvisit is £5.
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7. 89.1e or purchase of house
WMPOIMM

A resettled worker who has to sell and/or buy a house on moving
to thy: new employment may receive a grant, towards legal ex
penses, of £100 or 75% of the fees, whichever is the lessor.
To qualify for th,1 grant the sale/purchase must be completed
within two years of ,aking up the new employment.

8. =crises in connection with training :

A person wio travels to attend a training course or a test
or interview in connection with a training course arranged
or approved by the National Manpower Service may be recouped
the cost of such travel and other expenses.

0000000
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PART I

POLICY,)LEGISLATION, EXPFRIMENT
Cet

DES

A. POLICY

1. Background

1.1 The problem of the education and training of migrant
workers and their spouses is no new one for Italy where
there has been large-scale emigration since the final
quarter of the last century. In the past, measures taken
by the Italian Government - which obviously could not entirely
take the place of those of the host country - have consisted
largely in the creation of Italian schools, both state and
private. The first organic law relating to Italian schools
abroad was passed in 1889 but, as well as actual schools, a
number of Italian language courses were also arranged with the
purpose of completing the instruction received by Italian
children in the host country's schools.

The situation was left substantially unaltered by the
1910 Act and the Consolidated Act on Italian Schools 3...Jroad
(Testo Unico dell e normi legislative sulle scuGie italiane
all esT7FE) approved by Royal Decree 740 of 12.2.1e54-61 parts
of which are still operative. Section I of that act empowers
thegpvernment "to set up, maintain and subsidise schools and
other Italian educational establishments abroad".

1.2 With the end of the second world war, the flow of Italian
emigration resumed on a large scale but now mainly dirt.cted not,
as in the past, to the transatlantic countries, but to other parts
of Europe. Ever since 1946, this increase in emigration has
been paralleled by a slow but steady increase in educational
activity. Some of the schools in axistence before the war
have been reopened, Italian language courses have been
expanded, and other para-oducational estaolishments have been
set up specifically for the children of migrant workers. The
latter owe their existence to the efforts made, not lanly by
the Italian Consular Service but also by ;private bodies or
associations. in response; to the growing interest shown by
migrant workers in their children's education which, in its
turn, was the result of the extension of compulsory education
which had meanwhile been taking place in Italy itb.)1f. Not
only was existing legislation on primary education now being
fully implemented, but an additional period of free, ccmpulsory
education had also been introduced throughout the country
for children between the ages of 11 and 14 (scuola

./.
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At the same time, the education authorities in the hostcountries were making special arrangements, often at Italy'sown request, for the education of Italian migrant workers'children.

1.3 The new wave of emigration produced fresh problems inthe educational field, largely caused by the workers' highmobility rate. The result was the adoption on 3 March 1971of Law No. 153 providing, in addition to the creation ofschools of the traditional Italian type (1), for "specialeducational and para-educational arrangements" to be madefor migrant workers and their spouses. Such legislation--is in line with the general principles that now governItalian action in the matter of the education and training.of Italian workers.

2. General principles

2.1 The measures adopted by the Italian Government arebased on the following general principles.

a. Th,- need for children of Italian parents to be
integrated into the host country's school system,so as to prevent any loss or prejudice to their
school career, which would be contrary to themigrants' own interests;

b. The further need to complement their ordinary
schooling by additional courses in their native
language and culture, not only in view of their
possible return to Italy, but in order to preservefamily unity and their links with their countryof origin;

c. The legal recognition in Italy of any diplomasacquired by migrant workers or their spouses inthe host country so as to facilitate the
reintegration of such workers on their returnhome. Equally, the recognition of Italian
academic and professional qualifications by thehost country would facilitate the integration ofmigrants into that country's educational and
employment structures;

(1) Nowadays, the pupils attending these schools aredrawn, t) a large extent, from non-Italian families(30,000 out of a total of 37,000).

./.
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d. The need for action by the Italian Government in the
matter of education and vocational training for adult
migrant workers, as well as the provision of nursery
schools in cases whore the arrangements provided by'
the authorities in the host country are either
inadequate or unsuited to the particular needs of
the Italian community.

2.2 At much the same time as the debate in the Italian
Parliament on Law No. 153 setting out these principles, 2
detailed investigations were proceeding into Italian
emigration: that carried out between 1969 and 1971 by
Standing Commission III of the Chamber of Deputies, and that
completed on 16 June 1970 by the National Council for Labour
and the Economy (Consiglio Nazionale dell'Economia e del
Lavoro - CNEL).

2.3 The following is an extract from the Standing Commission's
report which anticipates the main provisions of that law:
"Requirements in respect of schools vary according to whether
the migrants intend their stay in the host country to oe
temporary or either permanent or, at least, semi-permanent.
One requirement remains constant in every case, however, and
that is that Italians living abroad and their children should
receive instruction in the Italian language and culture so
as to keep alive their links with their own country. ...
Since it is not feasible to set up a network of Italian
schools abroad similar to that in Italy itself, this involves
the complex problem of how best to encourage young Italians
abroad to continue to study their native language, how to
reialtegrate them into the Italian school system should they
return home or else how to assist their integration into
the host country's school system and the life of the local
community should they intend to stay there permanently".

2.4 It may also be worthwhile to quote various passages
from the CNEL report reflecting the same principles as those
underlying Law 153: '.Everyone concerned with emigration is
deeply concerned with the problem of education. Certainly,
so far as the education of their children is concerned, migrant
workers have the right to expect adequate arrangmcnts to be
made for their schooling. On the other hand, today's
conditions - the mobility of Italian migrant workers, the
way they are scattered between the different countries,
the variations in their numbers and the length of their
stay abroad - all these complicate the question still
further, requiring the abandonment of corner schemes in
favour of others which are more realistic and which correspond
better to the situation', needs and special conditions of
the children concerned. On the one hand, such children
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need to receive the kind of education that will facilitate
their integration into the society in which they find
themselves and prevent any feelings of estrangement, or
isolation from the local community; on the other, care
must be taken to keep their cultural and linguistic
links with Italy alive so that, should they return there,
their reintegration into its educational system will
present no difficulties.

From the objective standpoint, however, it would be
difficult or even impossible to establish Italian schools of
the traditional type for all grades iff every host country.
Besides the fact that, in many of them, it would be contrary
to national legislation, the project would present a number
of administrative and financial difficulties: it is only
necessary to consider the vast implications of extending
Italy's present compulsory school system to every area in
which Italian emigrant workers are at present concentrated.
The question also arises of the desirability of such a
move. Among other points to be considered are: the need
to avoid creating educational and cultural "ghettos"; the
fact that, by attending the local schools, children of
migrant workers acquire various cultural and other
advantages (eg knowledge of another language) which will
be of use to them if they return to Italy; and the even
more important fact that the direct contact between
themselves and the local children that occurs in school
makes it easier for families as a whole to adapt to the
local community. Moreover, the direct and active part
taken by the children in the life of the school is also a
means of bringing the parents themselves into contact with
the environment and helping them to participate in it to
a greater extent."

3. Methods

3.1 To implement the policy described above, in terms of
Law No. 153, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, with the
co-operation of a number of other bodies, associations
and committees and, in some casos, that of tho authorities
of the host government, has made arrangements for the
following:

1. "Integration" classes (classi di 'inserimento') in
the host country's primary schools;

2. Complementary Italian language and general culture
courses for children of Italian workers attending
the local schools in the host country that
correspond to Italian elementary and lower
secondary schools (scuole elementari e media);

3. Special cours to enable Italian workers and their
spouses who have passed the age for compulsory
schooling to sit the examinations for the Italian
primary and lower secondary school leaving

./.
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4. Adult education courses for workors;

5. Nursery schools and crt*Iches;

6. Para-school activities and guided studies.

3.2 The Ministry of Foreign Affairs also finances the
following vocational and refresher courses for migrant
workers:

1. Basic vocational and refresher courses;

2. Elementary technical training courses;

COQPIN11..e

3. Conversation classes in the local language to facilitate
access to employment for Italian migrant workers and
their spouses, and enable them to attend host country
advanced vocational training courses.

3.3 Provision has been, or is being made, for the
recognition by the Italian authorities of academic or
professional qualification diplomas acquired by Italian
migrant wores abroad (see under 'Legislation below).
Bilateral or multilateral negotiations are also in progress
or contemplation for the recognition of similar Italian
diplomas by foreign countries.

4. Difficulties and their solutions

4,1 Any discussion of the problems involved in implementing
the plans outlined above must start from one basic premise.
For the children of Italian migrant workers, integration
into the school system of the host country is bound to be a
lengthy and painful process, and one that may very well
result in thei Aucation coming to a premature stop.
Investigations carried out by tne Free University of
Brussels, the Contact Centre of Lausanne, and the Italian
authorities in Luxembourg have in fact shown such
children's progress in school to be generally inferior to
that of th..! local children. With a few rare exceptions,
ind.led, they are to all intents excluded from the state
schools from which they could pass on to upper secondary
school and university. For example, in the Canton of
Zurich, the percentage of Italian students attending
the Gymnasium, which gives access to all the univLrsity
faculties, is less than one per cent of thr3 total school
population (cf. _Tiquiry sponsored by the Free Colonies

/.
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of Zieeich in conjunction with the Societh Umanitaria of Milan).In Geralany, the figures for 1970-71 (the latest available)show enly 358 Italian students to have been attendinguniversity or institutes of higher education whlle, for thesame academic year in France, the number of Italian
university students was 428, out of a total Italianpopulation in those countries of 607,000 and 632,000respectively.

4.2 An analysis of the conditions affecting the schooli.aof children of Italian migrant workers reveals the followingas the major obstacles preventing them from acquiring theeducation and culture to which they are entitled!

a. Lack of economic stability in the home with its
resultant effects on the children's physiological,psychological and mental development duringadolescence;

b. The poor or inadequate education received by themand their parents in their country of origin,
attributable in the main to the backward characterof their home region including a general poverty ofmeans of expression due to the fact of dialecthaving been, and, in truly eases, still remainingthe only meant of communication;

c. The change from a rural environment to the confinedatmosphere of industrialised urban surroundings;
d. The loosening of family ties if both parents areat work;

e. The change of climate and eating habits;

C. Uncertainty on the part of the parents as to thelength of their stay abroad, and consequent reluctanceto accept the basic culture patterns of the hostcountry.

The product of all this is poor verbal communication,failure to retain any new knowledge acquired, incapacityof parents to oversee or correct work done at school, witha resultant falling behind in studies and general sense cffrustration.

4. For pupils handicapped socially and culturally as ac')nsequence of such conditions, special educationalare,ngements murt be made involving the adjustment ofpr.l.rammes and teaching methods, a highly flexible school

./.
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structure corresponding to the children's specific needs,
and the employment of specially trained staff. In a number
of European countries, however, the school system is en
the contrary extremely rigid, with 1 high degree of
selectivity based on examination results, so that it is
often impossible for children of migrant workers to follow
the ordinary local school course, even with the help of
special 'reception' or 'integration' classes.

4.4 For all these reasons, the only means of solving this
particular problem would stem the introduction of suitable
compensatory arrangements' for the children of Migrant

workers. In this connection, account must also be
taken of the increasing mobility of Italian migrants in
European countries which seems to call for a new 'more
oden-ended' type of basic course, at once pluri-lingual
(mother tongue plus one or more foreign languages) and
pluri-cultural. In this connection, action at
Community level is more than a mere desideratum; it
becemes a definite obligation, in line with the
Community's general terms of reference and derivinF,
directly from the principle that the children of migrant
workers from other Community countries have the came rights
in matters of education as the children of the nationals
of those countries themselves (cf. Rule 12 of
EEC Regulation 1612/68).

4.5 The Italian Government itself, as well as the various
opdies and associations concerned to achieve the objects
laid down in Law 153, intend to continue their pre-school
and complementary arrangements, although the extent to
which they can expand them will depend upon the additional
resources made available. They will endeavour to deal with
current difficulties which are chiefly connected with elese
following:

i. Teacher training. The teacl.ing of both adult migrant
workers and their children raises a numo-r of problems
regarding oath the method and the content of such
teaching with which most teachers are not prepared
to grapple without special training, which few of them
possess. Such teachers, in addition to Italian, must
have a really good knowledge of the local language and
this also hinders recruitment, especially for the
German- speaking countries.

ii. Educational material. The material at pr :sent available
in Italy requires adaptation if it is to ee used for
teaching children in direct contact with a 'different'
society and culture who require additional stimulus
to encourage them to learn.
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iii. Courses in Italian language and culture. In most cases,these are outside the school curriculum and occupy
only a f,:10, hours each week, often crammed into asingle day. By making them part of the ordinary
curriculUm they could be rendered more effieao.ous.

4.6 Various measures for overcoming these problems aroin force or in contemplation. Arrangements have beenmade with some local authorities in the host countriesfor these courses to be included in the school curriculum.Preparatory and guidance courses have been arranged forteachers wishing to work in the schools in question,
preparatory to the establishment of a more far-reaching
programme of training courses, to be drawn up inconjunction with the Ministry of Education and possiblyalso the local authorities. Other courses and seminarshave been arranged for teachers already serving abroad.

A numb:x school inspectors have been considering
how textbo,ks could be adapted and have suggested variousalterations to the Italian publishers. So fax as thupreparation of special material, and the working out ofnew methods based on the use of modern information media,are concerned, the Italian authorities hope they may beable to make use of the results of the investigationsand research planned by UNESCO and the Council of Europe.

/
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B. LEGISLATION 81 COO
PIA11.Asai.0

1. The bas lc law on the provision of edilcation and
vocational training for migrant workers and their spouses
is that already referred to (No. 153 of 3 March 1971).
It complements the provisions of Royal Decree No. 740
of 12 February 1940 on Italian school; abroad.

2. The provisions relating more particularly to the
educational and vocational reintegration of such persons
on their return to Italy are:

SECTION V OF LAW NO. 153 OF 3 MARC4_1971

This provides that Italian migrant worktxs and their
spouses who have acquired a. diploma from a foreign school
of a type corresponding to either an Italian elementary or
lower secondary school can have it recognised as the
equivalent, for all legal purposes, of an Italian diploma,
provided they succeed in passing an additional examination
in Italian language and general culture.

Exemption from the additional examination may be
obtained on production of a certificate stating that they
have successfully completed the coursesprovided for in the
same law and designed to facilitate access by spouses of

workersorkers int'.) host country schools, or to complc:t
the curricula of the schools corresponding to Italian
eleInntary and lower secondary schools by instruction
in Italian language and general culture.

Section V further provides that:

i. Italian migrant workers and their spouses who
have acquired a leaving certificate from a
foreign school corresponding to an Italian
establishment providing either lower secondary
education or vocational training can have it
recognised as the equivalent, for all legal
purposes, of an Italian leaving certifictu,
provided they also succeed in passing such
additional examinations as may, in the case of
each type of foreign leaving certificate, be
judged necessary oy a special commissim
appointed by the Minister of Education.

The recgnition being effective for all legal
purposes, such leaving certificatt:s ali--? give
their holders access to Italian universities
on the same terms as Italian residents.

./.
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ii. Certificates attes'Ang professtonal 22?iifications
but which cannot be assimilated to the certificates
awarded by vocational traJninq establishments
refelved to under (i) above, may also be recognised.

REGULATION APPROVED BY ROYAL DECREE NO. 65.3_OF 4 MAY 1925

This contains a number of more general provisions, isthey relate to "young persons coming from abroad" and notonly to children of migrant workers.

These provisions may be applied in the case of children
of migrant workers to whom the special criteria laid down
in Law 153 are not applicable, for the purpose of facilitating
their entry to Italy an secondary schools (eg in cases where
they wish to enter for thu last year of upper secondary
school).

Under Article l4 of the same regulation, young persons
coming from abroad may, subject to the prescribed age-limits,be entered at either lower or upper secondary schools
provided they can show, by possession of A certiffcate
obtained from a foreign school to which (.ficial recognitionhas been accorded, that they have received an adequate
grounding in all the subjects required for admission to the
class they wish to enter.

Article 49 provides for young persons who have studied
abroad to sit for any examination at upper secondary school
level without being required to produce a certificate
showing them to have completed the lower course of study.

Reference should also be made to the Testo Unico
ap.oroved by Reyal Decree NJ. 1592 on 31 August 1933 which
contains special provisions (Articles 147, 170 and 332)
enabling Italian citizens resident abroad and Italians not
ordinarily resident in Italy (italiani non regnicoli) to
enter Italian universities, as well as to continue there withstudies begun in foreign universities, without a necessary
rendition being the recognition of any academic qualifications
they may have acquired abroad.
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BEST
al 0100.i.

C. RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION

1. An investigation into tho inability of children of
Italian migrant workers in the German Federal Republic
and Switzerland to profit by their schooling (Institute
of Psychology, University of Bologna).

2. An investigation into thu difficulties met with
by children of Italian nationality resident in the
Alto Adige, whuse mother tongue; is Gorman, in learning
Italian at lower secondary school lcvl. The investigation
is being conductod by 30 teachers, under the direction
of Professor Renzo Titone of Rome University. It is
hoped that this investigation, which is still in mogrcss,
may produce some suggestims regarding methods
teaching Italian to children of migrants attending state
schools in German - speaking countries.
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PART II

ST, ISTICS

Italy has no significant number of immigrants.

The statistics relating to I'Lalian communities abroad,clfIssified according to sox, area of origin and age-group,will be found in the statistical appendix to the 1972 Reporton Problems of Italian Workers Abroad, issued in 197, bythe Ministry for Foreign Affairs (Part II, pp. 49-97). Thesame appendix contains a cETtain amount of information onthe mobility of Italian migrant workers (pp. 106-117).

Details of educational establishments, para-schoolarrangements and tho provision of vocational training formigrants will be found on pp. 257-275 of the appendix.



PART III

DOCUMENTATION

A numoor of articles on he education of migrants have
appeared during thu cuurse of the last 3 years in the
following specialised periodiea:.s dealing with emigration:

BES1
COPI

"Affari Sociali Internazionali"

"Selezione CSER"

\ "Notizie, fatti u proLlemi dell'
emigrazione

"Emigrazionu"

"Servizio Migi'anti"

"Centro Orientamento Emigrati"

"Italiani nel Mondo'

Published by Franco Angelis
Milan

Organ of the Centro Studio
Emigrazione, Rume

Organ of the Associazione
:Tazionale Figli EzAgratil
JNFE, Rome

Organ of the Federazione
Ztaliana Lavoratori
Ztaliani e Famiglies
FILEFs Rome

Organ of the Ufficio
Centrale per l'Emigraziune
Italiana, UCEI, Rome:

Milan

Rome
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Pitig I

POLICY, LEGISLATION AND EXPERIMEFT
arornonimmaralms.srer........--

A. 10LICy

1. One policy on the provision of education and training
for migrant workers and their children is to offer them the
same opportunities for gencral education and vocational
training, thereby meeting the major need of immigrants znd
their children.

2. The main difficulties so f.:1.r encountered have related
to:

a. provision for children aged 9 and over;

b. the learning cf the langua,_cs used in our schools
(French and '3-erm,-,n) , especially German in the caae
of pupils with a Latin lc.n..7uas as their mother
tongue who wish to enter poYi;-primary education.

3. The difficulties are lapgly due to the conflicting
pressures on parents and ohilule2: as a result of the
difference between the mentr,lity o± their country of origin
and that of the host uNintry 17.8 well a:3 divergences in the
outlooks of different gericration of :Iirrra.nts. Few faEilies
have any definite idea how long they will stay and whether
they will return to their country of oricin. Too often
these decisions are le.Ct to chLnco. .Jecordingly, for want
of any reliable informati:)n, ocLicolL; hae had to opt for the
integration of mignInt pupils in tho ordinary educational
system while offoring them maximum opportunities within that
system. Supplementary in th:;ir lothc.r toncuo :!rid
culture is provided in order to facilitae their re-
integration into the oducationLi 6yntela of their countries
of origin on their return home.

4. i-ts already indicated, the pr,-;tice is to provide
special cla:sses for forein childre.. in crdcr to
facilitate the assil:dition o; n%,.1:; al-lived migrant p*Apils

in the ordinary ed,Acation.11 3y3to:q.

Special transitionl cla5cf::s een introduced to
preparo pupils for entry into poJ'6-primry education and
give them a grounding in the scone' ,3e:loel language.
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B. LEGISLATION

Oast
NVO.O.k.

1. a. Under a ministerial Oecreu ci 24 :iarch 1966 conceminc
the provision of 6pe:i,.1 cLassec for foreign children,
an official of the Ministry of 'Education is responsible
for getting in touch with municipal and school
authorities in ortor to diseasP, both the need and the
scope for instituting speci..1 olassus at local or
r,,!gional level for foreign children who have difficulty
in adjusting to our ordinary ed'acation; the official
then submits to the 'minister education proposals on
the setting up and running; of reception classes, drawn
up in conjunction with the cAiropriate authorities.

b. it ministerial circular of 29 :day 1968 contains the
following instructions on the provision and ru:-ning of
reception classes:

"Leception classes ohould be r.rovicied for pupils who
have difficulty in fllowing iistl-uction in oro.inary
classes on account of their mother tongue, and for that
reason only.

The introduction o;' reception classes ror
of for-3ign natioLlity cs.f.31 in all the r..ajor
localities in which fort:14,n pArilz, are living,. l'wo or
more municipaliths Nay operate a jr)int
reception ela:.1s. Rt,,cepticzi %1 !.t should comp2.y with
a few, very simple priaciples:

u. Thc:y should be of liiv2j ,,,xceeding
pupils only in exceptional circumstanco,

Yeaching ::.tiotdd be `.As far N

danted to the intcllectual level
pcwrs of ,,suimlln of each pupil;

c. cf-;ncr:t1 no 1.14pil ohould remain in a
r%c:Idtion class di or th_n 1 year; .tt the end
of this time pupils Lthould be capable of
following tc:-iching in a normr-1 class co.:_eopon,..ing
to `choir %ce or schollo autLinment;

d. cir,:ses big confined to
lupils to urlderst'Ind un od: thy, languas uoud in
cur schools (erench oc ':,nd to expr,
them:s.1v...3 intllivibly in that languae;o. Audio-
visual aids houla be (:xten3ively used in
r,,cr:ption in ea:!cr to 1:ped up p]:o;ro3."

0
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O'ca\
C. 1.. circular of 18 iay 1971 provides or the

institution of speci!ll claBol for foreign pupils
wherever it has proved impossible to arrange a
receptit;n

"Measures to facilitate the intei:xation of

foroign pupils have yielded excollent results
whenever it has pa'ovod pos.Dible to set up reception
classes. Municipal authorities should carry on these
endeavours, in which they may count on the support
of the government cs well as help by the state in
meeting the expenditure ntai1ed.

Primary school-teacrs should show sympathy
and understu.dding_. toward :oreign youngsters coming
into thcir classes And them to overcome the.
inevitabl aiL;ing out of our particular
language situation.

t..unicipal authorities in whose areas there are

too few foreign children Juoa.:ing neither of our
country's laneuai:es to justify setting up a
reception are recluc.tt,:d tc arrange special
classes for suo;, cji.Lrn Lztic.lc: school horrs'.'

d. A circular of ,jay 1975 provi(c;:z for transitional
betm.zi pri:aary .,.o7;t-primary education:

"In the contxt of ?n.c]:tioiL ::lasses, the authorities
of larFe towns shol.,1 look intc the possibility of
arrriging tr-2.nsitio11,11 (JJ .or f-reign pupils
with ml LITAt(. Imo.;:lodr: of cilc of our school

to prepe tliomuelves for
asjmissin to yo-:;rimary ;;!aucation.
such be for pupils of a
stc,indar,.1 tc) cixth school year and
provide intennjv iotru:,2t0I-L in the second school
L,n1).ae in c4 =oath transition to
a post-lrimary succors in 1;ubsequent
studies."

2. Several countri 11!4ve ..,reonents with Luxembourg
concerning the orFaniti.) 'L'hese agreents lay
down recruitmt:nt ar.1.!_nto in countr: and
reception frrang(fri,mts in .t!: c(Juntry. Thus, job
offers by employer:, th 1::ational Lm;loyment
Office, together with c, uf thi,, work, to the
corresponding authority in .illi:rat)11 country, rich then
advertise3 lor ciparture, mint
workers aro given inft.-rmti.: i. Jucationai
opportitniti in the .1.s well as wor',:ing

condi ions, vection.ui medical records,
etc.

r. ;- '.;

to reu,Jrt.
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Total number

Breakdown by

of migrant workers;

nation4lity.

Germany : 5,430
6elgium 9,200
Netherlandp 500
Fr:Ance 7,000
Italy :11,300
Unitcd
kingdom 100
6pain
rortuEal

1,200
3,700

Othc:rs 1,700

Non-European
countries

Total 1 ac:tivc,

* * )

1. 7.00

1/;),..)0;2.)

incMding 7, .Lu0 frontiE.,r

1. Prg2-c!lc,D1

1.1 Lunibt:r 1 mirT,4nt
aee (4 5 y:,ar;):

1.L
10,252

1.3 flumb7r of m4;nr).nt

C.

WORKE-"L .;'AILDRS11
MO% OM 1. .41 ar. Mi IP 4101,

pre-soneci

(4 und 5 yir,.3)

cl-11(.z attending
cr,chool in31,i-tutins (4 ;,11 5 ye-tr:3):

Compulory educ ati:)n

m1),?r c)f mii:rant cLi1;:!r(Al of full-time
:3chool age (6-15 yo,r:_): 10,648
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2.2 Total population of full-ti.ne compulsory school
age (6-15 years): r::1,:;84

2.3 Number of migrant workers' c:;:ildren attendinc;
full-time coNpulsory scilool:": (6-15 years) : 10,293

(*) The remaining pupils receive their ccampulsory
schooling abroad.

3. laka2MLYIEZELtiaaaIlai

3%1 Number of migrant workers' children over compulsory
school age and below the ag,.; of 21 (16.21 years):
6,801

3.2 Total population over complisory school age and
below the a.e of 21 (16-21 years): 28,603

3.3 Number of migrant workers' cflildren in this ago
group attending institutions of upperseoondary
education: no figure:; rwailable.

C. EDUCA.TI N Ai.ND OP 'i,DRICERS

1. Number of migrant rker3 under the age of 21
attending- tours us of g',;n1 ciucation or of
vocationfd training for aulto: no figures
available.

2. Number of micr?..nt workers over th,E, of 21
attending c,4urs,:ss of t:enor-i education or of
vocational training for no figures
available.
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Emigration from Malta is almost wholly directed to
Australia, the United Kingdom, Canada and the United States of
America.

The information and the replies to questions concerning
Malta have been prepared in relation to what is done in respect
of emigrants directed to these four countries.

i. Article 3 of the Migration and Settlement Agreement
between the Governments of Australia and Malta provides
for the supply of information on Australia by the
Australian Government to the Maltese Government and to
Maltese citizens interested in Australia. This information
includes education and facilities for learning the English
language, and is normally supplied to prospective migrants
through specially prepared leaflets.

Prospective migrants to Canada are issued with leaflets
concerning different aspects of life in Canada, including
education. These leaflets are prepared by the Canadian
Authorities and giver to prospective migrants by the
Malta Department of Labour and Emigration (Emigration
Division).

ii. Before departure, mi7cants have to comply with the health
requirements of the immigration country concerned. This
applies also to children. Moreover, migrants hold a cert-
ificate of all vaccinations or innoculations they had to
carry out.

Purthermore, migrant:3 are also advised, before departure,
to take with the: any certificates of vaccinations or
innoculations which thei2 children have carried out.

iii. No arrange.men,:s exist for the traininc, r;f teachers in
Malta to help with the cducation of the children of Maltese
migrant workers. It pc,ssible, hoovcr, that some
Maltese emigrants including teachers may be engaged in
the tc,aohinE of childr:1 including those of Maltese
migrants.

iv. Yo arranunients exist for the educational and/or occup-
ational re-intration r: migrant crIzers and their
children on their return to liniLq.

lc 4 *, 4: * * *
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PART I

POLICY, LEGISLATION AND EXPERIMENT

A. POLICY ASPECTS

1. Policywithregard to education and traii.inz

a. General

The Government is responsible for the well-being not
only of the Dutch population but also of foreign workers
living in the Netherlands.

If the foreign worker is to become a full member of
society it is essential that he be adequately instructed
regarding his legal position and the possibilities open
to him.

Policy with regard to foreign workers takes account of
various factors. These are responsibility for providing
employment, creating work for the unemployed, public
order, public health, housing, education and social
guidance and help - in short, the responsibility for
the welfare of this section of the community.

On the assumption that a satisfactory policy is only
possible with the participation of all involved, co-
operation has taken place-between the Ministries con-
cerned (trade and industry and the other bodies con-
cerned with this complicated question).

b. Policy with regard to adult education

Besides their concern to provide housing which is
acceptable by Dutch standards, the Government, employers
and non-governmental organisations are promoting measures
designed to foster as well as possible the process of
adjustment of foreign workers to Dutch society.

Steps are being taken to make the - mostly short - stay
of foreign workers as purposeful as possible. These
workers deserve to be given the opportunities of develop-
ment which are their right, not merely as essential
and valued manpower, but also as people.

Special assistance is offered to those who become more
integrated in the Dutch community either tarough
marriage to a Dutch. woman or because they -Ire joined
by their wives and families.
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An important condition for integration of a foreignworker is a minimum knowledge of Dutch and some idea ofthe country's cultural Lackuound. Firms which employforeign workers, and numerous non-governmental organis-ations engaged in weicveing and assisting such workers,attach great; inportance to teaching them the language.
This does not mean that they havt fort sie.t of the factteat an emplcyoe who will be restaining in the Netherlandsfor only a short ttre probably stand9 i% greater need ofacquiring a proper knowledge of his own mother tongueand the ability to read and write it than he has of Dutch.

c. l'olicz with reEard to.coulleory education of immigrantEETTuren

Under the 1969 Compulsory Education .:et (see 3 below)the immigrant parents (or guardians) of children ofschepl age are obliged tc have them enrolled in a prim-ary school and must send them to school regularly.
The competent authority - the municipal council in thecase of a public p-imary school and the school board inthe case 0; a p.rivate prime-ey school - enjoys full aeto-roziy with regard to the way in which it organises theteaching of immigrant children.

There is a tendency to concentrate immigrant children asfar as possible until they have acquired a command ofDutch sufficient to enable them to attend ordinary less-ons. In this way it is usually possible, with the priorapproval of the Ministry cf Education and at Governmentexpense, to atach to the school concerned one or moreadditi.enal Dutch teachers or foreign auxiliary teachersto meet the needs of these children.

In view of Inc desirability of reaching the foreign childas quickly as rossible, endeavours are generally made toens ire that integration into Dutch schools takes placeas rapidly and as semoth3y as possible.

Side by side with the idea of integration is the desirenot to sever the immigrant child - particularly the childwho will probably remain in the Netherlands only tempor-arily - from the language and culture of his homeland.

2. The main_psoblems in the education of imaiaantzhilaren
The chief problms in the education of immigrant childrenare, in the first place, the language; and secondly, thenumber of rationalities involved, which means a great div-ersity in children's cultural backgrounds.

1.
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As a ru1,1 immigrant children are scattered throughout
Dutch schools. This makes it difficult to develcp Epeoial
curricula in placs whore it is impossible to gather them
together for any length of time or for some of the lessons.
.till, since seattering promotes the integration of the
child-nn, it may, dkspite this drawback, be regs.rded as
beneficial.

As far as possible, the authorities arc helpful in allowing
the children to be taught in the language and c'ulturo of
their country of origin, in particulc:s the cz_E, of
children who will be in the Netherlands only temoorariiy.
In their case, the chief considoration is the parents'
wishes.

3. Ler.-Iorkers.
Initially, it was thought that foreign workers would be
3ikcly to stay for only a short time.. Conseciltently, the
problems relating to their stay mainly concerned industry
and the local. Isthorities.

The demograph!. ...tuation in the Petherlands does not just-
ify our encouiv,:fng immigrant workers to settle permanently.
It is an inescapablt fact that the Netherlands needs man-
power from other countrios, and not now immigrant families
who will se5.tie permanertty.

The results of a recent investigation into the length of
stay of immigrant workers established that a major pro-
portion of them - an estimated 25 % - settlo in the Nether-
lands indefinitel:r, if not permanently. This now finding
constit-it(.s .'ctor which canncr bc ig-,.)re: in the fra:ning
of future policy.

T.ho :ontr'll Statistical Office (CBS) has established nat
nt b:1Tinning of the sixties the rate of re-umigratton
after 2:s years was around 50 % of the rate of original
immlr;ration. After 1965 the percentage dropped to 30-40%.
Whtther such a drop will continuo or n')t cannot be said
with certainty, thr.sugh the CBS articipf7stes thnt the per-
centage be 35,-; duriL the first half of the seventies.

4. lIlicdjulementation and private initiative

a. Adult traininu

There are a variety of cduc'ttional '1%ct opport-
unitic:s oncn to immigrant worl=so

./.



- Part-time elementary technical education (L.T.0.)

In view of the lanmLrg.: barrier and the nature of this
type of education, being part of, tho ordinary Dutch educ-ation system, it is quite exceptinnel for immigrant workersto be able to attend classes in the evenings or at weekends.
E:xeptions are formed by the courses in welding techniquesoffered at Oss (North Brabant) and at Schoonhoven.

Llomentry technical education is covered by the existingrelnt errancements made by the Ministry of Education and_cience.

- Adult Professional Training Centres

If eligible, immigrant workers may be admitted to thesecentred. The centres are maintained by the Ministry ofSocial Affairs.

Since 4-ho 1:ethcriands is not an immigration country, adultimmigrn_lt workers are not admitted to such centres withinthe frartework of any immigration policy as such. The only
foreign workers to be admitted are those who have an adequatecowmand of Dutch. It is assumed that as a rule this is notacquirod until aftor a stay of about a year in th6 Nether-
lands. Although immigrant lec2kers are admitted to the centreson the assumption that the knowledge they acquire there willbenefit tl,e Netherlands economy for some time, no obstaclesare put in the way of their leaving the Netherlands earlier,if they so desire.

- Industrial traininz

Such training relates to technical training for the jobwhich the knAployee is doind in industry.

Grants toprd the cost of industrial training are made byth-) Ministry of Social Affairs on the basis of the IndustrialILL'aining Regulation.

- Short courses

A variety of courses afford training of various kinds. Inthe majority of- cases they are arranged by institutions con-cerned with ermelising courses in subjects for which no train-inc is oths,rwise provie.ed. There &re also cases where immi-grant workers organised ceursos on their own initiativewith the aid of interpreters.

- Adult education activities

Vrs.3.0us iL.A.ra:v.ks wiLhin the frnmewor! of adultcAlw,ation uy private: institutions, notably ore,anisations con-cerned wit'. the rell-1)eing of irrraigrant worlzers, in FolkSchoc1.1 and Adult Education Centres, Hued also by actiongroups whiCa deft.L1 the interests of foreira workers. auImp-lc s are Du .;11 c.uvfles, nrofeuniopal courses jnleisure tie,. and General education courses. /



b. EdlicItion for children of school age

Primer;.- education

The Ministry of Education has instructed the State Primary
Schools Insrectorate to lend a helping hand to the boards df
schools attended by immig.oz.nt children.

Such assistance includes giving schools permission to deviate
from toe timetable to enable them to give immigrant children
extra leseens in Dutc and lessons in the language and culture
of their homelands.

Since the situat. varies from school to school, no definite
stardeerds have been laid down. The Inspectorate offers assist-
ance wherever necessary and wherever feasible, but uses its
discretion from case to case. In 1973 it became possible to
make grants to the boards of schools wishing to put the teach-
ing of the immigrant children in their care in the hands not
of an additional Dutch teacher but of a feroign auxiliary
teache. The grants are intended to cover part of the salaries
avid ot'aer expenses connected with the appointment of such
auxiliaries.

In principle, then, immi?..rant children are given a Dutch
educatioa, while in addition end wherever possible the
requisite assistance is gi..en to eaalae them to be edue=ttod
in the language and culture of their country of origin. It
is estirat)d that 53 additional teachers will be required to
teach the liildren of imiligrant workers.

The Ministry of Educ.:Ition is considering appointing two in-
specters 'coordinators), if possible with experience in the
education of foreign children, who would have speciAl res-
ponsibiliv for ensuring the proper reception of immigrant
children into the Dutch primary education o:rstem. It would
be thL job of these educationists to advise the members of
the State Inspectorate in matters rela-Ailg to the assistance
which the latter grant to schools attended by immigrant
-;hildren.

'hey might be concerned furthermore with the coaching of
3taff charged with teaching immivant children (there is no
specific training for this in the k4cCderlands), with the
establishment of langwtgo laborotooic)s, the orgaoination of
documentetion centres, and the es-ablishment and maintenance
of contac,s with groups and orgri%isations conccvned with the
welfare of is ivants ccnd thAr kaildren.

Moreover, the Ministry is working to produe, two booklets on
Dutch educa-Jion, One the bec..lets will be givun to pros-
; active; imnigrant workers in their native countl'ics. It will
then be possible for them, when considering whether or not
to proce,A. ,to the 1`1etherlandE;1 to 1-11ro some idea of the
education _ opportunities open to ti-Lmselvk,s their
children. The booklet is of a se:Acwhat more. Gen,ral ./.
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character than the second, which will be given to the workers
on arrival in the retherlends. The idee. is to produce theto bcelaets in six or seven languages.

Since a knowledge of Dutch is essential fr children attend-
ing Dutch primary schools, immigrant workers with childrenbelow school age are being strongly advised to send them to
nursery* school, to erable them to learn to understand Dutchas eol1-,r as pusible.

Secondary education

In. the Netherlands, children arc liable for compulsory educ-ation until their 15th year. since 1971, they may also be
recluired to receive part-time education for one or two days
a .treek until their 18.th year (at present one day a week for15 end 1G year olds.)

Immirreet children who are no longer of primary school agomuse spe-sd the remairius. part of their compulsory educationpe-eied Lt secondary schoole.

As with primary educati on, the languege barrier proves inpractice to 1-e the chief obstacle to a normal secondary educ-a4ien. Special fs-ilities in the form of reception clssseshave been provided in scconaer: sehoels of which, experienceshows, three types are mainly used :

- elementary and intermediate genern.l secondary schools
- elementary technical education (LTO)

- elementary domestic science, trade and technical education(LHNO).

In 1973, through the establishment of classes for non-Dutch.Leaking children, opportunities have boon created in thegeneral secondary education sector for the education of immisergrant childn.

5. Aspects of no:I-Euro cnn immirration

As far as the problem at present under study is concerned,the situation in tic Netherlands takes on an additionaldimension ae a :result of the presence of considusable numbersof workers Leionging to ellochthonous groups - persons oherthan these involved in intra-European migration.

In January 1972 the total number of aliens in the Notherlendswas spproxisately 50C,Gf,'0. The majorit7 of, these were foreignworkrs. Oueer numerically significant groups were formed byAmboynese, refugees, 2c-)plce from try c overseas parts of theKingdom, rin1;ionals of other EEC countries, and Chinese.

It :ould be true to say that the people of the Netherlandsleeve a tretion .if hospitality towards aliens., The Nether-lariCs has civ(d an aUserbed large numbers of refugeesis the cours_ of its history.
./.
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So far, no serious minority problems have ari 1n the
Netherlands from the presence of diverse allochthonous
:croups. This can be attributed to the regulating influence
.ixercised by the Government and local authorities, during
he absorption process. In principle, policy in this field
varies in accordance with time, place and circumstances.

B. LEGISLATION

. NursezIa_sc7lools

These s.lhools are governed by the 1955 Nursery Schools
Act, and are for children below compulsory school age.
By cruating appropriate play situa.,dons the schools aim
70 pro' -ide physical and sensory training, to stimulate
social and intellectual doyclopmcnt, and to develop the
use of lrnguage and other means of expression.

Thu work and play curricula are dra:m up by the schools
themselves.

Yursery schools with a certain number of immigrant children
'generally 8-10) arc, where necessarz and feasible, per-
mitted an additional nursery teetcher at State expense.
There is, however, no corpulsion.

2. Primary Schools

Primary schools are governed by the 1920 Primary Education
Act. The specifies which subjects must be taught and
which may be. At least 4,040 hours of instruction per
school-year must be given, on the basis of a curriculum.
Befcre he commencement of the school-year a t7'.metable is
drawn up per subject for the distribution of the subject
matter over the various classes.

Departures from the timetable are possible, but only with
prior periA3sion from the State inspectorate of scaools.
It is these discretionary powers that enable inspectors to
I'velp schools attended by immigrant children to adapt their
teaching to the children's needs.

The 1(;1,9 Compulsory Education Act requires parents (or
Guardians) of childrca of school age to enroll them at a
PriMarY school and to ensure that they attend the school
regularly. The Act. alplios he children of foreign work-
ers just as much as to ether children.

Education becomes compulsory on 1 August of tl,e year in
which a child attains the age of r) 7ears and 8 months.
A chi :mod may, however, be admitted tc a prilimry school if
he has attained the age of 6 prior to 1 CctC.-.(:r of the
..ear of admission.
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Although the 920 Primary Education Act provides for 1,040hours of Dutch education (given in Dutch and oriented towardsDutch cultu:se) in each school-year, it is possible to departto some extent from the curriculum within these 1,040 hoursin order to make room for teaching in the language and cult-ures of other countries. This is purely a voluntary matter,however.

It: is customary for a report for each subject to be drawnup periodically (3 or 4 times a year). Such reports must becoon and siuned by the parents (or guardians) concerned andreturned to the school. The headmasters of primary schoolsare required by law to draw up reports (in a prescribed form)for each child in the 6th class (the top class) for whom ad-mission to a secondary school is being sought. Such reportscontain the pupil's marks in each subject and recommendationsrjgarding the typo of secondary school for which the head-master considers him to be most suited.

3. Secondary education

Sccondar7 education is governed mainly by the 1968 SecondaryEducation A- t. The Act covers pro-university education, gen-eral secondary education, vocational education and s fewother specific types of secondary education.

Where tl,o numbers of immigrant children justify it, thereare specisl (elementary) v.)cational education provisions incertain regions in the form of sn.:cial reception clauses, thept:sspose of which is to bring the pupils ns rapidly as possibleup to a level whore they can follow the 7segular lessons.
One of the avenues opened up by the possibility of departingfrom the r,ormal curriculum is the giving of lessons in themother tongue of the imTnijrant child and in his own ,culture.To this end, endeavours arc made to recruit tonchers fromthe pupil's country of origin.

During the school-yesr 1972-1973 arrangements were made forthe first tirac. for srecial reception classes in elementaryvocational shools in the Rijnmond area. Such arrangements(extra hours for assignments, smaller classes) arc to beextended in the school-year 1 973 -1 974 to 6 elementary tEchn-ical school classes and elementary domestic science, Lradcand industrial school clauses in a total of 9 schools.
In tbc: m..ncral secondN education af--;cLor arrangomentn 'rivebeen made for the formation of classes femaQicn spcakinrpupils, for the benefit of children in pre-university mkAt,(VWO), and higher and interrndiatc general secondrtry school::(HAVO and MAVO) who cannot pit express themselves ndc.riuntklyin Dutch, is :;tordnm and Rott.rdpm von) fcund to have sufficicn4. nuinb()rp of such pupils to warrant this.

0/0
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Some pur113 whose command of Dutch is sufficient for them
to benefit from a general secondary or pre-university
school education may nevertheless have difficulty with
.mo or or subjents if they hnve only attended primary
School ia the 2:.t:lerl..nvid.3 fee a :short -1.me or not at all.

To deal with such pronemo, permission is granted, subject
7,o certain conditions, for the pupils in question to be
given additional coaching. This is of an ad hoc nature
and is given by teachers of the schools concerned.

. Post-secondary education

A command of Dutch is essential .for any form of higher
1,1cation. Frovided they have this, there is nothing to

nt foreigners from registering es students, except
subjects of medicine, dentistry and veterinary

se e_ in the universities.

5. Adult training

The Directorate-General for Employment in the MiListry of
3ocial Lffairs is responsible for policy relating to adult
-.;raining. This is one means of reconciling supply aid demand
on the labour market. Various adult training regulations
have been drafted of which those dealing with c.dult pro-
fessional training centres, industrial training schemes
mad gra.ilt rezulations are relevant to immigrant workers:

The Netherlands Government takes the view that professional
training in later life is primarily a matter for employer
and employee. However, if it appears that the employer or
el:.ployee cannot reasonably be expected to provide such
training, the necessary facilities are provided by the
Government.

Under the EEC Treaties, all inhabitants of territory
may make use of such facilities. The only obstacles are
thooe formed by the language barrier.

This arrangemen also applies to immigrant workers from
countries outsio the ED:, provided that, as a result of
work lahTfully perforred in the Netherlas, +.:!ey have ac-
quired cert.ein labovr rights, mad provided they have an
r.d..quate command of Dutch. The time required for acquiring
s'Acil a command is generally reckoned to be 1-1;h- years of
residenet, in the Netherlands.

6. Ad'ilt e'ucatien

In 1<;'71 rogulatioA. ce,mo into force govrni1.4r, grants for
eom.auLity developmeLt work and facilities fo.i: thc bLawfit
of groups whose sw7ial and aulturn1 position in Dutch
si)ciot:r is such thit spocinl measures ore rcr-lircd to got
them acccptcd end -,.sorbed into the co=nit... Thcsu rry-
ulations have enabled voluntary organisation, eoncerned
with the problems of ir.migrant workers to bci fit from
Government financial support ;.

1
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C. RESEARCH AND 1MPERIMENTATION

Hitherto no research prcper has Leen n-aried out into theeducation of children of immigrant workers nor into that ofthe education and training of adult immigrant workers.The following educational experiments, hcwovor, have booncarried out :

1.
:illoLI.2:a:Laal9.21

A few years ago Rotterdam Municipal Council began developinga method of teaching designed to get immigrant children tounderstand Dutch as quickly as possible.
A group of teache.,'s visits the schools attended by immigrantchildren. The children are then brought toguther to be taughtDutch LI mixed groups of 5-10 pupils (10 is the upper limit)for half an hour 4 days a week.
Each lessen comprises the systematic presentation, with thehelp of modern audiovisual aids, of 6 sentences employing alimited vocabulary.

The original system has now boon extended; a second part hasbeen added comprising 48 lessons daeing which the vocabularyis systematically built up to some: 500 words, with room forextension to 1000 words.

2. Reception elasses_Erolect

In a few of the larger population centros special receptionclasses have been formed in elementary vocational schools forimmigrant children of various netionalities, as have also"bridge" classes in combined general secondary schools (VW,HAVO and M:X0). The curriculum of the classes departs some-what from the normal transition class curriculum in theschools concerned, in that teaching in one of the modern lang-u os nor-arlly taught (Freach, German or English) is replacedby lessons in thu pupils' mother tongues and cultures. Atpresent there is a one-ye;Ir limit on the duration of the ex-periment. TN.) authorii-y 1:or f..1:es arranRcluts relating toreception.classes deriv(z ':'nn the 1,68 2econdary Education.ACt

3. Adult education exporinni

During 197n-1973 an exp.riment was c'ir-icd out at the FolkHigh School, Bergen (North Hollrnd) with adult education forTurkish wee;:ers. The group invo*ved com;isted of 40 tO 50participant. The nctivitior f(11 into two parts. There wereDutch leas' n: aimed crtini3 a basis for discussion, andthere Tdc.r3 conver3ntions bulwtm Dutch nnd Turkish parti cip-ants (most of the former with bnGkGround of social sciunce
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teaching) to encourage the participants to take the init-
iative in attendirg Lourses, making good use of leisure
time, acquiring an understanding of their social situation
and organising religious fustivals.

4. TV Dutch courses for immigrant workers

The r'jor role played by a command of Dutch in the process
of. cocial integration has led Teleac in Utrecht to draw up
a special Dutch language course for immigrant workers. The
course will begin in the 1974 --1975 son son.
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PART II

STATISTICS

010
tb,\100.,

The following statistics have been provided by the Centrel Bureau
of Statistics, The Hague.

A. TOTAL NUMBER OF IMMIGRANT WORKERS

1. Total number of immigrant - 154,7' -6 including 92,767
workers from recruitment countries

(as at 1.1.1972)

2. Breakdown by recruitment - see Appendix I
country

3. Total working population - see Appendix II

B. EDUCATIO:1AL SITUTION WITH REGARD TO CHILDREN

1. Nursery school -age

a. Number of immigrant
children of nursery age

b. Total number of pupils
of nursery school age

2. ::pschools

children in nu!:;

a. Number of immigrant
children of compulsory
school age

b. Total numbnr of children
receiving full-time
education

3. Number of immip;rant
children receiving full-
time education

3. Over school-leavinpLage

a. ITumb.,?.r of immigrant
children over school-
leaving age, but below
21 (ye!irs

- unkrv_rm

-
:as at 1.1.1973)

unknown

- the total number of children
below 15 years is 67,327
(as at 1.1.1973)

- 2,275.219

- fic,u2es only available for
prii_ary education (GLO)

- un%Lnwn
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b. Total number of pupils
over school-leaving toga,
but below 21 years

c. Number of immigrant
children over school-
leaving age receiving
secondary and post-
secondar,7 education

C. ADULT EDUCATION AD TRAINING

No figures available.

- 1,116.148

- figures available only for
the universities ; see
uniirersity statistics
19?1/1972, Table 9
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APPENDIX
Breakdown by recruitment country, as at 1.1.1973

Country of nationality Number

Greece OO0000040 OOOOOOOOOOO $.00800414140 2,284
Morocco OOOOO ... 24,120
Portugal . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 4,114
Spain OOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOO 21,071

Tunisia 532
Turkey 31,013
Yugoslavia OOOOO OOOOO ......... OOOOO . 9,633

41111iIMINENNII

92,767

APPENDIX II

Volume of labour - 1972 average (provisional figures)

Total for industry and Government 4,694.000 man-years

excluding :

Registered labour reserve 115.000 man-years
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EMSLAIRMUMEAUTIMUT

A, Ea=
1, All children regardless of nPt!.cnality, who ore of

compulsory school age (age groups 7 - 16) have a
right and obligation to attend compulsory school.

The (local) school board la responsible for arranging
auxiliary teaching for pupils in compulsory school
who requiro extra help, in accordance with the
instructions issued by the Ministry cr Church and
Education.

2. The lack of teachers who speak the children's native
language.

3. With regard to the children's schooling the approach
has been the Same whether the family expects to be
here permanently or temporarily, so the difficulties
are not to a groat extent connoctod with this
distinction.

4. What most municipalities do, of necessity, is try to
;each the pupils Norwszian as quickly ua posniblo,
so as to enable them to follow the regular instruction,

The municipality of Oslo, which has the greatest
number of foreign children (465 in Basic School) has
establishod a part-time post for a onsultant who has
:he teaching of foreign children as his special field.

Teaching in tho mother tongue has now started for
japaneso pupils (Marienlyst, 5 lessons a week), and
is plannod for Yugoslav, Italian and Pakistani pupils
in Oslo.

The Basic School Council has started to work out a
teaching programme for the toaching of Norwegian as
a foreign language, intended for foruin children.

B. Legislation

No special legislation exists. As will appear from the
answer to "Part I A. Policy", the right and obigation to attend
a compulsory school i3 common to all children ruf!ardlcss of
nationality. Concerning secondary education, hiclier education
and adult education, foreigners' possibilities fur attending
courses are on a par with Norwugian nationals.

I/.
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STATISTIC

exhaustive statistics are available on the miarant workerpopulation. Accounts are only being kept of the number of non-Norweigian'eltizens actually working in the ecantry, not of theirfamili3a, Thu eitur.tion is, however, that a considerable rumburof the migrant workers have their families in their home countries.The figures quoted are om 31 August 1973.

A. Migrant wonimmulption

le 21,169 (active wurkers)

2.a. The Nordic (Jou:Arius

Denmark 4,722
Finln.nd 1,121
lc.)land 251
SwedJn 2,012

Total: 8,106

b. Other European countries

Austria 162
Belgium

71Bulgaria
7Ireland 44France 261

Germany Wast and West) 1,201
Grett Britain 2,290Greece 90Hungary 146Italy

332
Netherlands 674
Poland 31t
Portugal L28
Romanic.

10Switzer and 240Soviet Union
59Spain

272
Czechosluvakia 200Turkey

559Yugoslawl.a
897

Others:
11

I/
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co Amerioan Continent

Canada 218
USA
North and Central America

1,653

apurt from Canada and USA 29
South. America 1E1

siSt
Ovi

00,

d. Africa

Algeria
Morocco
Tunis

Others:

33
505
29

215

0, Asia

India 192
Pakistan 1,.432

Others: 397

1, Oceania

g. Stateless and citivonship
not stated 75

3. 3,948,235 (December 1972)

B. Educational situation of micTint workers' children

1. Pre-school educationa

1.1. Figuros not available

1.2. 458,712

1.3. Figures not available

2. Comeulsory education

2.1. Figures not c!vailable

2.2. 559,618

2.3. Figures not available

3. Post-oom2ulsory education

3,1. Figures not available

3.2. 559,618

3.3. Figures not available

/
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C. pdueatottins of migrants.

1. Figures not available

2. Figures not available

Courses tor foreigners are run by educational organisationsall over the country. These organisations receive substantialstate grants.

As to the approximately 30,000 foreigners who serve in theNorwegian merchant marine, they may apply for admittance to theordinary maritime schools on an equal footing with Norwegiansailors.

ye,
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POLIg).1.211212aa:LAALIWIMENT
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With regard to Spain's policy on the education and training
of migrant workers and their ohilOren and with particular
reference to education of children whila subject to
compulsory schooling in the host country, this report
summarises the statement made b, the Tuchnical Secretary
of the Sohuol Council for the exonsion of education to
Spanish emigrants at the UNESCO meeting on 22-26 October 1973
on the education of Spanish emigrant workers and their
children.

1. Motives andantecedents

Access to culture is a right conferred on all Spaniards by
the country's fundamental statutes.

Basic general education (ducacilin general basica) and
elementary oocupational training are oompulsory for
childran aged from 6 to 15 years.

Persons temporarily or permanently away from their home
country for work or other reasons certainly cannot be
deprived of this right or exempted from this obligation.

In fact their position merits urgent and special consideration.

The Spanish emigrant is exposed to the impact of 2 cultures
with widely differing oharacteristio3: on the cne hand
Spanish cul'aare, a heritage to which he is attached for
sentimental as well as practical and utilitarian reasons,
and on the other the culture of the host country, which
affords him the opportunity to enrich his Aultural
knowledge and in which he must participate if he is to
become successfully integrated in his new environment.

These considerations have induced the authorities concerned
with Spanish culture to give increasing aid towards the
education of emigrants and particularly of their children
of compult;ory school age.

Initia?ly the Spanish Emigration Institute, an
administrative body set up under ".he authority of the
Ministry of Labour on 17 July 1956, endeavoured to meet
the educational needs of Spanish emigrants within the
limit of its budgetary possibilities.

.1
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To this end it Mid varying salaries, through the consulates,to teachers giving primary education to emigrants' childrenof school age. Where necessary, it also rented premises
whloh to set up schools and provided the requisite

educational material.

Ever greltor sums allocated by way of education grants have
facilitaWad the eductition of emigrants in both t) immiglsetioncountries fend in Spain.

The Institute has also paid feen to tutors oporuting anextenuivo network of .3ourses by radio in preparation for theadvanced secondary education certificate. Thanks to the
libraries, periodicals and other media for disseminating
culture which they possess, the centres for Spanish emigrantshave 'made an effective contrIbution to this cork of education.

However, the initial action by the Institute with regard tothe education of our emigrants baicame more and more
inadequate as the number of emigrants rose.

Avatmal beatwe4n the minItt.ELICWIE.14 1..11EE11121raox matolitfailiOriNETEMF-*

The agr-zr=it concluded between the Ministry of Labour and
the Ministry of alucation and Science on 28 July 1969 laid
the basis for more effcctive action to educate emigrants,
by dividing between the 2 ministries the responsibilities
which this action entails.

Schools Counoil for the extension of education...1112mie
!given s

As a result of this agreement, a Schools Ccuricil fcr the
extension of education to Spanish emigrants was set up,
with specific responsibility for educating emigrants and
ensuring that they have the same opportunities as Spaniards
resident in Spain,

Assis4nt cultural attaglisatemimalarl

The Spanish Ministry for Poroign Affairs has appointed
4 technical inspectors of education as assistant cultural
attaches for emigration to implement the Schools Counc.11's
programme.

At present theca attaches are appointed to Paris, Berne,
Bonn and Brusoels (the attache in this last city deals with
the education problems of Spanish emigrants in Luxembourg,
the Netheriax:s arid the United Kingdom as well as Belgium).

.1
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The Ministry of Education and Science has to date set up
education centres in the following countries:

Federal Republic of Germany 161
Belgium 21
France 61
Netherlands 21
United Kingdom 13
Luxembourg .2

Sweden 2
Switzerland 46

There are also other centres run exclusively by the
Spanish Emigration Institute and not yet subject to the
Ministry of Education.

Spanish teachers teach in various schools in the host
countries.

Over 1,000 schools have been set up for Spanish emigrants.

How the education is given

In organising this education it was borne: in mind that, if
it were left aolely to the schools of 1.11e host country to
educate our emigrants and more particularly their children,
these would be deprived of the considerable advantage of
knowing the Spanish language and culture and would also
have serious difficulties in recovering their place in
Spanish life when they returned to Spain, as most of them do.

On the other hand, to provide Spanish classes solely for
emigrants' children, and possibly the parents too, would
prevent them from becoming integrated, as is desirable,
in the social and cultural life of the host country and
would end by creating virtual ghettos.

Our centres therefore have the task of giving migrants who
do not speak the language of tha country in which they
live preparatory and introductory instruction in it and
a supplementary role among those who have already been
incorporated in that country!s schools.

In some cases, a teacher serves a number of different
places and in others children who travel to a centre in
school transport paid for by the Spanish Government.

Pupils attending these centres have the same school
record as is used in basic general schools in Spain.
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This record shows not only the marks awarded to the pupils
by the Spanish teacher but also thorns awarded by the teacher
of the country of residence. This solves the problem of
the integration of Spanish emigrants in the Spanish schools
system.

The pupils are provided with textbooks and other school
material free of charge.

1r9re.duadopoolaer(*notalcertirEcTal*-iitoducaMiz

Up to now possession of the primary education oertifioate
was a minimum requirement for any occupation. Today an
alternative is the "Graduado Esoolar" certiticate

The 2 certificates are awarded either at the end of the
primary education or basic general education phase, without
examination or, in the case of pupils who did not acquire
the requisite knowledge in the required time, subject to
the passing of a number of tests. These examinations are
held abroad periodically for the benefit of emigrants.

Pupils who for intellectual or other reasons are unable
to obtain this certificate although they have undergone
the appropriate schooling receive a certificate of school
attendance,

"Radio advanced secondary eduoation certificate"

A "radio advanced secondary education certifiCate" has also
been instituted. Lessons in preparation for this examination
are given by 94 tutors in the Federal Republic of Germany,
9 in Belgium, 2 in Canada, 26 in France, 10 in the Netherlands,
2 in the United Kingdom, 3 in Italy and 54 in Switzerland.

The tutors direct the work of the pupils, who study by means
of tape recorders, films and other audio-visual aide which
come from Spain. At the end of the courses, examination
boards from Spain travel to the various emigration countries.

Unimersity;education at a distance

An agreement has recently been concluded by the Ministry of
Education and Science and the Ministry of Labour with a view
to facilitating to the utmost emigrants' access to Spanish
university education.

Agencies have been set v.p in Paris, Bonn, Brussels and Berne
and, in principle, a hundred grants have been awarded for
the special'university entrance courses for persons aged
over 25 who do not hold the advanced secondary education
certificate generally required of university entrants.

a/
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panish emigrants and thoir children may qualify for the
grarts awardod in Spain and also for those intended
specially for them.

Tha following grants have thus been awarded:

- for Ltidietk.amin

12,165 grants totalling
30 "Prince of Spain" grants viz
12 "Francisco Franco" granta viz
155 grants for specialist university

or technical studies totalling

- for Ltudies abroad

6,273 grants totalling

Total

123,980,0W pts.
2,620,000 pte.
2,104,000 pts,

13,950,000 pts,

40,496,000 pts,

183,350,000 pts,
1111111M.MIrmall 11111111=

Vocational training courses and social and envtronmsntal=non qpurses

Before going abroad, an emigrant is given the opportunity
to attend vocational training courses and courses designed
to pl.opare him for the new social lifts and environment in
which he must find a place. Fourteen courses of the former
kind, and 26 of the latter have boon organised.

Perrranent education

This kind of education is being progressivoly organised
and is expeoted to spread as soon as the Ministry of
Education and Soionoe has issued regulations for it in
accordance with the now education act.

ElqmultAryyocational tra,inias

This kind of education is provided for under the present
education act; it is compulsory and free for persons who
have oonoluded their basic general education. Regulations
governing it are also in process of being framed.

2. Most host oountries do not understand - or at any rate they
have not introduced appropriate legislation - that their
educational responsibilities towards foreign workers must
not be confined to securing plAces for them in their own
schools. They should regard it as their duty, firstly,
to make available the resources necessary to give effective
assistance to those schools whose attendance is compulsory
and, secondly, to enable immisrants to proservQ and continue
to study the language and culture of their homy: country so
that on their return home they can bu integrated into the
Spanish education system or at least increase their
cultural knowledge.
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Any country which does not meet these needs - this meansmost countries - should facilitate the task of the Spanish
teachers, who are appointed by the council and wholly paidby Spain, by allowing them to give their lessons in its
own schools, even during normal school hours.

The actual situation is very different, however.

When, after difficult negotiations, authorisationito use
a country's official school premises is obtained, a mere
change in the local authorities is enough to prevent our
teachers from giving their lessons there. This and
similar situations, which are fortunately rare, sometimes
prevent Spain's efforts to take educational care of itsemigrants from producing satisfactory results.

Apart from its questionable educational value, the hOmeworkwhich teachers give their pupils always causes a Spanish ohild
anxiety: fcr a number of reasons, mainly because he does
not know the language, he is unable to do work which his
classmates can perform with ease.

Neither must it be forgotten that immigrant children comefrom the lowest social and cultural strata of society, sothat their parents are unable to help or guide them in their
homework.

In countries where the learning of one or more foreign
languages is compulsory, it should be accepted that
immigrant children should be taught the language of their
countries of origin if their parents so wish. In some
countries, the education material sent to the Spanish
schools is subject to customs duty.

Similarly, such centres are not always provided with the
facilities that are desirable for their establishment and
operation. Yet they have the twofold advantage of solving
serious social and family problems and of admitting childrenwith psycho-physical or behavioural difficulti9s.

It will be noted that the schools established by Spain
abroad always have teachers from the host country in
addition to those sent from Spain.

In all countrie8 there is a shortage of places in nursery
schools, kindergartens and other pre-school establishments.

3. The difficulties which the children of our emigrants have
in adjusting o the education systems of the host countries
is even greater when their stay in the foreign country
is temporary, particularly when their integration in the
host country follows a period of schooling in Spain. Such
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children need special educational treatment, both to
learn quickly the language of the country whore they
live and to preserve n sound and adequate knowledge of
the Spanish language and culture.

4. The assistant cultural attaches for emigration (at
present there is one in Bonn, ono in Paris and one in
Brussels, and there will shortly be one in London)
maintain permanent contact with tne education authorities
of the countries where they live, with a view to
solving the problems and difficulties referred to above,

Sometimes approaches are at a high level. In June 1973,
for example, negotiations on the education of our emigrants
were conducted in Berne between a Swiss committee of
experts and experts from Spain.

Spanish teachers who teach in immigration countries in
accordance with the legislation of those countries, with
their work guided and co-ordinated through the offices
of the assistant cultural attaches, do their utmost and
use all their ingenuity to find the best possible solutions
to the difficulties of each case,

B. LE1ISLATION

2. The major legislation and agreements on the education of
Spanish emigrants are the following:

General Education Act No. 14 of 4 August 1970

Section '47 stipuiates that special attention shall be
paid to the educAtion of emigrants and their children,
at all levels and stages and in all its forms.

Emigration Act No. (1971)

"The state shall afford the emir rant and his family
tha best educational opportunities in accordance
witn the General Education Act.

As provided in that Act, the Ministry of Education
and Science shs;.11 attach special importance to the
education of emigrants 1-And their children at all
levels and stases and according to all methods.
To this end the said Ministry shall, in agreement
with the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and the
Ministry of Labour, sot up and endow such state
education centres as art: necessary and shall
introduce such courses and education systems as
the special circumstances created by emigration
call for. It shall establish an adequate system

4/.



of education grants to enable such education to bereceived in Spain or abroad. The Ministry ofEducation and Science shall also lay down thestandards for the recognition or confirmation ofstudios carried out by emigrants at educationQentros abroad."

With a view to implomenting the provisions of the Act, theSpanith Emigration Institute, in consultation with theMinistry for Foreign Affairs and the tratle union organisation,submits to the Ministry of Education and Scionoe each year,through the Ministry of Labour, a survey of eluoationalrequirements based on the distribution and circumstances ofthe emigrant population; it also takes a direct part inthe co-ordination that is established.

By means of no-ordination between the directorate off' theSpanish Emigration Institute and the directorate of SocialAdvancement, the state gives emigrants knowledge of theirnew environment and fits them for their occupations abroad.
With the same objective in view, the Spanish EmigrationInstitute may give support to appropriate special contrasand secure and co-ordinate support from national, foreignor international firms and organisations, both public andprivate.

The Spanish Emigration Institute co-ordinates its actionin this field with the trade union organisation and thesecretariat of the National Movement.

Agreement of 26 July 1969

With a view to "ensuring the education of Spanish emigrants'children in the various foreign countries while affordingthem real equality of opportunity with residents in Spain"and to "raising the cultural level of adult emigrants", theagreement provides for the setting up of a schools councilfor the extension of education to Spanish emigrants andlays down the council's powers and the responsibilitiesof the 2 ministries involved.

Various other provisions regulate in detail the variousaspects of emigration.

I. Before leaving Spain, emigrants are provided with fullinformation on the customs, laws :Ind other aspects of theirfuttlro countries of residence. The information naturallycovers educational opportunities in both the new country'sown schools and in the education centres maintained bySpLin.

.1
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE.

On 31 May 1973,4. comprehensive dossier was submitted to
the Secretariat comprising among other publioationJ an
"Emigration Outdo". (Sul;plementary information on the
subject is enclosed.)

II. Every pupil in Spanish education centres is issued with
a school record in which are entered thd sohooling LailrkAdy
reoC-:(1, the educational level attained and the marks
receLad by him.

In additimn, a personal progress file is established fJr
each pupil in which are recorded not only the above-
mentio.IA educational details but also particulars
concerning his phywical condition and state of health.

Each pupil receives an extract from this register (ERPA).
(A specimen extract is enclosed.)

III. With regard to the training of teachers responsible for
eduoating migrant workers' children abroad, please
consult the report submitted to the Council of Europe
on L Noveftber 1973, a copy of which is enclosed.

IV. In the school record referred to above, each teacher
responsible for educating emigrants records all the
marks obtained by their pupils in his own subjects and
those obtained in the schools of the country of residence.

When a pupil returns to Spain, the school record enables
hi.1 to placed in the appropriate educational phase of

sc,hools.

Spanish pupils Clo attain the advanced secondary education
level abroad am. qualify for university education are
admitted to higher education in Spain.

Professional certificates acquired by Spanish workers
abroad are accepted if the holder applies for a post in a
Spanish firm, even if not recognised officially.

C. RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION

With a grant from the German Catholic Church, the Spanish
Archbishopric Migrations Committee carried out a study
in the Ruhr basin on the education problems of Spanish
children in Germany. The findings are recorded in 3
volumes which are being translated into German with a
view to publication.

The Spanish Emigration Institute is currently carrying cut
a study on the problems posed by the education of Spanish
emigrants' children in Switzerland.

.1
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A practioal analunis was nude of ',.;112 problem of bilingualeduoation and of pupils' soholastio bnokwardnose andfailure. To this end many children Nnrc sqbjected to aseries of tests, minly in Geneva, Lausanne, Houchetel,La Chaux-de-Fonds, Berne, Zurich, Winterthur and
Schaffhausen and parents, teachers and persons dealingwith education questions in any capacity were interviewed.

.f.
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FART II

STATISTICS

Although Spain is beginning to be an immigration
country, it is difficult to give statistics on immigrants
as most of them are ostensibly tourists or temporary
visitors who work clandestinely.

Even those who make their work situation legal
generally keep their families in their home countries.

The problem of the education of immigrants and their
children has therefore not so far arisen.

Atlases of Spanish emigration, covering the years
1968, 1970 and 1971, were submitted on 31 May 1972. An
atlas covering 1972 is also available now.

/
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PART III

DOCUMENTATION

In the above- mentioned report submitted to the Councilof Europe on 31 May 1972, reference was made to 2 kinds of
publications, one intended for emigrants and the other
containing studies on emigration.

Copies of these publications are available at the
technical secretariat of the Schools Council for the extension
of education to Spanish emigrants. In addition, there are the1972 edition of the emigration atlas, the 1973 emigration plan,a compilhensive emigration survey and the 1972 statistics ofassisted Spanish emigration.
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PART I

POLICY, LEGISLATION AND EXPERIMENT 10101°44
MOse4MOOMMAIIMUUMMOVIOMMOOOMOOMMOIM

A, POLICY

Like the majority of European countries, Sweden has never
se; out to be an immigration country. On the other hand
the Government and Parliament of Sweden have both subscribed
to the principle of maximum mobility across national
frontiers. Thus more than 400,C00 foreign citizens aril
more than 200,000 former aliens are resident in Sweden
today.

This does not mean that, immigration to Sweden is completely
free. On the contrary Sweden has adopted a policy of con-
trolled immigration, not for the sake of control, but as
one means of realising an immigration policy implying
equal treatment of native and foreign subjects. For this
reascn, access to employment and housing a;,e stipulated
as conditions for the award of labour and residence permits.

One of the fundamental principles of Swedish immigration
policy is to give the immigrant a genuinely free choice
between staying in Sweden and returning to his country of
origin or, alternatively, emigrating to a third country.

Question 1: Policy in regard to the provision of education
and training for migrant workers and their
children

Language teaching for adult immigrants

It is of tin greatest importance that, at an early stage of
their stay in Sweden, immigrants should receive Swedish
language teaching and an introduction to the Swedish way
of life. A law has been passed which entitles immigrants
to time off with pay to learn Swedish (see also Section B,
LWALationl. To enable immigrants to make use of the
public services, to communicate with various official
bodies and with their environment, to participate in
culture and information, additional support is required
from the community.

Information issued at places of work, schools and in the
community as a whole during the early period can be
obtained only through an interpreter or by furnishing the
information in the immigrants, own languages. Even in the
case of immigrants who have been in Sweden for some time
and acquired a certain knowledge of Swedish their knowledge

./.
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is often insufficient for them to acquire all informationnecessary. It is therefore important that information inthe immigrants' own languages should be given concurrentlywith Swedish language teaching. These 2 measures in com-bination should enable immigrants in due course to feel athome in and members of the Swedish commlnity.

Comeulsory teaching for immiGrant children

Immigrant children in Sweden receive compulsory schoolingto the same extent as Swedish children, ie from 7 to 16years of age. They have the same rights to teaching andeducational welfare as Swedish subjects.

In view of the difficulties encountered by immigrant childrenwhen entering a Swedish school the attempt is made, withinthe framework of compulsory schooling, to offer teachingthat is especially adapted for them both in content andmethod. Such teaching consists of different forms ofremedial *In:Aruction, aimed at facilitating their transitionto Swedish schooling, and of voluntary teaching in theirparent tongue in order to enable them to preserve anddevelop thir own language.

Labour market traininE

Aliens have formally the same opportunities as Swedishsubjects to participate in labour market training providedthey have the right to employment in Sweden and are judgedto be established on the Swedish labour market. To a con-siderable extent labour market training is given in specialcourses arranged by the Board of Education. It may alsotake place within thu regular training facillties.of
companies, administrative agencies and organisations. Theimmigrant receives a grant during the training.

The Labour Market Board in collaboration with the Board ofEducation and the labour market organisations are responsiblefor the planning of the vocational aspects and scope of thecourses. The length of training varies according to thevocational branch and the immigrant's prior knowledge. Inthe case of courses lasting more than 8 weeks the immigrantreceives education in civics, mathematics, physics, chemistry,Swedish and English in addition to vocational training. Inpreparation for vocational training, preparatory theoreticalcourses and courses of instruction concerning labour marketand educational conditions, among other things, are given.The latter ha'cre been c;_pi.sidered to be of special value forimmigrants. Swedish language courses of a maxim 2 monthsare also arranged for the latter.

.1
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During the budget year 1972-73 some 106,700 persona started
courses of labour market training, among whom come 11,580
immigrants (= 10.9%),

Within labour market training it has proved that many
immigrant's, owing to language difficulties, have difficulty
in follming the teaching although they have taken a 2-
month Swedish language courSe. Immigrants with such
difficulties can, for teaching of the aforesaid general
subjects, have one or more of the subjects replaced by a
corresponding innrease of Swedish language teaching. In this
context it may be mentioned also that, during the autumn
of 1973s. experimental vocational training of Finnish
immigrants in the Finnish language is to be tried out at
oertain,places within the framework of labour market
training.

Questions 2 and 4: Difficulties and measures to meet
them

Immigrant children

Two-thirds of the immigrant children at Swedish primary
schools are from the Nordic countries, particularly from
Finland, which alone represents mwe than 50% of the
total. Non-Nordic pupils come from some 30 groups of
nations, chiefly Yugoslays, Germans, Greeks and Turks. The
immigrant .element is highly comentrated in some municipal-
ities and countries, but is geographically widespread. For
municipalities with few immigrants the question of teachers
for remedial or native language teaching of immigrant
children is often difficult to solve in a satisfactory
manner. Remedial Swedish language teaching can generally
be arranged to a sufficient extent but, when the number of
pupils is small, it may be impossible to find teachers for
certain teaching in the native language.

The shortage of native language teachers may also be a
difficulty in municipalities with large numbers of
immigrants; for certain minor language groups teaching in
the native language may be altogether impossible. The most
favourable situation exists in the university towns, where
foreign students can be employed on a whole-time basis for
certain teaching of immigrants.

New recruitment of native language teachers for private
schools takes place at the start of each academic year.
The requirements on these teachers are that they have a
sufficient command of Swedish to be able to collaborate
with other school officials and to work in accordance with
the goals and guidelines of the Swedish curriculum. Througil
an agreement signed in 1967 Finland has annually been able

.1
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to supply the Swedish primary schools with a certain numberof well-trained bilingual teachers. The availability ofcompetwit teachers for the Finnish language group isthevefcre comparatively satisfactory. For other languagegroups it has been necessary for the moat part to seekteachers among immigrants in the country, The educationalbackground of the latter is more unavon than that of Finnishteachers.

During the academic year 1972-73, acoording to reports frommunicipalities, there were in primary schools of 115municipalities 605 teachurs for teaching in different nativelanguages, among whom 365 Finnish-speaking: The remainingteachers represented 24 national languages, among whom 68teachers in different Yugoslavian languages, 57 Greek, 24Turkish and 21 Italian.

During the summer of 1973 the Board of Education arranged -for the fourth year in succession - a 10-day continuation
coarse for these teachers on the goals and guidelines, pupilwelfare and subject methods at primary school. Continuationcourses are also arranged regionally and locally. Theremedial instruction in Swedish ("Swedish as foreignlanguage") is usually Riven by Swedish class or subjectte:chers. For these teachers as well cuntinuation coursesare arranged centrally, regionally and locally.

Many teachers, however, have found the continuation coursesarranged hitherto to be inadequate in scope and content, Amore advanced programme of continuation courses on immigrantquestions, with the emphasis on different categories ofschool officials, is at present being planned.

As from the academic year 1972-73 immigrant questions arealso a compulsory element in the basic training of allprimary school teacher categories. The Board of Educationalso offers an alternative elective course in Swedish asforeign language in the class-teacher training at 2 ofthe schools of education (80 and 160 hours respectively).Teacher training in 2 languages for above all Swedish andFinnish- speaking; students will start as from the school year1974-75. A continuous development of teaching aids is inprogress both in Swedish and in several immigrant languages.
Question 3: Distinctions between permanently settling and

temporarily resident migrants

The rules 6uverning teaching of immigrants make no distinctionbetween permanent and temporary immigrants. The individualschool unit, however, should take into account the pupillsprospects and needs when planning an educational programme.

.1
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glaglaa.it Non-European migrants

Growing problems in conjunction with the increase in nu;lber
of non-European immigrants are the differences between thtir
cultural pattern and social notions of the family and those
existing in Sweden, and differences between the school back-
ground of certain non - European and SweLlish teenagers, which
often makes it difficult to incorporate those immigrant
children into Swedish classes.

o so 0'4144
sts1

B. MOT8LATICN

sa2110.1.111): Legislation, compulsory 3°1.301 level.

a. Remedial instruction

Remedial illetruction at compulsory schools may be given daring
at most o periods per week per group of foreign or stateless
pupils or of Swedish children returning from schools abroad.
The object of remedial instruction is to provide the pupils
with the best possible prospects to their schooling in Liwedsn.

The object of the instruction is through a proper intwoductIon
comprising elementary teaching in she understanding and speaking
of Swedish, and informRtion concarntng the new environmente to
ease the pupil's arrival at school through educational guidance,
when poe.sble, and with the aid cf etacational material in the
pupil's native tongue, to prevent unnelessAry warAe of the
pupils time spent on study owing to a leek of knowledge of
Swedish. It is also assumed:

that special guidance will he given for the ne3^ssary
co-ordination of the teaching of a riven subjec, 4g
English, in the previous and new sa.lool,

that the pupil welfare measures of the school conduce
to satisfactory social adaptation the pupil to the
school and its children. Informati:n to and regular
contact with the pupils home is the:ftefore of great
importance.

Pupils with different native tongues can without difficulty be
given joint Swedish language teaching. this should be done
by a Swedish teacher. The gloups of pupils shculd be small
(3-5 pupils) and as far as poss'i.ble homogeneous 1.1 respect of
age and ability in Swedish. For municipalities with a sufficient
number of pupils a permanent lfAncuage c'Anic can be established
with a half or a whole teacher appointroent. The differentiation
of the teaching with short, often recur.,Aing eAerciscs, which
is aesirable in this context, ald which th%: clinic can offer,
may otherwise be difficult to arrance in casoz when remedial
instruction is given by a teach:J.^ otrer than the class-teacher.
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The rJmPdial instruction may also consist of studies in thenative tongue during a couple of hours par week under the tuitionof a tuacho: with a knowledge of the vpil's native tongue andusing the study material in the pupil's native tongue that hasbeen approved by the local. cducational authority.

Study materials in the native tongue can be used by the pupilalso in his independent work in his ordinary class.
b. Teaching.in naive.lansuaga

The right of immigrant children to study their native languageand their country's culture is incorporated in the generalsection of the curriculum, Lgr 69, and if, a supplementary section(Teaching of immigrant children etc).

The teaching of Finnish may comprise at most 2 periods perweek during each yearly course. Joint teaching shall bearranged as far as possible between pupils in different classes.
At the junior and intermediate levels Finnish is a supplementarycompulsory subject which replaces the teaching of other subjectsdecided by the headmaster in cons.ultation with the pupil'sparents.

At the senior level Finnish is a supplementary elective subjectwhich replaces another' CA.utive or compulsory subject decidedby the headmaster in consultation with the pupil.

Teaching of the languages of other minorities should be arrangedin accordance with the principles stated above if, in thejudgement of the local educational authority, there is a needand the possibility therefore.

Question 1 (iti): Upper secondary level.

Admission to uRper_secondaly_school

A foreign pupil without formal primary school qualificationscan be admitted to upper secondary school within the free quota.
Svlistitution.ef pupil is

Rative_trreue_for.other_language teaching
A C-language (1), which according to the upper secondary schoolctrriculum (lgy 70) :Is concluded in the syllabus for a givenstream, may be replaced by another foreign language which isth pupil's native tongue.

(1) C-language = third foreign language.
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If the syllabus for a given stream does not inolude a C-language,
the regulations in the first paragraph oonoerning C-language
will apply instead to a B-language (1) or, if this subject as
well is not included, the English language.

The Board of Education draws up the curriculum for languages
which a pupil may choose as stated above.

RemediaLinsIrgptign

Immigrant pupils have the same right as other upper secondary
pupils to remedial instruction. As from the anademio year
1974-75, this instruction will be essentially reinforced.

Special uner secondary school classes

In municipalities with a large number of immigrant children
basic vocational courses and courses with modified curriculum
and syllabus on a 2-year social work line may, by decision of
the Board of Education, be arranged for immigrant children.

Post - secondary Itzll

a. Universityeducation

Admission to higher education) universities and colleges for

tminatumt!
The Code of Statutes (SFS 1967:450) contains provisional
regulations concerning admission to higher educa'ion at
educational establishments or on lines of edmcaton run by
or in receipt of support from the state or under state supervision.
This statute regulates not only the omtion of qualification
for students with Swedish schcoling but also for students with
foreign schooling.

Students who have matriculated in Denmark, Finland, Iceland or
Norway qualify for admission to the universities and to
Linkoping College among o'cher establishments. Depending on the
faculty concerned it may be required that the student has a
knowledge al ;o of certain specified subjects, For other
foreign students the University Council (or similar Lody) may
concede admission to a university (or similar establishment) of
a student who has taken a foreign examination qualifying for
admission to a university or corresponding scientific faculty
in the foreign country. Persons may be admitted also who
may be assumed on other grounds to be capable of benefttting
by the teaching at the faculties. Geneval rogulaticns for
examination of such applications by the Thiversity Council have
been issued by the Chancellor of the universities. As regards
aamission to a restricted intake line, the admission to which
is decided by the Chancellor of the universities, the University
Councils shall submit the matter to the Chancellor of the
universities.

(1) B-language = second foreign language.

I



The requirement of a prior knowledge of Swedish is not specified.
A proposal that a knowledge of Swedish shall be a condition for
general qualification has, however, been advanced by among others,
the Qualifications Committee. In a Bill (1971:81) on
eduoational grants for foreign students, however, it has been
stated that no general requirement of a documented knowledge
of Swedish should at present b3 imposed. It is pointed out in
this connection that the university authorities, in examining
applications by non-Nordic subjects, should take into account
the meld for a knowledge of Swedish if students are to be able
adequately to benefit by the teaching.

Swedish lanpaGe courses for non-Swedish-s2eaking students

Non-Swedish-speaking students can take Swedish language courses
at universities. The courses may be held at the universities
and at LinkUping College and are under the supervision of the
Chancellor of the universities. They are arranged by a teaching
staff committee subordinate to the respective University Council.
The teaching - which has the character mainly of simple training
of proficiency, chiefly in modern spoken and written Swedish -
is divided into 4 sections of 90 periods each. Participants for
these courses are accepted in accordance with rules established by
the respective University Council. Persons qualifying for
admission to these courses are non-Swedish-speaking students at
universities and certain specified colleges, and non-Swedish-
speaking persons who intend to apply for admission to such
establishments and who fulfil the qualification conditions in
other respects. A person with foreign post-secondary education
who has an impeliative need for a qualified knowledge of Swedish
for permanent work in Sweden may also be admitted to these courses,

It has been pointed out in various contexts that a good knowledge
not only of Swedish but also of English is of great importance
if a student is to benefit from post-secondary education.

TeachinE

Only in exceptional cases - apart from teaching of languages
is regular teaching given in a language other than Swedish.
On some social science courses the teaching for foreign students
has been given in English.

b. Adult education

Since 1965 adult immigrants have been offered courses in Swedish
free of charge, including also an introduction to Swedish civics.
These courses usually have the form of study circles run by the
educational associations. As a rule the studies take place
during leisure hours, consisting of 2-3 periods on each occasion,
but the possibility also exists for intensive courses of at most
240 periods with at least 4 periods per day. The goal of this
teaching of Swedish and civics is to give immigrants the necessary
linguistic proficiency and information to enable them to live
and function in the Swedish community.
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Swedish language teaching for immigrants
folk high schoole as r4sidential coursed
Whol, immigrant families can be received
it is easy to arrange for supervision of

1551
N111%?4

is arrangol also at
of up to 4 weeks.
on these courses, as
children at the schools.

Swedish language teaching for immigrants is also given on
labour market training courses at special centres administered
by the Labour Market Board and the Board of Education.

To enable immigrants working in their homes, especially women,
to participate in organised language studies, experimental
courses have been run since 1970, which are combined with child
supervision and adapted especially to the needs of persons
working in the home.

On 1 July 1973, a law on Swedish language teaching of immigrant
employees entered into force, under which employers shall ensure
that foreign employees are enabled to take a course in Swedish

in paid working time. Immigrants taken on since 1 January 1973,
thus have the right to 240 hours oz teaching on pay. The wage
received during this period shall not be less than that which
would have been paid for work for the employer. For foreign
employees taken on prior to 1 January 1973, the employer shall,
if required, provide SwediSh langume training during 160 or
240 hours depending on (Ale employee's earlier knowledge of
Swedish. The extent of teaching shall be decided in consultation
between the employer and the trades union, based on a language
test. (Law on right of immigrant to time off with pay for
Swedish language teaching: Cod.; of Statutes SFS 1972:650.
Amendment 11 May 1973, SFS 1973)

C. RESFARCH An 'EXPERIMENTATION

a. Adult immigrants

Swedish for immi ants. Organised within framework of labourcr
market training (Educational Research Centre, (Pedagogiskt
centrum), 1972).

A major investigation is at present being made of labour market
training, covering all participants includirg immigrants, for
whom the application forms have been translated into several
immigrant languages.

The Commission on Immigrants studies questions relating to
research and experimentation. TArough grants from the Botrd of
Education, among other sources, a bibliography of published
papers from the 1-year-study leve: and upwards has recently been
issued at the Sociology Department at Stockholm University.
(David Schwarz: Research on in:migrants and minority groups etc.
A Bibliography, Stockholm 1973.)
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b. Upper secondary school

The towns of VLster&s and StidertKlje are experimenting withimmigrant classes on a 2-year work line with modified syllabiapproved by the Board of Lducation.

A basic vocational course for immigrants has been introduced onuppr secondary school vocational lines in several municipalitiesin order to permit the admission of immigrant youth on theregilar vocational lines with syllabus approved by the Board ofEducation.

Projects of which the costs are borne by the Bcard of Education:
C. Primary school

Contact school-homes: a sub-project within the development blockin Uppsala directed to immigrant pupils and their parents.

Models for bilingual teaching of immigrant children, a projectunder the management of Professor Y Johannesson, EducationalResearch Department, Lund University.

Closed-circuit television programmes for teaching of immigrantsare being produced ac, among other places, the primary school.at Oping.

Evaluation of it teaching at the primary school atOlofstrdm.

Production of teaching aids in different immigrant languagesis continuously in progress.

A report has been issued on a project defrayed jointly by theLabour Market Board and the Board of Education on methods ofSwedish language teaching of adult immigrants.

With financial support from the Ccuncil of Europe a study of2 preparatory classes in Stockholm primary schools was completed-during the academic year 1972-73. A special report is beingsubmitted to th. Council of Europe.

Pre-primary school trials for imigrant children in Swedenstarted .in 1971. During 1971-72 trials were conducted in 17municipalities. During 1973 continued trials will bed, made10 municipaliti,:s. The aim of these trials is to find
organisational end educational solutions which will giveimmigrant children means of integration into the Swedish societyand Equal conditens with other children.
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PART II

STATISTICS

A. MIGRANT WORKER POPULATION

01 CO1
Ai14101154..

Question 1: Total number of aliens having applied for work
in Sweden at 1 July 1973: 229, 656 (according
to statement from the National Immigration &
Naturalisation Board)

Question 2: Breakdown by nationality at 1 April 1973
(according to statement from the National
Immigration & Naturalisation Board)

Denmark, Finland, Norway, Greece, Italy, Yugoslavia, Poland,
17,920 111627 127,88 lo, R59 4.1x9 25824 11:37

Spain, U.K.; Czechoslovakia, Turkey, Germany, Hungary, Austria,
4503 2523 g278 .2873 11389 ,276 2,845

Other
14520

Question 34

B.

Total number of employed according to population
and housing census 1970: 3,412,668, (aged 16 years
and above)

EDUCATIONAL SITUATION OF MIGRANT WORKERSt CHILDR7N
raccording to CentraiEUREUrgtatistIcs, figures
of composition of populatior0

1. Pre-school education

Question 1.1: Number of children aged 0 - 6 years of foreign
nationality in Sweden

31 December 1971 31.. December 1972
71886 69825

Question 1.2: Number of children in Sweden aged 0 - 6 years

31 December 1971
8143329

Question 1.3: Number of immigrant
education

31 December 1972
8(10903

c:Lldren in pre-school

The central. Bureau of Statistics has at pri.sant no statistic
of the number of immigrant children in pre-school education.
The production of such a statistic has, however, been discussed.
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2 Comulsory.edusation s°1°.

11=tion 2.1: Number of children of foreign nationality in
Sweden, aged 7 - 15 years

31 December 1971 31 December 1972
5M23 52976

Question 2.2: Number of children in Sweden aged 7 - 15 years

31 December 1971 31 December 1972
98].95 995,133

Question 2.3: Number of imigrant children at compulsory
school

The Central Bureau of Statistics has no figures of the
number of immigrant children at compulsory school, which,
however, may possibly be assumed to be the same as the number
of immigrant children aged 7 - 15 years (see answer to B.2.1).

It may be mentioned, however, that the Central Bureau
of Statistics is at present planning to collect statistics of
immigrant children at primary and secondary schools. The aix
of these statistics will be:

to survey what is being done by schools for immigrant
children;

to investigate whether there are essential differences
between immigrant children (foreign subject) and other
children as regards education and employment after
compuslory schooling. It is intended that the statistics
shall cover (1) the number of children which schools
consider to be immigrant children; (2) the number of
children who have had "immigrant teaching" of different
kinds (see also under C. below), and (3) the number of
periods devoted to the purpose..

3. Eost-compulsory education

Question 3.1: Number of aliens in Sweden aged 16 - 20 years

31 December 1971 31 December 1972
32,7P0 29,786

Question 3.2: Number of youth in Sweden aged 16 - 20 years

31 December 1971 31 December 1972
552,78o 54'029

./
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too "°11.
Question 3.3: Number of migrant workers, children in the age

group 16 - 20 attending institutions of upper
secondary education

Data not available, see answer to II.B.2.3.

C. EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MIGRANT WORKERS

Questions 1-2: Number of migrant workers attending courses
of general education or of vocational training
for adults

The Central Bureau of Statistics, in its statistics of
participants on courses of ',Swedish for immigrants", does nct
record age. It is therefore not possible to state the numbers
above and below 21 years among those taking language courses
or courses of a general character.

The latest statistic is for the year 1971-72.

Number of persons attending study circles in ',Swedish for
imm!.erants9 1E2:1j

incl. leaders

circles entitled to government
grant 134,758

circles not entitled to government
grant 781

Total 1135,539

The concentrated public courses were attended by 1,847
persons in 1971-72 (circles entitled to government grant).

Other teaching of Swedish for immigrants is arranged by
the Board of Education in the form of preparatory courses for
labour market training. Persons attending these courses
receive an educational grant from the Le.bour Market Board.
According to the Labour Market Board statistics, some 2,500
persons attended such courses of Swedish for immigrants during
1971-72.

For foreign students Swedish language teaching is arranged
through the universities. In Stockholm the teaching is given
by the Institute for English-speaking Students, at other
university towns by the university extra-mural department
(9Kursverksamheten). Some 1,500 students attended this type
of Swedish language teaching in 1971-72.

Swedish language teaching is also given on special
',adoption courses', for gypsies. Some 100 adults attended
these courses in 1971-72.

.1
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PART _?II

DOCUMENTATION11..0Mi IMOD

sot
Lott

publications on the education of immigrants, appeared
in Sweden during the last years.

The recently published bibliography: "Research on
immigrants and minority groups etc!' (flInvandranr och
minoritetsforskning mot.11 by David Schwarz, Stockholm 1973,
includes the following works in English:

Andric, M: Migration, post-war intra - European
migration of labour force. Stencilled,
46 pages.. Department of Sociology,
University of Lund, 1970

Ben-Mnachem, E and Ben-Menachem: M:
----"Wansh citizens. A socio-

psychological investigation of
immigrants in Sweden

Berner, B:

Chaib, M:

de Heymowski, A:

Hughes, W Jr:

Hues, W Jr;

Social structure and unemployment.
background to Turkish migration.

Stencilled, 52 pages. Department
of Sociology, University of Lund,
:970

3ilingunitsm and the choice of a
:caching language, a survey of the
Algerian Case. Stencilled, 51
cages and Annex. Department of
education, University of Lund,
:972

Swedish travellers and their
ancestry, doctoral thesis, Almquist
and Wiksell, 277 pages, Uppsala,
1969

Some studies in inter-group relations.
Stencilled, 92 pages and Annex.
Department of Education, University
of Uppsala. 1971

Relations between Swedes and Black
Ethic Groups. Reports 1-3.
Department of Education, University
of Stockholm. Report 4: IMFO-
Group, SamhnlsvetarefOrlaget,
Stockholm, 1971

.1
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tMeurle, K and Andric, M: Commission on rhimiGranes: BackgroundMaiimmOmmermivir irmowanubm ftmoomm

to the YUgoslav migration to Sweden.
Case study of a group of Yugoslav
wor'e9rs at a factory in Sweden.
Stencilled, 350 pages and Annex,
Stockholm, 1;71

Apane.r, R: Immigration and the Swedish economy.
Stencilled, 10 pages. Department of
Economics, University of Uppsala,
1972

Wlodarczyk, M A and Lind, U:
Non-Scandinavian students in UmeR,
a study of their economic and social.
situation. Stencilled, 44 pages and
Annex. Departmen of Sociology,
University of UmeNo 1971

In addition to the above-mentioned, the bibliography"Research on imigrants and minority groups!, also includes anumber of works which exist only in Swedish.
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INTROrUCTION

Consideration of the educational situation of children of
immigrant workers in Switzerland calls first of all for a brief
description of the salient features of rovurnziontal immigration
policy and the main characteristics of the school organisation.
The school and educational situation of foreign children in
Switzerland, its development and prospects must be considered
in, and is partially explained by, this context.

1. Governmental immigration polies

The aim of long-term Swiss Federal policy is to stabilize
the number of foreign workers in Switzer/and; anT7E177
in turn, will lead to stabilization of the resident foreign
population (*).

The tense labour market situation and other reliable fact-
ors give grounds for the belief that there is unlikely to
be a decrease in employment vacancies over the next few
years; the demand for foreign manpower is and will con-
tinuo to be heavy. Stabilization can therefore be achieved
only by applying severely restrictive measures.

However, "... it will also be necessary to promote the
assimilation of these foreigners and facilitate the: natur-
Mation of foreign children brought up in Switzerland.
TrEFETEIre this assimilation it is necessary for the Swiss
population to try and understand the spociel mentality of
immigrants, for immigrants to bo willing to adjust to our
way of life and social institutions, for reciprocal relat-
ions to be established, for inmigrants to be ziven equal
opportunities with re ara to schoolin occupational
reining and-El-51w*, an or their ro a ions with the
authorities to be humanized" (**). The fundamental princ-
iple of governmental immigration policy is to achieve
stabilization by a policy of assimilation or, indeed, oC
restriction where it is clear that the reciprocal capacity
for assimilation is exceoded.

4111MINIMINIIMENI

/.
(*) At the end of 1972, the resident foreign population %as

1.05 million, i.e. 1G.2% of the total resident population

(**)Report of the Federal Council to the Federn1 Assembly on
the broad outlines of governmental policy during the
1971-25 legislature
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2. Char eteristics of Swiva

eranisation.and pa.L.cy.wn ____a_Frarrin=117crtre's7Tra o or al:a' r--1213.1.Tiq,tn7717TarFro ETInhi workOFT'Eardron
Whilst immigration policy and foreign policy (neg,tiationswith emigration countries) are a prerogative of the Federalgovernment authorities, school education is a responsibilityof the twenty-five cantonal states making up the SwissConfederation; their autonomy in this sector is, indeed,virtually absolute. Most of the cantons, however, delegatesome of their powers, especially in primary education, tothe communal authorities. Pre-school and elementary educ-ation arJ largely the responsibility of communal authoritiesor private bodies (foundations, religious institutions,bu3inass firms, etc.) or of secular authorities (e.g. socialwelfare services).

Whilst this extensive decentralisation of powers and resp-onsibilities in respect of culture and education, includingthe solving of problems posed by the schooling of immigrantworkers' children, has undoubted ath'antagee, it gives riseto the need to co-ordinate and standardize current andfuture measures (see also Part I, section A, 2).

PART I - Policy, legislation and xperimental activities
A. Polio:

A. Broad outlines of Swiss policy governing the educationand 1..aining ofETEI-ant workers' children
Although the general immigration policy and the specialpolicy governing the education and training of migrants area responsibility of different and sundry authorities, theyarc con::ordant and harmonised and both reflect the attitudeof the country's population as a whole.

It follows that the first educational aim in this fieldmust be tc promote the El ess of assimilation of foreignchildren to the Swiss sh:ol system. In this respect theschool has the privilege of acting as acculturation melting-pot a task in which it is hindered by the need to respectand Lreserve the immigrant's cultural identity in anticip-ation of his probable or possible return to his home country.The second -.bjective of education policy in this sector, is,therefore, to ensure flexible int2ration of immigrantchildren in the Swiss school sY-S-tem, supervising and foster-ing, where necessary, the development of their culturallinks with thir home country.
The pursuance of these two objectives, ice. assimilation ina narrow, biological sense, on the one hand, and the en-couragement to resist such assimilation, on the other, isobviously paradoxical. But the welfare of the children

/-
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concerned makes it necessary to pursue these two object-
ives simultaneously and to make what are, indeed, for both
sides, enriching concessions. Since, in so far as the
process of assimilation, which implies that the immigrant
must change"EITIZETTrand way Of thinking and living,
is accompanied by an adlustment of the education and
training system to the presence of large groups of foreign..
ers and to the cultural contribution they can makelmutual
enrichment must ensue.

The introduction by the various authorities concerned of
practical measures to achieve the two above-mentioned
objectives, is guided and oriented by three general princ-
iples, namely :

a. the need to integrate migrant workers' children in local
schools, so far as possible without their having to
repeat a class, overcoming in one way or another any
difficulties they may encounter ;

b. the need to do everything possible to provide adequate
instruction in a child's national language and culture ;

c. the need to prevail upon parents to take an active part
and assume responsibilities in the schooling and up-
bringing of their children.

A review and analysis of the measures hitherto taken by
school authorities in the light of these three principles,
are to be found in the next part of this report (B. Legis-
lation). A digest of those measures is given below

- development of day-nurseries and children's homes ;

- development and progressive generalization of pre-school
education (kindergarten) ;

- preparatory classes ;

- supplementary language courses ;

- supervision of studies and homework ;

- courses in the language and culture of the home country
(in the case of large groups of migrants, e.g. Italians
and Spaniards, educational and financial responsibility
for such courses is assumed by the respective consular
authorities) ;

- inclusion of the results obtained at these courses in the
official school report ;

- development of information and documentation for parents
in their mother tongue ;

- school for parents ;

- lightening of the conditions for scholastic advancement

/ .
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- training and further training of teachers ;

- inclusion of courses in the language and culture of the
h,rio country in the normal school timetable ;

- appointment of consultative school committees of parents
of foreign children.

2. Main difficulties encountered in implementing; this

The introduction of practical measures of application of
the general principles of Swiss education policy to the
schooling of foreign children calls for a favourable general
climate, the availability of the necessary human and econ-
omic resources, the .rmonising of these measures with the
basic rules of our political organisation, a degree of co-
ordination of the measures taken by the various authorities
- calling for sound reciprocal information - collaboration
among all Swiss authorities concerned and between these
authorities and the authorities of the main emigration
countries. It is when studying these various aspects that
the main difficulties, points of resistance and possibil-
ities of making improvements are discovered.

A. The socio-political problems arising from the presence of
a large proportion of foreigners (over a fifth of the
working population), combined with acute awareness of the
major tasks facing our national community - e.g. those
of resolving youth problems; improving the economic and
social conditions of old people; regional planning, etc.
- have engendered in broad sections of the population a
fooling of insecurity which sometimes takes the form of
a rejection of the foreigner, of mistrust and suspicion
of behaviour, a way of life or social habits which differ
from the more or less objective national standards. In
a country where the school sector is still largely
governed by direct democratic procedures, the impact of
such reactions does not always facilitate the intro-
duction of special measures for the school integration
of foreign children.

B. The application of measures to facilitate such integrat-
ion or, alternatively, to preserve a child's original
cultural identity, may come up against constitutional
rules which arc difficult if not impossiEnTo adFFF.
For example, the learning at school of a first foreign
language, cannot be the subject of free choice - e.g.
Spanish for children of Iberian origin - since the
situation of Switzerland as a pluriL.ngual State makes
it necessary for the first foreign language learned to
ba that of one of the two major groups (French or
German).

.1.



The very support given by authorities to instituting
courses in the language and culture of migrants' native
country - the making available of premises and teaching
equipment, for example - might conflict with the fund-
amental principle of the territoriality of the languages
whereby, inter alias a Swiss citizen settling in another
language area is not allowed to have his children taught
in his mother tongue at a publicly- maintained school (*)

C. Although special measures of su ort and aid (positive
discrimination) on beha of oreJgn 0.1 dren are the
general rule where it is 6 question of giving these
children accelerated language lesssons to hasten their
satisfactory integration in a publicly-maintained
school, such measures are less common in other spheres.
This applies, for example, to the introduction and
generalisation of full-day schools (kindergarten in,
particular)or homework supervision which could not
possibly be provided solely for migrant workers'
,,,hildren; some of their specific needs are, however,
recognised, since, unlike Swiss married women, most
wives of foreign workers have a gainful occupation.
Consequently, compelled to wait for the problem to
mature, the authorities leave it for the time being to
institutions, private bodies and employers to take
whatever steps are deemed appropriete.

D. Tte inadequacy of the co-ordination between all author-
ities and bodies called on and competent to lay down
and pursue the general objectives of the policy govern-
ing the schooling of immigrant children is both a draw-
back and an advantage. It is a drawback because of the
difficulty of defining a policy providing for a series
of practical measures which would, for example, constit-
ute an extension of the general provisions agreed on
in bilateral negotiations with the emigration countries.
It i an advantage in that decisions can be taken at the
place where the problems arise, thereby ensuring both
a sound adaptation of the provisions to their context
and their officacity.

E. Closely linked to the foregoing considerations is a
problem which has not yet been solved satisfactorily and
therefore constitutes a difficulty, namely the inadequacy
and vaLneness of information, which prevents the true
situation and its development from being described
accurat,:ly and objectively.

./.

(*) The Trench school in Barn is the solo exception. This
Private institution, subsidized by the Canton of Berne
and the Swiss Confederatinn, is intended for the children
of French-speaking Swiss Federal civil servants.
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The reasons for and consequences of this situation varyin importance and have multiple aspects, one of whichis the difficulty which results from the overall Swissschool statistics situation, inconsistent definition ofconcepts (that of migrant worker, for example) and the
variables to be taken into acco"nt (nationality, mothertongue, birthplace, etc.); hence the absence of reliable
information and planning machinery.

The capital role which leading public inforthation media(press, radio, television) can play is not exploited to
the full precisely because of the absence of completeand oblective relevant information which would prevent
infcrm,tion media from unduly concentrating on eventsof a sensational or controversial nature.

F. Our scientific kilcwledre of the socioloFicall cultural,
22yd4;at212Eical and economic chara=stics of immigrantpopticiiii7====75-03TEEiTy case in-adequate for effectual guidance of the policy-framing
authorities. There is as yet a lack of data on families'wisi-cs with regard to the education of their children,
thce- plans concerning their eventual return to their

country and the variations in those wishes and
plans according to the size of families, the length ofther stazr in the country, etc. If adequate informationwere available on tLcae points, it would, certainly,help to contain the frequently irrational debate onthe difficult question of educating and training a largeforeign population and greatly facilitate the work ofthe responsible authorities.

G. Lastly, numerous difficulties ensue from thi)Eresent
tense_ecoromic situation,

- shortage of teachers

- shortage of promises

- buCis.otary restrictions at all levels (communal,
cantonal, Federal).

$3. Lezisl.aiteien

(Practical measurc;s taken to implement the objectivesreferred to above)

Comments

1 In view cf their educational aunnomy, the only authorities
compct,;nt to introduce enforceaDle provisions (laws, orders,therees, instructions, rules, etc.) arc the cantonal and
communal -Ilithoritios.
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2, The Federal authorities, and particularly thoso among them
which negotiate and conclude bilateral agreements on immi-
gration, are not empowered to enter into binding commit-
ments regarding education. Their domestic legislative
competence in this field is limited to the making of
recommendations to the authorities referred to in para-
graph 1.; the same is true of the Swiss Conference of
Cantonal Educational Directors (cantonal ministers);
the Conference has nevertheless focused its attention on
this problem which is now one of its permanent preoccup-
ations (cf. Appendix).

It follows from the above explanations that if all laws
and regulations were enumerated, the list would contain
numerous repetitions as most cantons have adopted ident-
ical measures. An exhaustive enumeration of these texts
is, moreover, impossible as some measures are implemented
on no other legal basis than, for example, the recording
in minutes of a decision taken by an executive communal
authority. I will therefore confine myself to describing
the effects of these texts and/or decisions (*)

i. Pre-school level

Guiding principle :

General rule

Pre-school education is an important
factor in the social integration of
children; the development of inst-
itutions at this level will do much
to promote the smooth absorption of
migrant workers' children in the
local community and ensure their
satisfactory scholastic integration
from the primary school onwards.

Foreign children are admitted to
existing pre-school establishments
in the same conditions as Swiss
children.

Special facilities To facilitate the learning of the
ace of rem. enceprpvi e : language of the

Ti ' orc.15n children and
integration,
lib.ve been Yaken :

remote their
owing measures

/-

(*) The information given is based on the results of a survey
conducted among the education departments of the twenty-
five cantons by the Centre suisse de documentation en ma-
tiere dienselgnement et d4ducatIon, Geneva, in May 1973
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- Courses of introduction to the language of the place
of residence (French or German) are arranged in many
locr_tlities for immigrant children of pre-school ago
(particularly in Geneva, Saint-Gallen, Bucle-Rural,
Basle-Urban, Nidwalden, Zurich, Lucerne).Z7n Zurich,
experimental courses of this kind have been introduced
in numerous kindergartens. The cantonal education council
recommends that communal school authorities hold prepar-
atory German courses for children speaking a foreign
language two or three times a week ("Eingliederung
fremdsprachiger Kinder. Stellungnahme des Erziehungs-
rates", "Schulblatt des Kantons ZUrich", June 1973).]
The provision of such courses is under study or en-
visaged by authorities in various parts of the country
Zin the Canton of Uri in particular, where the education
council has studied a report of the school psychology
service,

- Placing of foreign children with native families with
children of the same age twice a week (Nidwalden).

- Possibility for prospective kindergarten teachers to
undergo a training course in an Italian kindergarten
(asilo) (Basle-Rural).

- Arranging for private lessons on advantageous terms
(Schwyz).

- Individual support and assistance by members of the
teaching profession.

As for financial measures to induce parents to entrust
their children to public or private nursery schools,
the situation is as follows :

- Attendance at all official kindergarten is free of
charge, whatever the nationality of the child.

- Some cantons provide grants-in-aid to private kinder-
garten reserved for foreign children (Italians)
(Schwyz, Basle-Urban, Thun, Bienne, etc.) .

- Language courses are free (Geneva) or subsidized by the
canton (Zurich).

Generally speaking, the measures taken by communes are
the same as cantonal ieasures, i.e. all children are
accorded equal treatment with regard to admission to
kindergarten and these establishments are subsidized.

The authorities are not acquainted with all facilities
itzgyilasimREtyatturavfor childireatof- their emffiloyees.

./.
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However, it would appear that a number of firms set up,
finance or subsidize jointly creches, day-nUrseries and
kindergarten ( chwyz, Neuchatel, St.Gallen, Aargau,
Schaffhausen, Nidwalden, ZUrich, Solothurn).

ii. Compulsory school level

Guiding principle : In order to ensure the adequate
cducat1on of foreign children, it
is necessary that their scholastic
and social integration in the Swiss
education system be a guiding princ-
iple of all school policy. steps
rust be taken, wherever possible,
to prevent discrimination against
an Italian child because of its
language handicap.

Special facilities Over half the cantons have sot up
provided : reception classes in the core imp-

ortant localities for nu, arrivals
and children whose insertion in a
normal class might prove (or has
?roved) too laborious because of
:Anguage difficulties.

7rce "crammin " courses are system-
atica y arrange In t e majority of
:antons for pupils whc encounter
diffit.ulties duo to their inadequate
knowledge of the language used in
the school. The four cantons which
seem to form an exception to this
rule (excluding the Ticino whore by
definition the problem does not
arise) are among those where the
foreign school population is the
smallest (amounting to some 5%).

As for the admission of new arrivals to schools, the
most widely applied principle - which reflects the
general trend - consists in alattings124children to
she classes levels ccrrcs ondin to thell. a o. should

1 ren 8:7C 0 VlOUS 1 icu ics in unue,:standing the
language, they are placed for a time in reception class-

Experience in sme cantons has shown +-1.-It the stay
reception classcr, or any other kind if (daps for

children seal forel?]nlauage should be rclativel,,,-
nort, otherwisu any lngaiitic advantage: _gained may be
offsc by increased difficulties ofinterzetim in normal
classes.
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It is above all for those reasons that school policy
provides for the following nieasures :

- sore children arc placed at the outset in normal classes
and steps are a..-en o s J.= =13.rtiFen of eirlan a e handica ; these s tops 11=777Ta ensp.veessons in e coal language (two to four hours a week
during normal school hours:in Basle-Urban) for small
groups (not :lure than eight children in Zurich) or even
individual lessons. Tin its recom mendation to localschool authorities, e Zurich education council pro-
poses that three to four hours of intensive German
lessons be give a week in the case of small groups(not exceeding eight children) and eight hours a weekwhen the group consists of twelve pupils. These courses
are subsidized by the Canton (Schulblatt, June 1973):7

- Several cantons have expressly provided for easier
eenditiens of scholastic advancement. Some of the pro-Vidias are of a generarriature and not connected with
the problem of children speaking a foreign language;
the latter benefit from them as special cases (for
cxarole, "Verordnung fiber die Zeugnisse und die Pro-motion= und Remotionen fUr die Realschulen Basel-Stadt", 17 April 1973, Article 10). In other cases,
no account is taken for a year (Geneva) or twe years
(Neuchatel) of results obtained by a pupil in French
or German. Although there are no formal rules goveniingthe easing of the advancement conditions, ucarly allcantons, with rare exceptions, leave teafithers andinspectors the nccessury margin of appreciation so thata pupil's temperary leeguage difficulties (due to hisrecent arrival from abroad or from another part of thecountry) is never a determinant factor of promotion..ffz Luceme, the authorities go so far ac to moderate
results in other disciplines (mathematics, for example)
since difficulties in understanding the language mayhave repercussions in other branches even when thepupil abilities are fundamentally sound.

In Geneva marks in French and Gerran are tentative fortwo years (guidance phase) and the principle may beexteLded to other disciplines/.

- The meeecures tenon in the field of supervision of home-worK and studies also reflect considerable efforts topromo the integration of migrant workers'.children(of. I,lcw "Pexa-school measures") in the Swiss school

The mcfp..71.res referred to above mainly concern ri_nar
: are oft;,:n extended to or, IcrcducTi=7:" 1 eirTrF 377 Vslightlyrorns..--

.1.
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- Shorter but more intensive language courses (Basle).

- The Canton of Ticino arranges Italian courses for
teachers from the German or French parts of Switzer-
land. The Pestalozzianum (Zurich) also arranges
refresher courses in Italian.

- In Zurich a modern language specialist is attached to
the teachers' training college (Oberseminar) to en-
sure that in the training of prospective teachers
account is taken of the problems raised by the
schooling of a large number of children speaking a
foreign tongue. The question of giving teachers
special language training is under study in the
context of a parliamentary proposal.

- There is also a trend towards the setting up of
reception classes at vocational ti-4ning level
(for example,at the Ecole professionnelle pour
l'industrie et l'artisanat, Geneva; it is proposed
to introduce similar classes in the context of comm-
ercial education).

iii. Para-school measures :

Guiding principle : Although the integration of migrant
workers' children through pre-
school education is of the highest
importance, it provides only a
partial solution and it is recomm-
ended that the integration effort
be continued during the period of
compulsory schooling and out-of-
school. This latter aspect is also
of particular importance for immi-
grant families in cases where the
mother works full-time outside the
home.

Comments : The practice for publicly main-
taineL schools to provide education
for children out of school hours
(semi-boarding, supervised homework
crèches, etc.) is not very wide-
spread in Switzerland. Current
needs are met by private organis-
ations (religious and others).
However. the demand for non-util-
ized manpower (w(men, in particul-
ar) due to economic pr assure is
accentuating this kind of social
requirement. Foreign children there-
fore benefit in the sa:.1t, way as
Swiss children from the few such
pars- school establishr..ionts as have
been set up.

1
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S ecial facilities Some crèches and kindergarten take
provi children the whole day, notably

in Sarnen (Obwalden) (26 children),
in the Canton of Nidwalden (estab-
lishments run by private firms) :;.n

Schaffhausen (145 children), Basle-
Urban (200 children in the homes of
the Italian Mission), Fribour (a
dozen creches or kindergarten 1 Zurich
(35 creches with 400 children , Uri
one kindergarten for Italian children)

Geneva (numerous creches run by mun-
icipalities or private bodies), Basle-
Rural (eight private creches, 600
children of whom the majority cse
Italians) and Lucerne (seven creches).
Comment : Creches and kindergarten run
by foreign colonies are likely to mil-
itate against sound integration.

At the com ulsor school level, there
are virtually no w-FTW:day schools
(day-boarding schools); on the other
hand the system of supervision of home-
work or studies outside normal scEro-r"
.ours (generally from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.)
is becoming more and more widespread
(Basle, Geneva, Zurich, Lucerne, Nid-
walden, and certain communes of the
Canton of Vaud). This facility is not
confined to the children of migrants;
in some cases it is provided by the
authorities who pay the teachers for
this work; in others it is provided
by private bodies and is free of charge
(e.g. in Lucerne).

iv, Schools and vocational information and guidance

Guiding principle : The provision of school and vocational
guidance and information is of part-
icular importance when dealing with
foreign population groups who are un-
acquainted with or know little about
the many opportunities for study and
training offered by the Swiss education
system.

Eler'ial facilities a. Informinc, migrants of the opportun-
21. ities available to their children

with regard to admission to schools,
educational assistance and studies.

- The minimum information provided is
naturally that made available to all
parents of whatever nationality
(local or regional press, circulars,
information meetings, publications).

./.
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A However, few cantons confine them-
selves to giving only this minimum
information; most of them have pre-
pared special documentation for
migrants. For example: Zurich,
Basle-Urban, Basle-Rural, Lucerne,
Aargau, Geneva, Schaffhausen,
St.Gallen, Berne. Elsewhere, the
communal authorities of large
urban centres have taken similar
measures.

- A number of cantons are planning
or about to publish such document-
ary material or supplement avail-
able material. This is the case
with Nidwalden, Obwalden, Uri,
Solothurn, Zurich.

b. Language used for informing
parents.

- As a general rule, the utmost is
done to give information to par-
rents in their mother tongue
(particularly in the case of Ital-
ians). Only two cantons state that
they do not do so.

c. Other means of information and
contact.

- Where vocational guidance is con-
cerned, the difficulty does not
consist so much in providing effic-
ient and competent services - such
services exist in all cantons -
but rather in inducing foreign
parents, through information and
establishing a climate of confid-
ence, to make greater use of such
facilities as are offered by these
services.

This is the purpose of the parent
meetings and evenings arrang..d for
TOTZTEn parents 1.)y the teaching
-Profession or the authorities. At
those meetings information is
provided and exchanges of views
take place more and more in the
]anguar of the parents concerned.
The cost of employing interpreters
is sometimes met by the cantonal
autherities (e.g. at Basle and
Zurich). /
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IMgional i manfortion contres are
EUTERM77757Firifira017157 as
recommended by the authorities.
Reaccarse is had to Italian- speaking
psychologists.

- The education directorate of the
Canton of Zurich rucommends that
communal sohool authorities (Schul-
pflege) call in the assistance of
a c.onsultritive oommittec; on tho
scho3T7hg orror6IRE7Triguage child-
ren, composed of the pprellts of
these childrn. This wIsur,:s7S.
UTFC7-FtnIFTpation of fomien
workt.r communities. The: otp(4rimmts
carriA out Sta::r1 to give full
satisfaction.

The provision of vocational guidance
for the childmn of migrant workkJI:is
still calls for improvnt and
furth.r study.

v. Cour..s in th lam,ye and cultur, of mir,rantst homa

Guiding princ;iple. : It is recognised that to rvoid the
complete uprooting of imigmat child-
ren and, where necessar7, ensure their
smooth reintegration in the home
country, they must have an opportunity
to follow courses in the language and
culture of their country of origin.

Gr.meral rule : In November 1972 the Conference of
Cantonal EducationDiFeETTfiiiErYor-
wnrd thiEKTUfgralliig recommendations
on thts subject ! (cf also Appendix):

t. make it possibin to set aside n
minimum of two hours n week for the
teaching of the mother tongue.

add to the school-leavingpertifi-
-Cate an nttestntion concerning attend-
nnce nt these courses.

(-In the light of experience, it is the
cener-1 vier of the rtuthorities, shred by
the Conference of CIntonnl Education
Directors, thnt the offifiial incorpo*:T.-
tion in the timetnblr.: of two hours repre-
sents " maximum mensure in view of the
difficulty this entails in nrransing th:
timetalo !...nd of the complete disruption
of cltsFels which might ensue if other
1 ,.rge foreign Eroues were to rsk for the:
snme

1
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- Such curses taro at present pro-
vided in all cantons, in the case
of large foreign groups, on the
initiative of the consular author-

2117-7611.7

- Twenty cantons allow at least two
hours of the school timetable tn be
set aside a week for the children
concerned; half of them allow four
hours to be set aside.

- Almost half the cantons provide
,u1 official certificate on attend-
ance at these courses and results
:obtained; this certificate is
either appended to the school re-
port or incorporated directly in it.

- Most local school authorities make
premises available for these courses.

Research and ex orimentation

1. Basic research

The universities have recently begun to focus their
attention on the social, psychological and educational
problems of the schooling of migrant workers' children
and the general and occupational training of iaigrants as
a whole. This is notably the case with the universities
of Zurich, Borne and Geneva where research programmes are
being drawn up or already being implemented.

2urthermore, establishments training social service per-
sonnel (welfare officers, etc.) are carrying out surveys
among immigrant populations in which their students part-
cipate as part of their preparation for their diploma
for example, the Schule fiar Soziale Arbeit, Zurich).

2 . 'Experimentation

A number of measures taken Ly school authoritiuo to improve
the educational situation of foreign children are naturally
of an experimental nature although they arc not necessarily
taken in the context of an ad hoc scientific experiment.
These experimmtal measures include special courses for
infant teachers training to work in kindergarten reserved
for foreign children (for example, the asili in Basle:)

or language courses at pre - school lcvel-75,11, and Zurich).

/.
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A number of cantons are acout to introduce now laws onnursery education (e.g. St.Gallen, Glarus, etc.); othersare carrying out studies in this field (Neuchatel).
The canton of Zurich proposes to extend (in the more orless near fItture) the period of kindergarten attendanceand to this end has added a supplementary class to thecourse of the training college for infant teachers. InUri tYe selml ps;i,:hology service has been instructed bytho education council to draw up practical propotals forimproving the scholastic situation of children speaking aforeign tongue. Study committees have been set up to con-sider those problems and give advice ro the authorities ofa number of cantons and municipalities; some of thesecommittees have tabled their reports (Zurich, town andcanton; Solothurn; Lucerne; Basle-Urban).

PART II - Otatistics

General cominonts

The statistical data given below and tho gaps therein must beinterpreted in. the light of the following comments.

a. The information even under "A" describes the situationon 31 Docnnber 1W2. A central register is being set upby thc; rederal Police (Foreign nationals department) whichwill make it possible to determine periodically the sizeof the foreign population, its composition and movements.
b. All the data given under "B" are tentative and must conse-quently be considered with cautio=76Foakdown bof the foreign children ,emulation is ari=rapo ation to117-77617 country Ca-thd-satuafron recorded in four cantons.The asreqate population by are group has been obtained bysl.dIting five-year groups ( prague multiplicators), asestimated at 1 Jan-vary 1973. The fi ures on the number offnilcign rolarol children are to en from a trxrvey cOFTTY"'za amen necan and are taken to represent thesituation at the beginning of 1973. Overall Swiss schoolpopulation statistics broken down by typo of school,education level and nationality are not available.

Snoyirdco-u,c.:,ts

B. 1.1-1.2. The pro-school population figure, i.e. the numberof r;hildpm ngcd up to seven years, does not corres-pond Lxactl:,. reality as (;,17,17y schooliaEbe ins r9Stclr cither a chile six. Li bir-Ehday crscwmth birthday, accordinc to cantcn.

.1.
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B. 1.3. It proved tmpossible to determille the number of
foreign ;111ildren attending pro - school establish-
ments in all the cantons as this level is mainly
the responsibility of communes or private found-
ations. the estimate givom is an extrapolation.
It relates only to establishments of the"Fainr-
arten cats or ur-hot incluaing creches and day-

nurseries. ength of kindergarten attendance varies
from one to two years according to canton, but is
only one year in most of them.

B. 2.1-2.2. 3ompulsory schooling lasts from eight to nine years
according to canton; account has been taken of this
fact, although it is impossible to describe the true
situation accurately as it fluctuates.

B. 2.3. The data on the foreign schoolchildren population
Obtained by means of the survey carried out among
the cantons, are not exhaustive since certain kinds

school have been manifestly excluded (restrict-
ive interpretation of the term "compulsory school-
!mg"). or disregarded (private sehools,for example).

B. 3.3. :n view of the great diversity of post-compulsory
education, the multiplicity of administrative
authorities dealing with it and the absence of
basic statistics on this education level, it proved
impossible to assemble the data necessary for valid
assessment.

Per information, the relevant figures for the canton
of GenvvP1 (which are not 1.epresentative of the whole
of the country) are given below :

IASI CONS AVAILABLE

Geneva (situation on 31 Deleruber 1972)

Number of foreigners ag,..d from 15 uo 20 yeci:s : 71.81

Total resident population aged from 15 to 20 years : 19,345

Number of foreigners undergoing post-compulsory education :

a. general secondary education : 1,690

b. commercial secondary education : 128

c. vocational and technical education : 1,706

Total : 3,524

Proportion of active foreigners aged from
15 to 20 years : 4211% (1970)

./.
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A. M4Eant worker perpulation

(Situation cn 31 December 1972)
1. Total numbor oljnigrantworkers

a. Total foreign population (*) : 1,032,285
b. Active foreign population (*) : 596,082

2. Breakdown by r.ationalit,r

a. of the resident foreign population * )
F.R. of Germany

114,106France
53,137Italy

544,903Austria
421298Greece
9,870Yugoslavia

28,072Spain
114,896TurIzey
18,96GMiscellaneous

105,037

Total : 1,032,285

b. of the foreign working population

F.R. of Germany
79,521PrRnc-3
72,853Italy

337,996Austria
30,008Spain
85,804Greece
5,994Yugoslavia

23,953Turkey
12,513Great Britain
7,425Netherlands
5,881Pertugra
3,185Czechoslovakia
8,406USA
3,843Miscellaneous

31,433

Total : 708,815

./.
4) Excluding international -civil servants and their families(nurabering :ome 20,000 persons) and excluding foreign workersregarded a easonal worker:;, i.e. workers authorized to workin. Switzorland for not r_orc than nine months a year (20,997persoas).

(1.4)Including 9),736 frontier workers and 20,997 seasonal workers.
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3. Active ovulation

a. Total resident population :

b. Total active population :

StSi
tOri

6,310,200

3,024,479

B. Educational situation of migrant workers' children

1. Pre-school education

1.1. Number of migrant workers' children
of pro-schocl ago (0-6 years) 170,323

1.2. Total population of pre-school age
(0-6 years) 565,796

1.3. Number of migrant workers' children
attending pre-school institutions 30,000

2. Con nulsory education

2.1. Number of migrant workers' children
of school age (7 to 14 or 15 years) 123,402

2.2. Total population of school age 866,923

2.3. Number of migrant workers' children
attending full-time compulsory
schools

3. Post-compulsory education

3.1. Number of young foreigners above
compulsory schooling age and aged
under 21 years

3.2. Total population above compulsory
schooling age but aged under 21 years

3.3. Number of young foreigners in this
age-group attending upper secondary
education establishments (general,
technical or vocational)

000000000

103,933

55,300

591,772
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Conference of Cantonal Education Directors

PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE SCHOOLING OF MIGRANT WORKERS' CHILDREN
UMMOW==Wit==========U=M====111=====.1==n========M====UMMINIX=0=====n=

The Conference of Cantonal Education Directors recommends that
cantons take measures to prevent migrant workers' children from
being discriminated against at school and to offer them, inso-
far as possible, the same opportunities for admission to second-
ary schools as are accorded to Swiss chUdren.

Convinced that the Ltmost should be done to integrate migrant
workers' children in 2ublie17-1naintain9d schools - without this
being prejudicial to -em - the Conference recommends :

- that integration be promoted from the pre-school age onwards ,

- that admission to publicly-maintained schools be facilitated
by appropriate measures (reception classes, language courses,
etc.) ;

- that where advancement is concerned, not tao much importance
be attached to the results obtained in the official language ;

- that supervised study and out-of-school activities be promoted.

The Oonference is also alive to the wishes of some foreign
parents and authorities that measures be taken - preparatory to
a child's future return to his native country - to avoid
excessive u -cotin . The Conference does not consid7F-TEat the
introduction of such measures devolves upon the cantons, but
it invites the latter to make the task of organisers easier by
helping them to the utmost.

It recommends, inter anal that the cantons :

- arrange for a minimum of two hours of the normal school time-
table to be set aside a week for instruction in the language,
history and civilisation of the hone country ;

- cdd to the school-leaving certificate an attestation on
atLundance at these courses ;

authorize children intending to return to their home country
to attend private foreign schools for a given period.

To eliminate all tensions and misunderstandings, it would also
be desirable to develop the provision of information to consul-
atesi, parents and pupils.

2 November 1972.
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One of the main issues before the Turkish 00vernment
it the problem of providing an adequate education to the
children of Turkish migrant workers residing in other
European countries. The Turkish Constitution requires
that a basic education be provided to all Turkish children.
It must also be born in mind that more than 117,000 Turkish
children are on the one hand expected to retain their
traditional Turkish culture and on the other hand they
have to adjust themselves to the national culture of the
host country; furthermore they have to receive an education
which has to be in conformity with the objectives of the
Turkish National Education Policy.

The number of Turkish workers who have migrated since
1960 to European countries, such as the Federal Republic
of Germany, the Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland,
Belgium, Denmark and France, has reached approximately
733,000. Many of these workers took with them their
children as well as their families and because most of
them did not have enough education, they are not able now
to provide necessary guidance for the education of their
children, be it at a minimum level.

Some of the host countries do not feel themselves
responsible for the education of Turkish workers'
children. It is therefore necessary for the home country
to carry out certain activities in this field.

As a I..ember of the Council of Europe, the Turkish
Government will appreciate it if more attention was paid
to the problem of the Turkish workers.

The purpose of this report is to identify for the
perusal of the competent departments of the Council of
Europe, the problems faced by Turkish migrant workers
and their children, and to give a short summary of the
studies carried out on this matter.

I/
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Z2LICYA=L§G;i1LATION aND=EXPERIMENT

A. Popov

The questions listed under this section concern mainly
the host countries. We tried, neverthlass, to reflect the
results of our own experiences gained as a country of origin.

a. Education of Migrant Workers

Immigration countries ask for two kinds of migrant
workers:

1 - Qualified workers, and
2 - Unqualified workers.

Sufficient professional training is not given to
the unqualified workers in the field of their
future work. On the other hand, qualified migrant
workers have be;m given courses for 2 to 3 months
within the framework of programmes arranged by
the employers of the host countries.

The attitude of the Turkish Government in this
respect, as stated in the Third Five Year
Development Flan (1973-77), is quoted below:

"Generally the request for forign man-power tends
to be for qualified workers. Accordingly, broad
educational p,,of;mtmmc:3 will be dcvloped within the
framework of th,J short-term educational policy,
with the co-opionof thz. rm:mber countries".

No pre-planned activity is envisaged for the
education of the children of Turkish migrant
workerr.

As to the in-service training of Turkish migrant
workers, it is obs:::rved that this matt3r is taken
into consideration only by the employers of the
host country. The childrn of Turkish migrant
workers are not given any orientation courses
though such courses would indeed assist them in
adapting themselves to the day to day life of the
host countries.
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b. Egmcation of the clalldren of Turkishmiaran10
tigtkirftLISpyleten countries

The education, in foreign countries, of the
children of Turkish migrant workers who are in
the compulsory school age bracket is being
carried out according to the recommendations of
the Council of Europe, and the existing bilateral
agreements between Turkey and other concerned
countries. Classes in Turkish and Social Science
have been set up in some European countries
within the local school structure. The Turkish
government sends Turkish teachers to teach in
these classes.

In areas where there are no Turkish classes within
the local school structure abroad, some special
courses for Turkish children have been set up with
a view to overcoming the basic problem of language.
Such courses exist in the Federal Republic of
Germany, Sweden and Belgium.

In some countries, teaching jobs are given on a
contractual basis to graduf"es of high schools or
equivalent schools of comm...ca, ie to persons
who are not professional teachers. The Turkish
government is against this practice of leaving the
education of the children of the Turkish migrant
workers in the hands of unqualified individuals.
It would be highly appreciated if such practices
were brought to an end.

In order to solve the basic educational problem of
migrant workers' children, it is necessary to
improve the present situation so as to provide them
without further delay, with adequate educational
possibilities.

c. Training and appointment of teachers

In the appointment of teachers to foreign countries
special care is given for the selection of the most
successful ones. The following points merit
special attention:

1. the teachers who are going to be
appointed to teach Turkish migrant workers'
children in the foreign countries are
selected among the primary school teachers
who are actually teaching in primary schools
in Turkey. special attention is paid to their
ability to adapt themselves to changing
circumstances;

.1
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t2, they follow courses from two to th se
months that are designed to ituirealle their
fluency in the language of the host country;

3, there are already 95 Turkish teachers in
the Federal Republic of Germany and 9 Turkish
teachers in Belgium, 190 Turkish teachers are
going to be sent to the countries listed
below during the 1973-74 school year:

Federal Republic of Germany 157
Belgium 6
Sweden 2
France 7
The Netherlands 12
Denmark 2

Switzerland 14.

190

(Furthermore, 6 teachers are going to be
posted to Australia);

4. the number of the teachers to be sent to
the immigration countries are determined
according to the needs presented by those
countries;

5. the teachers are employed in the regions
where the children are present in great numbers;

6. it is desired to get the maximum benefit
out of the limited number of teachers;

7. during their employment in fOreign
countries they receive their salaries either
from the Turkish Government or from the
authorities of the host country.

d. Problems encountered

1. The language courses organid in Turkey for th
teachQrs to assigned abroad are not fully
satisfactory. Their limited vocabulary and fluency
of the language of the host country hampers them in
their profession and creates certain difficulties
of orientation.

2. At the beginning, due to the lack of precise
statistical data on the number of Turkish children of
school age in foreign countries, the Turkish
Government could not assign teachers as r,_;cluired.

/
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For this reason. the 10444 authorities employed
Turkish citizens who wore already working there
in other jobs. Moat of these people, towever,
are not qualified to teach. Therefore, the
Turkish governm. :it would like to replace them by
professional teachers selected and sent by the
Ministry of Education.

3. The teachers of the emigration country and those
or the immigration country are trained under
different conditions. The teachers in the host
country do not have enough information about the
educational system, social, economical and cultural
background of the sending country, This state
of affairs renders difficult a fruitful
co-operation aniun, teachers .

4. There is not enough statistical data in the
field of migrant workers' children. Therefore it
is difficult to prepare plans, in due time, for
the education of these children.

5. The precise number of children of Turkish
migrant workers of pre - school age is not known.
Governments of the host countries have not so
far taken appropriate measures for their education.

6. Turkish authorities are not always informed
of the departure of the children of compulsory
school age. For this reason, it is not always
possible to assist them in due time.

7. Children already attending schools in Turkey
are not accepted to thki equivalent classes in view
of their lack of knowledge of the foreign
language. Similar problems of Jquivalenoe arise
as well on their return to Turkey if they failed
to keep up with their Turkish.

a. Measures to tJ taken

1. A cours of at least six months is under
com7ideration for the teachers. This course would
be given bieforo, their assignment abroad. Emphasis
will be put on th- cocio-cultura:, clonomical and
political structur of thy: host country. Basle
knowledge on the educational system of the host
country will also be provided in thes! courses.

2. The Turkish Government would appreciate it if
the contracts of unqualifi.id teachers were not
renewed at thJir ,:xpiration and if they were replaced
by professional Turkish teachers assigned by
Turkish authorities.

./.
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3. It is desirable that the maximum benefit be
derived out of the limit3d number Of teachers by
giving them the opportunity of teaching in more
than one school in a same neighbourhood.

4. It is desirable to obtain more precise
statistical data on the number of the children of
Turkish migrant workers,

5. Special language courses should be organised
fot the children of the Turkish migrant workers -

in the host country so that they can be integrated
in the school system of the host country as
quickly as possible. In fact, many host countries
are already applying this method.

B. Lazislation

1. A booklet entitled "Educational problems of
Turkish migrant workers children in Europe" was
prepared and distributed, in 1971, in order to
assist teachers, parents and other people
concerned. This booklet was published in Turkish
and French.

2, By changing some items of the primary education,
it has been made possible for schools to give
certificates of leave to the children of the
migrant workers who would like to continue their
education abroad.

3. Some other changes were made in the same regulation
so that children coming from abroad could be
accepted to the equivalent classes according to
the certificates they present.

4. There are some bilateral Cultural Agreements with
countries like the Federal Republic of Germany,
Belgium and France by which the problems related
to the education of migrant workers are deAlt.

5. To deal with the problems of the migrant workers
two different committees were set up respectively
under the cto-ordination of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and the Ministry of Labour.
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STATISTICS

Table 1. Distribution of the Turkish Workers in
European countries Cri 1972-73)

Name of the country Number of Total Workers, (estimates)

Federal Republic
of Germany 615,533

The Netherlands 31,013

Austria 26,339

France 28,367

Belgium 10,000

Switzerland 9,, 497

Denmark 5,517
Sweden 2,787

England 2,655

Norway 200

Other Countries 1,113

Total 733,041

Resources: Documents of the Employers and Labor
Organisation, Ministry of Labor.

The flow of the Turkish workers to European countries
started in 1960 and the number has reached 733,041 as
indicated in Table 1. Accordingly the estimated number
of Turkish persons, including families, in Europe: is
above 1,500,000.

.1.
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The estimated number of the Workers' children in
duropean countries (in 1972-73)

Name of Total number The number in The number The number of
Country of children the elementary attending pre-school

school age school age children
group (7-12)

Federal Republic
of Germany 102,506 45,000 23,729 57,506

Belgium 6,500 2,500 Unknown 4,000

France 435 '325
11 110

The Nether-
lands 750 400 11 350

Switzerland 3,458 1,725 ti

1,733

Austria 2,000 600 H 1,400

Neden 1,187 325 II 862

1,)inmark 751 235 11 516

Total 117,587 51,110 23,729 66,477
(plus unknown)

Resourc..is: Report prepared by the Ministry of Education,
Flanning-Research and 00-ordinatior O. floe, 1973.

As Table 2 shows, the available information on the
numbers of the children is known approximately for those in
the Federal Republic of Germany, whereas the number of
childri2n attending school in other European countries is
unknown.

If we mal,a; an estimation of the children who are of
school age who are att;:nding school in West Germany, we can
see that the percentage is about 53%; definite information
however, is not availably! for the remaining 47% of these
children.
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PART_ III

DOCUMENTATION

1. Documents on Educational problems of Turkish Workers
and their children in the Federal Republic of Germany
by Dr. Sudi Balbal, Deputy Under-Secretary of
Ministry of Education. May 1973. Ankara.

2. Documents prepared by the Planning, Research and
Co-ordination Office of the Ministry of Education, 1973.

3. Handbook on "Educational problems of Turkish migrant
workers! children in Europe" published in 1971.

4. A book entitled "Turkish child's book" was published
in Germany (by Horst Erdman) in its text-book series.
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POLICY, LEGISLATION AND EXPERIMETT
IMIION11

A. POLICY

051
COVI

1.011,01.

1. Polio in regard to the Rrovision of education and training
TFF-Migns7w5175ii a53-tEEF-Eilarenl
reference Jo the com2ulsory scEoolifis pef.I6d.

1.1. Immigrants who settle in the United Kingdom-have, as
British subjects the same rights and duties as indi-
genous British subjects, and qualify in general for
social service provisions. They have therefore the
same rights to education and training. The status of
migrant workers is different.

1.2.. It is United Kingdom policy that all children, what-
ever their background, should have equal educational
opportunity. Each pupil should be helped to become a
-Atizen able to take his or her place in society,
fully and properly equipped to accept responsibilities,
exercise rights and perform duties . At the same time,
';he expression of different attitudes, customs, be-
liefs and cultures should be permitted and respected.
the same general principles hold for the education of
elic children of migrant workers for the period of
their stay in the United Kingdom. Their children have
the same right to free schooling as indigenous child-
ren. School attendance during the statutory schooling
period is compulsory for all children, including immi-
grant children, and is enforced.

1.3. Responsibility for providing education (other than in
*Iniversities) rests very largely with local author-
ities who build schools, employ teachers and.provide
equipment and materials. The necessary finance comes
from both 16cal and national revenue. The curriculum
and what is taught are normally decided on their
behalf by head teachers. At present, local education
authorities are advised that they are under no oblig-
ation to provide education for children whose stay
in this country is restricted to a period of not ex-
oeeding six months; but would be expected to provide
it for children whose stay exceeds twelve months.
If the child's stay is between 6 and 12 months each
case may be considered individually on its merits.

1.4. So far as the education cf immigrants and migrants is
concerned, the main objectives of Central Government
have been to create a climate in schools and educat-
ional establishments is which race, nationality,
colour and creed are net divisive but which will give
all immigrants and migrants full opportunities for
personal development in their new environment ;

./,



to ensure that building pl.ogrammes and teacher quotasreflect the needs of areas with large numbers of immi-grants and migrants; to offer advice and practical helpto teachers faced with the challenge of educating thechildren of immigrants and migrants; to safeguard againstany lowering of standards due to the prescace of largenumbers of non-English speaking children, which mightadversely affect the progress of other children; toencourage and promote relevant research; in short, tohelp promote a coherent practical policy whereby thesame educaUonal facilities and opportunities areavailable to immigrants and their children as to theindigenous population, without impinging on the rightsof local authorities to make their own judgments anddecisions.

2. The main difficulties which.hlve.been encountered
2.1 There are factors which militate against the fullexorcise by immigrants of their rights; their ignoranceof the opportunities available, the disadvantages theyexperience of operating in a different culture in adifferent language, the feeling of anxiety and insecurityto which these can give rise.

2.2 The planned settlement and integration of migrant work-ers is often made more difficult by their uneven distrib-ution and concentration in specific areas through sett-ling where work and living accommodation are available -mostly in large conurbations, often in depressed areaswith poor housing. There is also a natural desire amongmany members of minority groups to live in neighbour-hoods where natives of their home country are numerous.
2.3 Language difficulties

In January 1972 teachers reported that 44,496 immigrantpupils in schools in England and Wales were consideredto be, by reason of language difficulties, unable tofollow a normal.school curriculum with profit to them-selves. LEAs are concerned, therefore, not only to servethe loag term curriculr needs of immigrants but to meettheir immediate linguistic needs. Difficulty is exper-ienced in persuading migrants, especially wives, toattend classes and learn English.

2.4 Assessment and placement
There have been difficulties in assessing the progressof iymicrant children and determining their best place-ment - whethe.7 in an ordinary class or in a special classor centre. These difficulties have been particularlyacute when it is a question of determining whether animmigrant child suffers from a disability of mind andwould benefit from attendance at a special school forthe educationally subnormal. Intelligence tests standard-ised on -children from a particular culture often give anunfair impression of the abilities and potential ofchildren whose family does not share that culture.

.1.
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2.5 Holidays
The holiday period is important because the closure of
the schools often means a serious interruption to the
progress an immigrant child is making in Ehglish.

2.6 Cultural problems of migrants and the children
There are problems in maintaining equality between
the migrant community and the host community without
destroying the cultural and social identity of the
migrant community - particularly in the second gener-
ation. The problem of the adolescent migrant who finds
himself torn between two cultures and sees a gap
developing between his attitudes and that of his family
needs to be studied.

Should priority be given to teaching the language of
the host country or to teaching the native language
of the migrant worker? Should the same priority be
given to the teaching of both these languages? What
measures need to be taken and at what stage to prevent
a too great a language learning burden being thrust
upon the migrant pupil or worker? As the teaching of
a new culture and language aims at helping a foreign
worker to cope with his new environment, some thought
needs to be given to the danger of alienating the
migrant by imposing upon him this new culture and
language.

3. Difficulties connected with the ?roblem of distinguishing
needs o? worlers ana families expecEing_to_ e aBIE
Eo seftTo_permanenUrnI5E-tErrieenR-Mise ExpEEETRE
E6-RTEompHiaiiTz......

To date the proportion of immigrants likely to return to
their own countries has been so small compared with those
coming permanently that no attenpt has been made to
distinguish between their different needs. Indeed the
smaller group is so scattered and represents so many
cultures and nationalities that special provision would
be very difficult. However, if in the future national
groups of migrant workers came for short periods and with
th.; intention of returning to their own countries, the
position will have to be reviewed.

4. Measures that have been adopted or are at present proposed
to moot these aifficultios

The Government exercises control by offoring guidance in
the administrative and professional aspects of the educ-
ation system, and fulfils its objectives in matters
relating to the education of immigrants in the following
ways :

/.
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4.1 General

4.1.1 The Homo Office issues a general information leaflet
to migrants on arrival. This contains basic inform-
ation about education in the UK. puller guidn.nce
about local arrangements is left until migrants
arrive in the areas in which they decide to settle.
Many LEAs provide pamphlets printed in the languages
of immigrants. Schools use interpreters at enrolment
sessions. LEAs employ welfLre assistants to liaiso
between, say, school and home, able to communicate
in the migrant's own language. Immigrant communities
pltblish ncwspapers in their own language. In some
areas cinemas show films in immigrants' languages
and project information on the screens in those
languages. A number of welfare workers learn the
languages of immigrants, as do the police. Some
im:Agrant groups make their own provision for the
teaching of languages. The Italik...n Government arran-
ges courses for some 6,000 children of Italian
migrant workers, often in schools but outside normal
school hours. Education in the Polish langnage and
culture is given in 110 Polish Saturday classes run
by Polish organisations in maintained school premises
on Saturday mornings. Cypriots also encourage classes
in their culture after school.

4.1.2 Departments issue regulations, orders and circular
letters, and publish pamphlets and handbooks (see
bibliography supplied).

4.1.3 Research commissioned or supported by Government
Departments is discusscd.in Section C.

4.2 Special Help for Deprived Areas

One of the recommendations in the report of tUe Central
Advisory Council for England (the "Plowden" Report),
published in 1966, on "Children and Their Primary Schools",
advocated positive discrimination in the allocation of
educational resources in favour of "educational priority
areas". The Department has not designated "educational
priority areas" as such. But it has introduced several
measures to give extra help to schools which have to cope
with the effects of educational and social deprivation.
Action has been taken, for example, under the Urban Pro-
gramme to enable local authorities to provide over 21,000
additional nursery places in England and WIles at a cost
of nearly ?m, as well as a variety of projects for older
children irsluding facilities intended to help immigrant
communi'ics, such as reception and language training
centres. Approved expenditure by local authotsities under
the Urban Programme attracts a 75 % grant from central
Government. In 1972 the Secretary of State announced a
major expansion of nursery education with a view to meeting
the target set by the Prowden Report. In the first two

./.
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years of the expansion (1974-76) priority will be given
to disadvantaged areas. This should be of material help
to the immigrant community since much research has
stressed the importance of pre-school experience as the
foundation of a successful educational career for the
immigrant child.

4.T The Work cf HM Inspectorate

The Inspectorate includes a numbor of members with
experience of working in areas with large immigrant
populations. A specially appointed group collects and
co-ordinates relevant information to advise the Depart-
ment on policy affecting the education of immigrants.
:t keeps in close touch with other statutory and non-
statutory organisations concerned with the education
of immigrants. As already noted, it plays a prominent
part in the publication of relevant pamphlets and in
the -,1ganisation of in-service training courses for
teachers who are faced with the responsibility of
educating immigrants and their children.

4.4 Teachers

4.4.1 An increasing number of teachers from overseas are
joining schools and are doing valuable work. These
teachers, whatever their country of origin, must
first, in common with anyone entering the teaching
profession after training in this country, seek
qualified teacher status. If this status is pro-
visionally granted by the Department they may seek
appointments on equal terms with any other qualified
applicant. Many immigrant teachers have done just
this.

4.4.2 Training of Teachers
There is general acceptance that, in order to cope
effectively with the linguistic and cultural pro-
blems of different groups of immigrant -pupils,
teachers need special training; and further that
all teachers, whether or not they will during the
,:ourse of their careers face these snncific problems,
should have some opportunity during their initial
training of gaining an awyrcness of the nature of
multi-cultural socioty. While it is not feasible

to incLudc in all courses of initial teacher train-
ing a detailed study of ithe ':ange of problems en-
tailed in teaching immigrant ehildrer, opportunities
exist in most colleges of education fo2 students on
initial training to study aspects of -hese problems
at a general level. Some colleges sitAated in areas
of high immigrant population have developed speciel
expertise in these fields. Colleges in areas where
there art; few immigrants have in mar* cases made
arrangements to enable students durirG their teach-
ing prJetice to teach in areas with a high cmcent-
trati of immigrants, and have also encouraged /
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their students to assist at holiday courses arrangedduring their vacations for children from multi-racialschools.

4.4.3 In-Service Training
Courses of in-service training provide a direct andpractical means of assisting teachers to deal withspocifde problems with which they arc confronted intheir schools. Local education authorities (who areresponsible for maintaining the schools, and arethereby in the best position to identify where needsexist) have played the major part in providing shortcourses of this kind for their teachers. More sub-stantial courses are increasingly available in coll-eges of education. The Department provides annuallya programme of morc than 200 short courses for teach-ers and others in the education service in Englandand Wraes. For many years a number of courses havebeen ofZered within this prograilli of interest rindhelp to those specifically concerned with the educ-ation of immigrants. These courses have dealt withthe; teaching of English as a second language tochildren and adults; the background of children ofoverslas crigin (study courses to Jamaica and Indiahaw.) been or the role of school in multi-racial society, race relations, and other associatedsubjects. Conferences in these fields have also bee;organised by the Department for college of educationlecturers. HM Inspectorate work closely with localeducation authorities and the other organisationsconcerned in the eUur:ation of immigrants in the pro-motion of courses, For some years past the Departmenthes organised in-service training courses on languagesand background for teachers, lecturers and localeducation authority advisers in France, Germany andSpain. In recent years courses for teachers of geo-graphy and history have been held in Italy, Svreden,Germany, Denmark, Holland; some of these courses havebeen reciprocal in nature.

4.4.4 The Community Relations Commission - a statutorybod:r has put high on its list of priorities thecnceuragememt of teacher training establishments to.giv.) increasing attention to the organisation ofcours to equip young teachers with the knowledgeand .:::perionce to enable them to function effectivelyin schools. To this k;nd it organisesco. f,rences and issues publications.
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4.5.1 Instruction in Foreign Languages
The curriculum is not centrally controlled, and
there is therefore po official policy on the teach-
ing cf the native llanuage and culture of the
children of immigrants or migrant workers in schools.
An7 subject may be taught if the Head agrees and
tine and staffing can be made available. French,
Elanish, German and !Italian are taught as port of
2,any schools' curriculum, particularly French which
m4y be taught in primary schools as well as second-
iry schools. However it has to be remembered that
he United Kingdom has chiefly to deal with immi-
srants who enter the country for permanent settle-
ment. It is natural enough therefore that instruct-
ion in English should be given priority. Indeed it
would not be practicable to give instruction in the
native tongues where, as is frequently the case,
immigrant children with many different native tongues
attend the same school. Nevertheless voluntary organ-
isations set up by the immigrants themselves, give
education in the native language and culture in
,lases cut of school hours. Local education author-
Lties often support their efforts by providing
facilities for such classes.

4.5.2 :nstruction in English
Unfamiliarity with English is the obvious immediate
problem for immigrant pupils and their teachers.
%z:pecial arrangements for the teaching of English
are provided by local education authorities. Some
areas makc no special provision for the teaching of
:English to infants, who are held to pick up English
;In the way any young child picks up its native
language. An increasing number of infant schools
are, however, beginning to appreciate the need for
a more systematic approach to the teaching of English
to young immigrant children.

4.5.3 Attempts arc made to assess the standard of English
spoken by ir,migrant children of school ago either
at central advist'ry points when they first come to
this country, or nt reception centres where they
are given a general introduction to English life,
language and culture. Once the children are in
school, specialist English teaching is provided in
a nwqber of differeflt ways. Some authorities arrange
for welfare ass3stance or some form of ancillnry
Kelp to be allocated to schools with high proport-
ions of immicrants. Additional part-timu teachers
:nay be made available or n generous staffing ratio
nay enable the class teachers to spend pore time
with those in need of help. This hell. is also pro-
vided in withdrawal groups, taken by he class
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teacher or by a specially appointed or peripateticone. When a large number of children require help,some authorities establish special classes, eitherwithin the schools the children attend or centrally.

4.5.4 Education for a Multi-Cultural Society
Religious instruction must by law be provided in main-tained schools and it is normally in t:.o Christian
faith. But special lessons can be yrovidcd in somecases for iunigrants cf ether foit:is and, where thisis not possible, parents have the right to ask thattheir children be excused from attending the lesEons.In practice schools with large nie.mbee's of immigrantpupils frequently incorporate underoanding andappreciation of all religions in assemblies andreligious education lessons. Immigrant folk dancing,music, and national stories have also prnved popularadditions tc the curriculum. As approriate materialeones available, schools are increasingly involved inthe study of the culture, geography, history and artof the countries from which immigrants come. Thepresence in the class of children to wtoSe famIliesthe 3e countries are familiar gives a viva; pity to thesestudies which is of benefit to inaigenous and immi-grant alike.

4.6 Further Education and Adult Education
4.6.1 The whole range of furtiler and adult education ser7-ices provided in the United hirodiom is of en to immi-grants on the same terms as ir;110encr:-.5 students, ifthe immigrant hns been in the c.1:4i,.y for :.tree ormere years before the start of the course. If he hasbeen in the cruntry for less than three year beforethe start of the course, he has to -a7 a hicher tuitionfee and he is rot eligible for a mAcktory award toenter a degree level course. Nevertheless the tuitionfee which is charged is only a fraction of the costof the course, so there is still a generous sL;b5idy.
4.6.2 Special provision is made in further and adult cduc-atien fcr immigrants over school age with Languagedifficulties. The courses provided may be full orpart -tine and efforts arc made to pllblicise thorn sothat inmigrant parents, in particular, are aware oftheir existence. Many further education establishment-4have made particular efforts to help immigrant motbA'sby arranging classes at times which they can manf2scA nuncr of voluntary organisations run langua50lessons or have tuition courses for immigrants aspart cf their general welfare activities.

gi
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4.6.3 Somo immigrants mci' havo difficulty in obtaining
employmnnit because of low educational attainment
or language difficulty. A number of further educ-
ation ostablishmonts run pro-tmining courses in
3nglish and arithmetic for irnigrants and other3
with the same difficulty, to enal:le them to benefit
_from courses of vocational training for the unon-
ployed in Government training centres or collegov
of further education. :zany, if not most of the
entrants are immigrants. The Department of Employ-
ment pays the economic cost of the tour -n and gives
vocational training allowances to the it....igrants.

4.7 Holiday Projccts

'Summer holiday activities such as play centres and summer
.amps have formed part of the educational life of the
Uni"ed Kingdom for many years. In the last five or six
years, however, the presence of immigrant pupils seems
to have given a now impetus to these activities resulting
in a rapidly increasing provision of summer pvojects de-
signed to lacct the needs of immigrants or of multi-racial
fsroups. Their range has broadened in the last year or two
to include language classes and courses for immigrants
And other children with language handicaps; nore broadly
'3ased educational projccts, including cultural visits and
activities; and recreational or community schemes the main
pnrposc of which is play or community service.

4.8.8 3roo.dcasting

Radio and tolovisior can offer programmes not only of
direct help to non-English speaking immigrants learning
to cope with unfamiliar surroundings but also of help
in creating among the indigenous population the kind of
attitudes which will enable newcomers to settle down
happily and feel fully accepted in their new environment.
In recent years the British Broadcasting Corporation and
the Independent Television Authority have offered a number
of such programmes.

Th(, rr::cert entry of the United Kingdom into the European
Cc7=1nitics has led to a w:xiety of docuL:unary pro-
grammes on aspects of the ways of life in different
European countries.

./.
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5. Asni;cts of UK exarienec.with non-Europuan migrationFiciiREFTrno prnIEE'd raii7rE2-0fra-Eur222anEirdiTI2n

Most settlers in the United Kingdom of non-European originsare immigrants rather than migrants although the exactproportions are vvry difficult to gnuge.

Nevertheless, the problems which we-havo experienced inrespec1 of language, social integration and urban con-contrrtion are, to a great extent, conmon to both groups,as is Lade clear in the other sections of this report,particularly as regards children in schools.

B. LEGISLATIOTT

1, ks expinincd, the United Kingdom has very few migrantscoupared with immigrants, and the latter all becomoUnited Kingdom subjects and are entitled to the sameben, fits as those born in the country.

Th r%.:in function of Her Majesty's Inspectors in dis-cha.rgirg the responsibilities successive Parliaments havelaid upon central government to a great extent safeguardsthe conditions cf imLigrant pupils in educational estab-lishIlents and reduces the need for legislation.

2. Although the United Kingdm has long been an emigratingcountry its crigrants have in the main been to English-speaking countries of the Coumenwcalth such as Australia,Cnnada and Nuw Zcalrnd. The Londrn Offices of the HighCommissioners Imo been actin, :, in supplying would-beemigrants with information about thcir countries, includ-ing job opportunities.

C. RESEARCH AND EXPERIMEUTATION

1. Research generally into race relations is coordinated bythe Home Secretary's Advisory Committee on this subject.
2. The Departnlent of Education and Science recognises theneed for research into problems of English language teach-ing and i-acher trining s they arc affected by thepresence of im,igrant children and the children of immi-grants i:.. schools. In 1966 it hulpod to finance the settingup of th., Contra: for Iilfor!-Ition

LrniriTy4sLIL,22hinMILT) t) ce.41c, coordin-.Lo and make available inform-ation au-zt all ilspLcts of modern languages and theirt:aching, a:Id to maLitain n record of er.ithoritativeinforzati::A about rLlevant research.
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3. The Department has also undertaken a survey of current
assessment practices and their possible future development
so as to ensure tliait immigrant pupils are fairly treated.
It has also grant-aided, directly or indirectly, a number
of research projects into the most effective types of
organisation to meet the needs of multi-racial schools :

research into the problem of teaching race relations in
schools, and youth service projects aimed at assisting
the integration of young immigrants. The Action Research
Project into the needs of deprived children, jointly
sponsored by the Department and the Social Sciences
Research Council, takes in areas where there are substant-
.ial numbers of immigrant children.

4. The Schools Council, the main body dealing with curricular
matters, sponsors a number of research projects into
teaching English to immigrants, the teaching of race
relations, and the teaching of religious education.

5. The Social Science Research Council has sponsored a number
of research projects into social attitudes and the teach-
ing of race relations.

6. A list of some of these research projects arranged accord-
ing to their sponsors is as follows :

A. Schools Council

i. ENGLISH FOR IMMIGRANT CHILDREN - Leeds University
Institute of Education. 1966-1971. Age range 5-16.
Grant £135,250.

TEACHING ENGLISH TO WEST INDIAN CHILDREN -
Birmingham University. Department of English and
School of Education. 1967-1972. Age range 7-9.
Grant £59,000.

iii. HUMANITIES CURRICULUM PROJECT - University of
East Anglia. Centre for Applied Research in Educ-
ation. 1967-1972. Age range 14-16. Grant
L174,328 plus £60,000 from Nuffield.

iv. GENERAL STUDIES PROJECT - University of York.
1968-1972. Ago range 15-18. Grant £45,000.
The topics covered by this project include
Population, Social Biology, Family, Social Science
and Social Responsibility, Slavery, Race Relations.

v. RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS - Univer-
sity of LanclIter. Department of Religious Studios.
1969-1972. Ace range 11-16. Grant £46,000:

vi. RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL -
University of Leeds. Institute of Education. Ends
1971. Age rr_go 5-11. Grant £10,750.

vii. MORAL EDUCIWION PROJECT - Univc,rsity of (xford.
Deparment f EdvcationR1 Studies. 1967-1972.
Ago range 13-16. Grant k,32,000.
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viii . TEACHING ABOUT RACE IN A MULTI-RACIAL SOCIETY - NFER.
October 1972 to December 1975. Grant £125,000. To
producu and evaluate material for a course to provide
a factual background for teaching about race relations
in multi-racial society.

B. National Foundation for Educational Research
i. TESTS OF ENGLISH FOR IMMIGRANT CHILDREN - University

of "irningham/NFE. This project aims at the production
cf Lt battery of proficiency tests with a diagnostic
element - to assist schocls in assessing whether and
n what respect a child's English proficiency falls
short of a target or a standard attained by any group
with which he may need to be compared for the purposes
of effective placing and teaching. It comes to an end
in 1972 and should be able to place its materials on
the market by the end of 1973.

ii. TESTS OF ABILITY FOR IMMIGRANT PUPILS - Dr. Haynes.
This project aimed at improving measuring instruments
to identify the learning potentiality and ability in
immigrant children for whom English is a second language
EDUCATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR SCHOOLS WITH IMMIGRANT
PUPILS - 1970-1973. £46,000.

C. The Social Science Research Council
i. Dr. R. Sh:Irma - A study conducted in Hertfordshire of

the intellectual differences between Indian children
in Hertfordshire and between Hertfordshire children of
Indin4i origin and others in the County.

ii. The r'cuncil hrls established a special reseLch unit at
the University of Bristol: Unit on Inter-Ethnic Relat-
ions. This unit is engaged on a number of relevant
research projects :

a. THE RELATIO17 CF RACIAL ATTITUDE TO BEHAVIOUR IN
ETGLISH AND 'MIGRANT CHILDREN - H. Tajfel with
Dr. E. Milner. This project which is to last from
1971-1973 is being carried out in Southall and
Brist-1.

b. STUDY OF ETHNIC, RELATIGP3 - This includes a study
of the Imluc of cn approach to race relations by
w,.rioun disciplin,s. It is being conducted in Leeds

Brictol.

./.
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PART III
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1. DEPARMaT OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE
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The continuing nccds cf immigrants, HMSO 1972 (Education
Survey 14).
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10. DOSANJH, J.S.
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problcr.s in adjustn,nt. Nottinghar:,. University of Nottingham
Institute of Education (1969). Bibliography.
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12. SCOTT, Rachel
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16. BRAIN, John

Thu un.minting pot; an English Town and its inmigrwats.London: Mr.cvillan 1970.
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Ir.dian Workcrs ',ss.lcic:ticns in Britain. London: O.U.P. forth,-) Institutt cf Race Relations, 196:). Bilbi,)graphy,
rcf%I:rencLJ.

18. DODGE, J,S. (editors)

Thy: fi(10. 1T)rkor in i::_ligrant health. London, Staple Press1969, Biblingr-Thy.

19. II.:1111,1P, G; 1,!s

Unity in Div,rsity; 'Ghe problerls facing the children ^f
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Iumigrants and employment: two case studies in East London
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ALDEN.= IN RESPECT OF SCOTLAND

The bulk of the United Kingdom Country Report refers to the over-
situation and the addendum refers to specific differences
cnen Scotland and other parts of the United Kingdom. It should

oe noted that "the Department", wherever it occurs in the report,
refers to the Department of Education and Science and does not
extend to the Scottish Education Department. The situation in
Scotland is that the number of migrants is much smaller than in
England. As a consequence policy and provision for the education
of migrants is less developed than in England and Wal's. However,
provision for the education of migrants does exist in Scotland in
a number of ways.

The following points applying to Scotland should be read in con-
junction with thc relevant paragraphs of the report

A 1.3

A 2.3

Reference advice for education authorities concerning
thir obligation to providc education for children whose
Stay in tne nit e.d Kincdom is less than a year is not
applilr to 3cotl.A. *Jo such prolAem has yet arisen
in Scoi..lad ql:d no advice has been issued.

ThP main co-:contion of immigrants, who are :dainly
Asian s, is i.. Glosgm! where thE,re wurc, in November 1972,

childrt:r. in schoo]J. ThE: fact that: only
othe.t. c.iuc.ation Tlthorities haw; more than 150 immigrant

childrtn in LhE.ir schools, 352 in Edinburgh and 338 in
R;:nfrthirc, illustrates the relative proportions of the
proi,].7 within Scotland 'ind bk-31!cen Scotland and the rest
of ".1' Kingdcr...

thaim in =ovelid,.-)er 1herc were 437
of who poo:Icssed littic or no

12igli::n -11c, ,:e.cy in in.,cd of inton2iv, instruction
C;inoc Glascow has opted ar IRmigliant

full-timo education
of i=ir,,n1:. nupilu ove r tho rig, of qho requir(:
iv, inr,,trqi'tict:, FeripHt(ri:' visits -Also paid to
"..rit:.%r7 :1(c,Dndar7 school3 J ts.:achers wIsud at the

/ I
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A 4.1.1 The basic informatior about education contained in the
general information leaflet issued by the Home Office
to migrants on arrival does not extend to information
about education in Scotland.

A 4.2 The Urban Programme is also operative in Scotland. Summer
schools, both immigrant and multi-racial, have been run
by the coordinated effort of Glasgow Education Authority
and the Glasgow Community Relations Council, with the aid
of finance from the Urban Programme. A parallel expansion
of nursery education to that in England and Wales was
announced in December 1972 by the Secretary of State for
Scotland.

A 4.4.3 In-service courses in the teaching of English as a Second
Language have been run in 2 colleges of education and
4 Further Education Colleges offer courses in English as
a Second Language which cater for the needs of migrants
and overseas students.

A 4.4.4 A branch of the National Association for Multi-Racial
Education has been formed in Glasgow.

Two Community Relations Officers are in post in Scotland,
in Glasgow and Edinburgh. The Joint Council of Churches
finances a Community Worker and sponsors a wide range of
activities including Women's International Centres and
home tuition for immigrant housewives, in Glasgow, Dundee
and Edinburgh.

A 4.6.3 The need for pre-training courscs in English and arith-
metic for immigrants and indigenous adults who have the
same difficulty in obtaining employment because of low
educational attainmcnt or language difficulty does not
exist in Scotland.

C 6.D The Scottish Education Department has financed a socio-
linguistic study of the immigrant school learner in
primary schools which is being carried out by a research
team 7it Jordanhill College of Education, Glasgow. An
Interim Report was published in Narch 1972 and it is
expL-otd that a fin-Al Report will 12c published in the
middle of 1()74.

* * *
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Ad hoc Conference on th Education of Migrants

GUIDELINES FOR

COUNTRY REPORTS

,1



INTRODUCTION
01 coati

OW.

1. 1;.t their Brussels ConforencQ in June 1971 tho European
Anistors of Education instructed the Committee of Senior Offic-
ials to study, in collaboration with the Secretariat of the
Counc4.1 of Europe, the practical arrangements for holding an
ad hoc conference, to which officils '1.1d experts from Ministries
or departments other than those of education might be invited,
on roblems relatin- to education and traininv of immigrants,
bot. a u is an a,o eso,%nts, and to th.! sc oo ing o immigran s

(Resolution No. 4 of the Seventh Conference of European
;.inistors of Education) .

2. The conclusions of the ftd hnc Working Party set up by the
Committee of Senior Officials to study these arrangements were
presented to the Committee's Standing Group in April 1197:.

(Document CYVHFAigrants (72) 3) .

Standin:s. group decided that all delegations to the Comm-
ittee of Senior Officials should be invited to cooperate in pre-
paring material for the conference. The Secretariat was asked to
draw up a more structured doclment so as to guide countries as
to the form -..nd content of the information which they would be
asked to furnish.

(Document CIE/HF (72) 4, section 2).

3. A document entitled 'Draft Guidelink:s Ior Country Reports'
was duly prepu.rod by the Secretariat and submitted, on the
instructions of the Co :imittec cf Senior Officials, for final
amendment And ar.rov.11 of its distribution to Governments to a
me..Jting cf th,.: ad hoc Working Party held in Strsbourg in
January 1973. Mc .iLtached t,)xt is the definitive version, and
calls for the follcv;in6 comr.wnts

PART I

(a) Tho section re,rerding 1,3rislation has been drawn up
bc:..zrini: in :r.ind Resolution (70') 7)5, 2Lcioptd by the
::ommittr.:o of iVinisters of thc, Council of Europe
No.v.-1;.bur 1970 ftesolv.tion (text attachcd) con-
t.-;.ins n..:Iibur of prr.,cisu romm(2nations to which
(;ov,:rnmcnto my wish Le ;:hen compiling their
r: ports.

(b) For colivi,:nicnoc the setion 1.1as ben sub-divided, the.
firJt 11-Jection points directed mainly to

cmintris, th, . second dirtoted mainly to
L:A,'rfttion yol;ntriL3. It is rc..:nis,2d hew,:ver that
then: mv ,:overn!:ALts will wish to r:ive

0!: m.,tt.,)rs r:t.ntion,-.2 in tA.L:hrr or bo.,,h

/-
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'J:he section entitled policy is intended to offer an
opportunity to governments to describe the situation
it exists in practice in their countries, concentrating
in particular on thy, difficulties encountered and on the
measures applied or contmplated to overcome these.

(d) The section dealine .vvith rescarch and experiment,tion
should, if possible, list not only those projects and
activities carried out directly or under government,
auspices but also those of special interest and signif-
icance conducted in, for instance, universities,
business firms, voluntary organisations, etc.

(e) It is hoped th.lt the collation of the replies given under
this section of the report may constitute a veritable
"register" of research and experiments, leading to im-
proved information, cross-fertilisation of ideas and
results, and even, possibly, joint (transnational)
projects.

PART II

(a) The Secretariat is aware both of th,- formidable difficult-
ies which governments find in acquiring reliable stat-
istics in this field .end of th,:: fact that, even where
accur.3.tci, national figures citn bc provided, these figures
will not necessarily be comparable at European level.

(b) Despit,-.! thc! ;,,ifficLaties it seems eqsential that tho
attempt be mad to p2oidc the ad hJc conference with a
"quantitative base". i'rr this reason it is suggested that,
where firm figures c.,..nnot b:? provided, at the least estim-
ates should bo zi,nn (27rhaps %ith ZTi indicntion, if
desired, of th(, prob%b1( margin of error). It is import-
ant also tht zovJfr.monts should f:ive their opinion on
likely future: trnds.

(c) As regr:1:3 non-comprability aspect, a recent Resol-
ution of thL Comr_ittee of 7anisters of the Council of
Europe gives cuid,:.nce as to methods of compiling stastist-
ics on the international nigration 3f workers (Resolution
(72) 18 :tnd mcl:,3randum attached).

PART III

(a) As in tilt case of r,..1_,ny:ch anl thc intent-
ion in r(.;1.7pct of :oc,im,:ntation is to reveal the existence
of a corrms of recent Europe7tn ntudics on this subjt:ct,
son of mn.y bc- riot o-2 insuffici,:ntly known outside
thy:: country of

1
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The problmsof ,Iducution training to bu trc9.tod by th::
conferenc%: are, essentinlly, those arising from intro,-Euro can
micration. The 'icklilit...61 %r( 'ncy.vcv,:r drafted so as to prow de
qn opportunity for countris with expvri.:ncc ',II-so of immigration
from outside luropc to rt-..fr to this expc;rionce insofar as they
doom it rulevant to th... 12roUlt.,ms confronting th: confi3rencc (see
A.5).

A. POLICY

1. Pleacc docoribe your country's policy in reglrd to the
provision of tAucqtion and trainini: for migrant workers
and. their children, with partioulr reference to thy;
.-clucrtion of the childr,:n durinc tho,,:ost country' a
compulsory- schoonna. noriod.

2. What ar. the main difficultics vhich hov. hen encount-
rcd ? (**)

3. To v;hat cxt,,nt t:13s., difficulties connotud with the
rrol)lm of distil;Lishing th n....du of work::rs rAnd thoir

,:xpcoting t. b: , to scittic 1)..Tmanontly in
p,ur count..12y frorr nd-; of thes. xpootin6 to stay
toin.porarily ?

:hit my13:Ir hay.. aflo--;:te6 or 9r., p; .'sent proposed
to n.,.1t difficltis

5. ::ountri,,, non-Eurcp.,:an migr.,_nts
to pcyl-ot en ::p.erLnce nhic:r1

tht:7 to thL probl::ms rflised by intra-
..zr,

1 (for countri s with -:20sta.lti.11 immi-:r.-mt population)

th. c'oricnt 01 i.1.1.,or laws,

-45r_c:ants
.tnd/or of mi!.;rant workkrs

.Q1,1 th. ic :

rc..1.1y to :-1.1o!).1d ;lot

in rcsr%:ot of (f2or si tiinInf; of

1
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(i) at pre-school level ;

(ii) at compulsory school level ;

(iii) at upper secondary level (general, technical or
vocational) ;

(iv) at post-secondary and adult education establish-
ments.

2. (for countries with a significant outflow of migrants)

Please list and summarise the content of major laws,
decrees, directives, regulations and bilateral agree-
ments concerning the education and/or training of migrant
workers and their fsizilies in respect to :

(i) the provision of information to families, before
their d;:parturo, on the educational facilities
and reiremnts of th.J receivinr, country ;

(ii) the provision of records of a child's health,
school oa:?eer and scholastic attainment within
your own education system, before or her
departure for the receivin;: country ;

(iii) t*.le training of teachers for helping with the
education of the children of mir..-3,nt workers
abroad

V ) the educational and / or occupational re-integration
ct mic;I:ant wurers an:3 their chil3ren on their
return. to your country.

C RESEARCH iVID

Please list descrite briefly iny major project of
research .ind,or exl.orimnTation :Iich focus on these
problems ailci 1.Ave recently been completed or are currently
in progress.
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(for countries viith a substantial immigrant population Govern-
ments are invited to prc7i.le IA further breakdown between 'european
origin' and 'non-European c,riFin', if they consider it significant
for the proceedincs

. YIGRANT YIORKER

1, Total number of mii!rallt workers

2. Breakdon of this number by nationality

3. Total active population (at same or nearest date as A.1)

B. EDUCJTITTAL CF IMERS' CHILDR114

1. Pro-School -Education

1.1 ,:umber of mi6rat vg.:r.:;:ors' children of pre-school age
(i.e. up to t:ie ace V;iiell .:)chooline becomes compulsory)

1.2 Total population of pre-school age (at same or nearest
dcite is 1.1)

!!lx-liJer of :1i:Tranr v4iyrkers' attendin: pre-
.2scho..)l

ComzIlsory E:!ucation

2.1 :'iuber. of t:-.1jrant .,vorkeYis' children of full-time
ochol

2.2 lot,A1 pf-T:tiation o full-time compulsory school age
(at oare or ne:Ireet date .tC; %.1)

:iti!!1), or ri,::rant ;,,orkers' ch.ii iron attending full-
comu..J3ory schools

/

(*) Flease -11p yc:q.r(:3) to whicl' fii-:ures or estimates
refer. Itiv.:Ates bc -;:h ore 4:ii-Nrc?o are not
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3. Polt-Oomploorx Education

3.1 Number of migrant workers' children over compulsory
aohool age and below the age of 21

3.2 Total population over compulsory school age and b-low
the age of 21 (at same or nearest date %0 3.1)

3.3 Number of migrant workers' children in this age group
attending institutions of upper-secondary education
(general, technical or vocational)

0, EDUCA'T'ION AND TRAINING OP 14IGRANT WORKERS

1. Number of migrant workers '.antler the age of Pi attending
courses of general education or of vocational training
for adults

2. Number of migrant workers over the age of 21 attending
courses of general education or of vocational training
for adults.

I'ART III

DOMSDTATION

Please list the bibliom;raphical referencles of ma;lor public-
ations on the education of migranto which have appeared in your
country over the last three years.
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